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(ABSTRACT) 

A process can be monitored for the purpose of detecting and eliminating special 

causes or for the purpose of adjusting the process to a target value. SPC (Statistical 

Process Control) methods are used for the purpose of locating and removing any 

unexpected changes in the quality characteristic. On the other hand, certain processes 

(manufacturing, chemical etc.) are monitored using APC (Automatic Process Control) 

methods which compensate for process variability and maintain the process as close as 

possible to a desired target value. The efficiency of control schemes can be increased by 

allowing the interval between the samples from the process to vary as a function of the 

process data. The following are developed for a process control problem using a variable 

sampling scheme: a model for the process mean, a performance criterion and an estimation 

technique. The process mean is a random walk model with a control variable. An 

observation for the process is the mean plus a random error. The Kalman filter estimation 

technique is used to estimate the time-varying process mean parameter of the process 

control problem. The objective is to determine the adjustment and sampling strategies that 

lead to a minimum expected loss. These adjustment and sampling limits address two 

questions namely, when to adjust and when to take the next sample. The performance of 

the VSI scheme is compared to the performance of the FSI scheme in terms of the 

percentage reduction in cost. Also, the effects of the cost combinations and the 

observation errors on the VSI and FSI are studied.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Many production processes, such as in the chemical and process industries, can be 

controlled using various contro] schemes. An important goal of process control is to 

reduce deviations of some quality characteristic from a desired target value. The goal of 

reducing deviations can be achieved by SPC (Statistical Process Control) or by APC 

(Automatic Process Control). APC and SPC have originated as separate and distinct 

methodologies to improve process productivity and product quality. SPC is principally 

concerned with the detection and elimination of any unexpected change in the quality 

characteristic. APC, also known as EPC (Engineering Process Control) is concerned with 

the compensatory continual adjustment of the process so as to maintain the process as 

close as possible to the desired target value. 

Sometimes it may not be economically feasible or practical to eliminate factors that 

are beyond our control such as variation in the characteristics of feed stocks, changes in 

ambient temperature, etc. In such cases compensatory continual adjustments of the 

process become necessary. APC can be effective in controlling processes when the level 

of the quality characteristic tends to wander over time. APC methods require that there 

are control variables that affect the output quality characteristics. The process to be 

controlled must be known well enough so that the relationship of the output variables to a 

change in the control variables can be well described by a mathematical model. 

Compensatory adjustments are made to the control variables so that the deviations of the 

output quality characteristics from the desired target values are reduced. The adjustments 

could cause an immediate effect on the output(s) or it may take a while for the effect to be 

seen on the output(s). The idea is to compensate for the deviations of the system output



from a desired target value rather than removal of special causes of variation that give rise 

to unexpected changes to the quality characteristics. 

In traditional SPC methods the standard practice is to take samples at regular 

intervals of time during the process, say, every 1 time unit. A scheme of this type is 

called a fixed sampling interval (FSI) scheme. A modification of this scheme is to vary 

the sampling intervals or the time between samples depending on what is observed from 

the data. This is called a variable sampling interval (VSI) scheme. The basic idea of 

using a VSI scheme is that if there is an indication that the process is operating "in- 

control", then we may want to wait longer than 1 time unit to take the next sample, say, 

wait 2 time units. On the other hand if there is an indication of a process change, but the 

process change is not big enough that the procedure would signal, then we may want to 

take the next sample sooner than 1 time unit, say, after 0.5 time units. Sampling after 0.5 

time units would enable us on average to detect any unexpected changes in the process 

quicker than usual. Considerable work on SPC control charts using VSI schemes has 

been done (see literature review). 

So far, adjustment strategies have been developed for APC problems using an FSI 

scheme (see literature review). In this dissertation, we will develop the process control 

strategies for an APC problem using the VSI scheme. Intuitively it seems that varying the 

time between samples should lead to better process control than taking samples at regular 

fixed times. A brief description of the objectives of this dissertation are given below. 

(a) develop a model: 

The quality characteristic of interest is assumed to be the process mean. The times 

between samples are assumed to vary as a function of the current sample. Since 

different VSI schemes use different sampling intervals, a model for the process



mean is developed. The process mean is a random walk model with a control 

variable. An observation for the process is the mean plus a random error. 

(b) develop a performance criterion: 

The performance criterion is a loss function that is a function of the following three 

costs: 

(i) cost of making an appropriate adjustment (assuming negligible adjustment 

error) 

Gi) cost of sampling 

(iii) cost of the process functioning away from target. 

(c) develop an estimation technique: 

The Kalman filter estimation technique is used to estimate the time-varying process 

mean parameter when a VSI scheme is applied to the stochastic control problem. 

This is a recursive estimation procedure that updates the process mean estimate as 

and when a new observation becomes available. The Kalman filter estimator is a 

function of the previous process mean estimate, the error variances and the previous 

sampling interval. 

(d) find optimal strategies 

After having developed the model, performance criterion and an estimation 

technique, the process control strategies, namely the adjustment and the sampling 

Strategies that lead to a minimum total expected loss will be determined. The 

adjustments and sampling strategies address the issues of when to adjust, how much 

to adjust, and when to take the next sample based on the observed data for the VSI 

process control problem. The dynamic programming approach is used to obtain the 

adjustment and sampling limits at each stage of the problem with the objective of 

minimizing the total expected loss from that stage onward. The adjustment limits



will determine the decisions of whether to adjust or not at that stage and the 

sampling limits determine which sampling interval to use at the next stage. Since it 

is very difficult to obtain the adjustment and the sampling limits analytically, these 

limits and the expected loss are determined numerically. 

(e) compare VSI vs. FSI 

The performance of the VSI scheme is compared to the performance of the FSI 

scheme for certain cost combinations and observation errors. This comparison is 

based on the percentage reduction in cost when the VSI scheme is used instead of 

the FSI scheme. Also, the effects of the cost combinations and the observation 

errors on the VSI and FSI are studied.



Chapter 2: Background and Literature Review 

2.1 SPC, FSI and VSI Schemes 

SPC methods usually employ control charts such as Shewhart charts, CUSUM 

(Cumulative Sum) charts, and EWMA (Exponentially Weighted Moving Average) charts 

for the purpose of locating and eliminating any unexpected process changes. Control 

charts help in determining when the change in the quality characteristic occurred. These 

charts are then used to bring the process to a basic state of statistical in control without 

continual adjustments. In traditional SPC techniques, the term in control is defined to be 

the situation when the observations are identically and independently distributed (i.1.d) 

with their mean equal to the target ({1 = Up) and their variation due only to the common 

causes at work. When the process mean has shifted to ll = LW), then this is considered as 

the occurrence of a special cause and thus the process is defined to be out of control. 

A control chart is usually maintained using a FSI scheme. A control statistic which 

is a function of the values from the samples is plotted on a control chart which is divided 

into regions of in-control and out-of-control by the control limits. When the statistic falls 

outside the control limits a signal is given indicating a change in the process parameter. 

This process change is then investigated and the cause if found is eliminated and hence 

the process is brought to its desired state. If the statistic falls within the control limits, 

then the process allowed to continue. As an example, consider a yarn manufacturing 

process. An important quality characteristic is the tenacity of the yarn defined to be the 

breaking strength with respect to the size of the yarn (measured in denier/meters). 

Control charts can be employed to monitor the tenacity by sampling at regular time 

intervals. The control statistic, a function of the observed value of tenacity, is then 

plotted on the control chart. When the statistic falls outside the control limits it would be



taken as an indication of a special cause of variation (may be caused by the improper 

setup or functioning of the machine that measures the property, or an inexperienced 

operator). A search is made for the cause of the point outside the control limits, and if a 

cause can be found then an attempt is made to remove the cause. SPC methods can be 

viewed as a series of hypothesis testing problems where the null hypothesis states that the 

process is in a state of in-control and the alternative hypothesis states that the process is 

not in a state of in-control. 

The performance of control charts using the FSI schemes is usually characterized by 

an important statistical property called the average run length (ARL). The ARL is the 

expected number of samples that is required for a procedure to signal given the present 

state of the process. It is desirable for the control chart to have a low rate of false alarms 

(an indication of out-of-control signal when the process is actually operating close to its 

target value) and to provide prompt signals when the process has shifted from target. 

When the process is in-control, the ARL should be large so that there is a low false alarm 

rate. On the other hand, when the process is out-of-control the ARL should be small so 

that the process disturbances can be detected quickly. 

VSI control charts switch between different sampling intervals based on observed 

data and detect unexpected changes (if any) in the process faster than FSI control charts. 

Since the sampling rate in VSI control charts depends on the value of the parameter, it is 

important to look at both the number of samples to signal and the time to signal. The 

performance of control charts is characterized by the average number of samples to signal 

(ANSS) and the average time to signal (ATS). ANSS is the expected number of samples 

to signal. ATS is the expected time to signal, where the time to signal is the time from 

the beginning of the process until the chart signals. When the process is in a state of in-



control, the ATS should be large and when the process has experienced a shift in its 

process mean, the ATS should be small. 

Considerable work has been done on control charts using VSI schemes. Use of the 

VSI schemes in control charts has been shown to be more efficient than the FSI schemes 

in process monitoring. Studies on the properties of Shewhart charts using the VSI 

schemes and the improved efficiency of using the VSI schemes over the FSI schemes 

were investigated by Reynolds, Amin, Amold, and Nachlas (1988), Amin (1987), 

Reynolds (1989), Runger and Pignatiello (1991), and Cui and Reynolds (1989). 

Reynolds, Amin, and Arnold (1992) examined the properties and the performance of 

CUSUM charts using the VSI schemes and it was shown that using the VSI schemes 

proves to be more efficient than using the FSI schemes. For independent and identically 

distributed (i.i.d) processes, Reynolds and Amold (1989) showed that two sampling 

intervals are optimal for a Shewhart control chart to detect changes in the process 

parameter when the VSI scheme is used. Saccucci, Amin, and Lucas (1992) and 

Reynolds (1995) have studied the VSI schemes on EWMA charts. Chengular-Smith, 

Arnold, and Reynolds (1989) considered simultaneous monitoring of the process mean 

and the process variance using the VSI scheme and showed that the variable sampling 

procedures are generally more efficient than fixed sampling procedures. Additional work 

on variable sampling intervals can be found in papers by Arnold (1970), Crigler and 

Arnold (1979), Hui and Jensen (1980), Reynolds (1988a, 1988b), Vining and Reynolds 

(1989), Rendtel (1990), Amin and Letsinger (1991), Amin and Ncube (1991), Shamma et 

al. (1991), Amin and Hemasinha (1993), Amin and Miller (1993), Runger and 

Montgomery (1993), Vaughan (1993), Prabhu et al. (1994), and Reynolds (1995). 

In SPC it is usually assumed that the process measurements are i.1.d with a 

distriburion that does not change over time when operating under common causes. But in



the context of control charts, some studies on the effect of autocorrelated data in control 

charts have also been investigated. For example, Goldsmith and Whitfield (1961), 

Johnson and Bagshaw (1975), Bagshaw and Johnson (1976), and Kartha and Abraham 

(1979) have studied the effect of positive and negative correlation on the ARL of control 

charts using a time series model for the process. Fitting time series models to the process 

and using control charts for the one step ahead forecast residuals to detect a change in the 

process were examined by Abraham and Kartha (1979), Ermer (1980), Montgomery 

(1985), and Montgomery and Mastrangelo (1991). Alwan and Roberts (1988) suggested 

the use of a "special cause chart" to monitor time series residuals and a "common cause 

chart" to monitor 1-step ahead forecasts. Other studies examining control charts in the 

presence of correlation were considered by Reynolds et al. (to be published), VanBrackle 

(1991) and Lu (1994). 

2.2 The Kalman Filter 

Because the Kalman filter will be used as a tool in the APC problem, we will first 

give some background on the Kalman filter and then study its application to the optimal 

control strategies of the APC problem. 

A filter is used to extract information about a parameter of interest, using data that is 

available up to and including a particular time. A filter is actually a system of equations 

(an estimator) that yields an estimate of the parameter of interest at the current time based 

upon all past measurements. In this dissertation the parameter of interest is the process 

mean. Let the process mean at time k be denoted by p,. At time k let p, be observed 

with an error €,. If observations xX, Xp, ..., X, are available, where x; is the observation at 

time i, then the question that arises is: "Based on these data, what can be inferred about 

the unknown parameter u,, when t< k, t=k, ort > k?". If t <k, then the estimation 

problem is called the smoothing problem; if t =k, it is called the filtering problem; if t >



k, it is called the prediction problem. Also, the term state estimation is applied to all the 

three problems where the parameter of interest is called the state. 

Estimation of the process mean when an observation becomes available can be 

accomplished using the Kalman filter technique, which estimates models with time- 

varying parameters. Kalman filtering is a recursive estimation procedure that helps in 

drawing inferences about the unknown process mean parameter (i.e. the problem of 

estimation is an ongoing one). Many lengthy computations and storage requirements 

would be needed if one were to process all data at the end of each time period. To 

overcome these problems, recursive estimation is implemented. Kalman filter recursive 

estimation uses previous computations (previous estimates) and stores only those items 

required for the processing of future observations, thus requiring fewer computations and 

less computer storage than "starting from scratch". The general idea is to update the 

estimate of the process mean using the previous estimate and the new input data. Since 

Kalman filtering is a linear discrete-time system of equations, it can be easily 

implemented on a digital computer. 

The Kalman filter theory was developed by Kalman (1960) and Kalman and Bucy 

(1961). Duncan and Horn (1972) derived the Kalman recursive results for the Kalman 

filter estimation problem from the regression standpoint. They have presented the 

relevant random-parameter regression theory as a natural extension of the conventional 

fixed-parameter regression theory and the derivation of the optimal recursive estimators 

in terms of the extended regression theory for a typical form of the recursive model. 

Using a Bayesian approach, Sarris (1973) described the problem of estimating time- 

varying regression coefficients when a Markov structure is imposed a priori on the 

coefficients. He explained how the time variation cannot be estimated unless some 

restrictions are placed on the infinite forms of possible time changes. He also discussed



the limitations of some methods that attempt to identify the time-varying coefficients. 

Harrison and Stevens (1971,1976) derived the Kalman filter using a Bayesian approach to 

forecasting. The essential foundations of the method include the parametric structure of 

the state-space model, the probabilistic information on the parameters at any given time 

that is available in the form of a posterior distribution, and the sequential model 

definitions for the observation and the parameter. The sequential model definitions 

describe how the parameters change in time systematically and due to random shocks. 

For a special model that has time-varying regression coefficients, Sant (1977) applied the 

generalized least squares method to estimate the coefficients. He further showed the 

equivalence of Kalman filtering and smoothing techniques to generalized least squares. 

Ledolter (1979) discussed recursive estimation in linear regression theory using the 

Kalman filter approach. He also discussed estimation of the parameters recursively when 

the parameters vary according to an autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) 

process. Sallas and Harville (1981) extended the Kalman filter recursive estimation 

technique for fixed and completely random models, to mixed linear models that have 

autoregressive random effects. Authors such as MacGregor (1973), MacGregor and 

Wong(1980), and Phadke (1981) have used the Kalman filter as an estimation technique 

in applications such as designing optimal (univariate and multivariate) stochastic control 

algorithms for chemical processes, nuclear material control, and quality auditing. 

2.3 Automatic Process Control 

APC methods employ feedback, feedforward, or a combination of feedback and 

feedforward systems to adjust the control variables of the process. In feedback control, 

the deviations of the quality characteristics from the target values are used to calculate the 

appropriate compensations to be made to the process by inducing appropriate changes to 

the control variables. This has a feedback path between the observed deviations of the 

10



output from the target values and the control variables. For example, in a yar 

manufacturing process a high or low viscosity y, of the polymer can be compensated by 

adjusting the flow rate F, of one of the ingredients at the input. The deviation of y, from 

a desired target value T is used to decide the appropriate adjustments to be made on the 

flow rate F. In feedforward control, it is assumed that the effect of some measured but 

uncontrolled variable on the output variable is known. The control variable is altered 

based on this measured variable rather than on the deviations of the output from the 

target. For example, in a yarn manufacturing process the measured molecular weight M, 

of one of the ingredients used to make the polymer is known to affect the viscosity of the 

polymer. Instead of the deviation of y, from a desired target value T, M, (molecular 

weight) can be used to determine the appropriate F, (flow rate) which is the control 

variable that can be manipulated. The flow rate F, is used to compensate for the 

deviations y,-T, by compensating for the fluctuations in the molecular weight M,. 

Extensive work has been done on control procedures in control theory and one can 

find papers as far back as 1952 (Girshick and Rubin). Some of the other authors who 

have explored the field of feedback/feedforward control systems are Bishop (1957, 1960), 

Box and Jenkins (1962, 1963, 1970), Astrém (1970), Astrém and Wittenmark (1984), 

Box and MacGregor (1974), Abraham and Box (1979), Kelly et al. (1987), and 

MacGregor (1991). 

Many studies have investigated control strategies for control theory problems with 

discrete time systems using the FSI scheme where samples are taken at equidistant time 

intervals. Astrém (1970) gives optimal control strategies for a general model in control 

theory given by the 

observation equation X, = MU, +E, (2.3.1) 

and 
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system equation Hy = Pou) tApapjtVy; k= 1, 2, 3, 0.0... (2.3.2) 

where 

X;, is the rx 1 observation vector, 

a, is the p x 1 vector of control variables that may depend on the x; 's, 

1, is the q x | state vector, 

M, is ar X q matrix, 

P, is aq xX q matrix, 

A, iS aq X p matrix, 

and {€,, k = 1,2,3,...} and {v,, k = 1,2,3,...} are sequences of independent multivariate 

normal random variables with mean zero and variance-covariance matrices E and N, 

respectively. The matrices M,, P,, Ay, E, and N may depend on time k and are assumed 

to be known. It is also assumed that the initial state [Up is multivariate normal with mean 

M,, and variance-covariance matrix M. 

The performance of the system is characterized by the following expected loss 

function 

n 

EL(n) = | Yul, sea.) (2.3.3) 
k=1 

The matrices Q, and Q, with dimensions (q x q) may also depend on time k. Q, is 

symmetric and nonnegative definite and Q, is positive definite. 

The general control problem as described in Astrém (1970) is to find a control 

strategy for the system specified by (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) such that (2.3.3) is minimized. 

The infinite stage process is considered as an approximation to the n-stage problem. The 

technique of dynamic programming is used to solve the control problem. The control 

problem can be thought of as consisting of a sequence of problems, each of which 

requires some variables to be determined. Solving a single n-dimension problem can turn 
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out to be very cumbersome and time-consuming. On the other hand, dynamic 

programming uses the backward induction method to solve n single dimension problems, 

instead of solving a single n-dimension problem. The method of dynamic programming 

was developed by Bellman (1957, 1967), Bellman and Dreyfus (1962), and Bellman and 

Kalaba (1965). The components of a dynamic programming problem have been 

described by Cooper and Cooper (1981) as follows: 

Problems to which dynamic programming has been applied are usually stated 

in the following terms. A physical, operational, or conceptual system is 

considered to progress through a series of consecutive stages. At each stage 

the system can be described or characterized by a relatively small set of 

parameters called the state variables or state vector (state for short). At each 

stage, and no matter what state the system is in, one or more decisions must 

be made. These decisions may depend on either stage or state or both. It is 

also true that the past history of the system, i.e., how it got to the current stage 

and state, are of no importance. When a decision is made a return or reward 

is obtained and the system undergoes a transformation or transition to the 

next stage. The return is determined by a known single-valued function of 

the input state. Similarly, the transformation state results from a known 

single-valued function of the decision acting upon the current state. The 

overall purpose of the staged process is to maximize or minimize some 

function of the state and decision variables. 

Bellman's principle of optimality is essential to be able to carry out the above mentioned 

transformation of the n-dimension problem to n single-dimension problems. As stated by 

Bellman (1957) the principle of optimality is: 

An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial state and the 

initial decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy 

with respect to the state which results from the initial decision. 

In addition to the stages, random state variables, decisions, transitions, and a cost 

function, a stochastic dynamic programming problem is further described by probability 
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distributions and a probabilistic operator (which is the expected value in equation 2.3.3). 

The dynamic programming procedure consists of deriving a set of functional equations 

from the criterion function (for example, equation 2.3.3) and solving the equations to get 

the optimal decisions. This is stated in Cooper and Cooper (1981): 

"The underlying similarity of all dynamic programming processes is the creation 

of a set of functional equations of a particular type called recurrence relations". 

If the observation equation of the system (2.3.1) is specified under M, = I, (unit 

matrix) and €, = 0, for k = 1,2,3, ..., then the observation x, at any time k gives the exact 

value of the state vector H,. This is described as "the complete state information 

problem". On the other hand, when the observation equation of the system is specified by 

(2.3.1), in the case in which the state vector is not known exactly implying that €, has 

positive variance, it is described as "the incomplete state information problem". 

A special case of (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) is a scalar linear system that is specified by the 

observation equation X, = Uy, +€, (2.3.4) 

and the 

process mean equation Uy = My taypj tv, 3 k= 1, 2, 3, ..., n, (2.3.5) 

where x, , U,, && . Vz, and a, are scalars. The sequences {€,} and {v,} are assumed to be 

independent normal variables with mean zero and known variances o2 and 0%, 

respectively. The state variable is assumed to be the process mean. If a, = 0 then (2.3.5) 

is arandom walk model. It is also assumed that the adjustments made to the process have 

an immediate effect on the process. Now, let c, denote the cost per squared deviation of 

the process from the zero target and c, denote the cost proportional to any size adjustment 

made to the process. Let r = c,/c, be the cost ratio. Then the expected loss function 

(2.3.3) for the above n-stage problem becomes 
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n 

EL(n) = “A Sbientalh (2.3.6) 
k=1 

The model is assumed to be initialized with the prior distribution Uplxg ~ N(fig.do): 

where Xp is the past history of the x, process. Applying the results from Astrém (1970) to 

the above special case and using the dynamic programming approach, the optimal 

adjustment that minimizes (2.3.6) is 

ay = ~Kia, (2.3.7) 

where [ly = E([yIXosXysee-Xy) is the generalized Kalman filter estimate of H, given all 

the data through k, and 

w(k+1) 

~ r+w(k+1)_ 

The w(.) are defined recursively as follows: 

w(n) = 1 

and 

_ [L+r]w(k+1)+r w(k) = fork = 1, 2,3,..., n-1. 
(K) r+w(k+1) 

Here an adjustment of —F,{i, is made at every time period k. We notice that F, is less 

than or equal to 1. 

Crowder (1986) studied the adjustment strategies for the model specified by (2.3.4) 

and (2.3.5) using the FSI scheme. The assumptions in Crowder's model are the same as 

those in Astrém's model, but Crowder used a different performance criterion, given by 

n 

EL(n) = oe Sil) (2.3.8) 
k=1 

where 

0 if a=0 
5(a) = (i ¢ at 0. (2.3.9) 
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Any cost of sampling is considered irrelevant. The off-target cost and the adjustment cost 

are assumed to be the only costs that affect the decision regarding when to adjust and 

when not to adjust. While (2.3.6) assumes that an adjustment is made at every time 

period k, (2.3.8) assumes that an adjustment is made only when there is evidence that the 

process has wandered "far away" from the target. Crowder (1986) used the technique of 

dynamic programming to obtain the adjustment limits for the system specified by (2.3.4) 

and (2.3.5) such that (2.3.8) is minimal. He derived t,, the Kalman filter estimate which 

is given by 
2 , , q+ ; 

= UWy_)tap_y +| ——a— Ss | OX — (Ue _) tar_s)), 2.3.10 My = Uy tay 5 |b (fy =) ( ) 

where q is the limiting value of q,, that is, q is the steady state variance of [,|Xg,Xj,..-5Xx; 

2 4 22 —O +6 +4050 
v 5 e-’ Crowder then 

derived a set of two functional equations from the criterion function (2.3.8) and solved 

and has been proved by Crowder to be equal to 

these functional equations to determine the optimal decisions. One functional equation is 

the minimum expected loss for a 1-period problem; the other equation is the minimum 

expected loss for a k-period problem obtained from a (k-1)-period problem. These 

minimums were taken over all possible actions that could be taken. The optimal 

adjustment limits that determine "when to adjust" and " when not to adjust" were 

obtained from the functional equations. The optimal adjustment limits were 

approximated numerically using the quadrature approximation approach. These limits 

depend on r the cost ratio, o2 the system variance, and n the length of the control 

problem. Crowder further showed that the adjustment limits have a convergent or 

limiting value as k — o. The limiting optimal adjustment limits can be used for 

problems involving a large number of stages. He also computed the limiting adjustment 
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limits for various values of r, the cost ratio of the adjustment cost to that of the off-target 

cost. 

Jensen (1989) derived the control strategies based on a Kalman filter estimate of the 

process mean for the model specified in Crowder (1986) with the addition of a 

deterministic drift term and an adjustment error term such that a quadratic loss function is 

minimized. Here the adjustment error refers to the error in the automatic controller that 

monitors and adjusts the process. This error arises as a result of the inability of the 

controller to make perfect adjustments. The performance criterion used by Jensen is 

similar to that used by Crowder (1986). Jensen (1989) also used the technique of 

dynamic programming to determine the adjustment strategies. The adjustment limits 

were shown to depend on the deterministic drift, the various costs involved, and the 

number of stages in the control problem. For the case when there is no drift and no 

adjustment error, Jensen's results agreed with Crowder's results. She further discussed the 

effects of the various costs involved, the adjustment error variance, the system error 

variance, the observation error variance, and the drift on the adjustment limits. Using 

simulation, she concluded that the adjustment limits converge to a limiting value as the 

number of stages increases. 

For the model described by the random walk model for the process mean, Adams and 

Woodall (1989) compared the work by Box and Jenkins (1963), Crowder (1986), Taguchi 

et. al. (1989), and Jensen (1989). By including a measurement cost in the economic 

model of Box and Jenkins (1963) another economic model is described in Adams and 

Woodall (1989). Approximate optimal control strategies and sampling intervals were 

obtained for the new economic model. Adams and Woodall (1989) discussed the 

limitations of Taguchi's model given in Taguchi et. al. (1989) and Taguchi (1985), which 

assumes no measurement error and includes a non zero cost of inspection of an item. 
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Optimal sampling frequency and adjustment limits when the cost of taking an 

observation is non negligible and when the process is sampled at some fixed multiple of 

the unit interval was investigated by Box and Kramer (1989). They used a time series 

model for the disturbances and one step ahead predicted deviation from target to decide 

when to make adjustments to the process in order to operate it as close as possible to the 

desired target value. Schemes designed to minimize the overall cost were developed. 

They studied the effect of the different values for the disturbance model parameter on the 

optimal adjustment limits. Alternatively, Box and Lucefio (1994) investigated schemes 

that avoid the direct assignment of values to the costs of making an adjustment, of taking 

a sample and that of being off-target. These schemes are characterized by the mean 

squared deviation from target produced, the frequency with which the observations are 

required to be made, and the resulting overall length of time between adjustments. The 

schemes are calculated making specific assumptions concerning the dynamic and 

disturbance models affecting the process. Comparisons with Taguchi's (1984, 1986) 

results are also shown. Vander Wiel et. al. (1992) have shown that APC methods could 

be applied in conjunction with SPC methods leading to process optimization and process 

improvement. They developed an integrated approach of process adjustments and 

elimination of special causes of variability leading to quality improvement. 
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Chapter 3: Analysis of the Random Walk Case 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we consider the problem of determining the process control strategies, 

namely the adjustment and the sampling strategies, for a process control problem model 

with a VSI scheme. In Section 3.2 the description of the process control model will be 

given. The model is specified by the observation and the process mean equations. The 

process mean is assumed to follow a random walk model with a control variable. Samples 

are assumed to be taken from the process based on a VSI scheme. The structure of a 

performance criterion will be given and based on the performance criterion the process 

control strategies will be derived. In Section 3.3, a Kalman filter estimator for the process 

mean will be derived using the Kalman filtering theory. The conditional distribution of the 

process mean given information available up to stage k and the conditional distribution of 

the Kalman filter estimator given information available up to stage k-1 will also be derived. 

These conditional distributions will be used in deriving the optimal adjustment and 

sampling strategies. In Section 3.4, the properties of the conditional variances of the 

above mentioned conditional distributions will be studied. In Section 3.5, an explanation 

of how the dynamic programming approach is used to determine a set of functional 

recursive expected loss equations for a VSI scheme with two sampling intervals, is given. 

Further, the set of functional equations, namely the expected loss functions based on the 

performance criterion will be derived. Also, the questions of how the adjustment and 

sampling limits are determined from the functional equations with the goal of minimizing 

the expected loss will be addressed. The properties in Section 3.4 will be used in the 

computation of the expected loss functions. The roles of the adjustment limits, sampling 

limits, and the Kalman filter estimator, as part of the control strategies will be explained. 
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3.2 Model and Optimization Criterion 

Crowder (1986) used the process model consisting of the observation and process 

mean equations given by (2.3.4) and (2.3.5) respectively. He assumed that samples are 

taken from the process at each of the n possible times, namely k = 1,2,....n. These n times 

are assumed to be 1 unit apart. The n possible times correspond to the n stages in the 

problem. Throughout this thesis, we will refer to the model specified by (2.3.4) and 

(2.3.5) with the FSI scheme of 1 unit as Crowder's model. 

Similar to that of Crowder's model, our model consists of two equations, an 

observation equation and a process mean equation. We shall refer to our model as the 

VSI process control model. In the VSI process control model, samples are not necessarily 

taken from the process at equidistant time intervals; the time to the next sample depends 

on the observed data. Let dj, do, ..., d, be the various possible sampling interval lengths 

that can be used where d, < d, <...<d,. Let d, denote the base interval and d,, 1 = 2, 3, 

..., § be an integer multiple of the base interval. In practice, d, can be taken to be the least 

amount of time required to take a sample and d, can be taken to be the maximum amount 

of time the process is allowed to run before the next sample can be taken. Suppose that it 

is desired to implement a VSI scheme beginning immediately, for the next t’ time units. 

Let the random times at which we sample be denoted by ty, ty, ..., ty. Let tg be the 

starting time for the VSI process control problem at which no sample is yet available and 

let t,-4; be equal to t’. Let us assume that no sample will be taken at the very last time, 

namely t,,,;. The justification for this is that since there are no decisions to be made with 

regard to sampling/adjustment after time t’, there is no point in taking a sample at the very 

end. At any time t;, the next sampling time t,,, is determined based on the observed data 

at time t;. The distance between time t; and time t;,; could be any of the sampling 

intervals d;,i= 1, 2, 3, ..., s. 
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The observation equation is given by 

Xt =e Tet (3.2.1) 

where Xt, is the observation taken at time tj), Mees, is the process mean at time t;,, and 

    

€,., is the random error at time t,,, forj = 0, 1, ..., n’ and x,,_ is not observed. 
jt J n’+1 

Hy 

5 NO tia 

Figure 3.2.1 

Equation (3.2.1) is similar to (2.3.4) except that (3.2.1) is expressed in terms of the 

sampling times. In the VSI process control problem we will generalize the process mean 

equation (2.3.5) in order to incorporate the varying sampling interval lengths. In Figure 

3.2.1, let 1, represent the process mean at time t € (t;, tj4;] where t; and t;,, represent any 

two times. Let the model for the process mean be given by 

Hp =H, +a, +v(t—t;) (3.2.2) 

where at, is the adjustment at time t; and the system error v(t-t;) has zero mean and 

variance (t—-t,)oy with oO: known. The process system error variance depends on the 

sampling interval length. The longer the sampling interval length, the larger the system 

error variance. We note that Crowder's process mean equation (2.3.5) is a special case of 

(3.2.2). If we let t; and t;,, be the times associated with stages k-1 and k respectively and 

use a FSI scheme of one unit which implies that the sampling times t;,] = 0, 1, 2, ..., n’ are 

each one unit apart, then we see that at stage k equation (3.2.2) is the same as that of 
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(2.3.5). Next, regarding the assumptions on VSI process control model we shall retain the 

assumption from Crowder (1986) that any adjustment to the process has an immediate 

effect on the process and also retain the assumptions on the model error terms. We will 

assume that the sample size = 1. For a sample size > 1, everything in this chapter follows 

through with o: replaced by ( oe /sample size) on the assumptions that the observations in 

the same sample are taken at the same time and have the same mean and that the 

observations are independent conditioned on the mean. 

Since we will be referring to Crowder's performance criterion in order to explain the 

difference between Crowder's performance criterion and the performance criterion for the 

VSI process control model, we will rewrite Crowder's performance criterion (equation 

2.3.8) as follows 

n 

EL(n) = EY ¥(cu2+c,5(ay_4))$. (3.2.3) 
k=1 

The performance criterion for the VSI process control model is an extended version of 

Crowder's performance criterion. The loss function for the VSI process control model 

consists of three costs, namely the integrated off-target cost, an adjustment cost and a 

sampling cost. As in Crowder's performance criterion (3.2.3), let c) denote the fixed cost 

of making any size adjustment and 6(a) denote the indicator function given by equation 

(2.3.9) in our performance criterion. As stated earlier 6(a) takes the value of 1 if and only 

if a nonzero adjustment is made to the process. 

There are two main differences between the structure of Crowder's performance 

criterion and the performance criterion for the VSI process control problem. One 

difference is with respect to the sampling cost. In Crowder's performance criterion 

(equation 3.2.3) there was no need to incorporate a sampling cost since samples were 

always taken at each possible sampling point and thus the sampling cost is not relevant to 
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determining the optimal adjustment decisions. In the case of the VSI process control 

model, since different schemes will take different number of samples, there is a need to 

incorporate a sampling cost in determining the optimal sampling and adjustment strategies. 

Let cz denote the cost of taking a sample at any stage k. 

The second difference is with regard to the way the off-target cost is defined. In the 

VSI process control problem, since different schemes will sample at different intervals we 

will define a more general measure of the off-target cost than the one given in (3.2.3). We 

will refer to this general measure of the off-target cost as the integrated off-target cost. 

The integrated off-target cost between any two sampled points will account for all 

deviations between the sampled points, unlike the off-target cost in (3.2.3) which 

evaluates the off-target costs for the process deviations only at the sampled points. Let 

c,g(t;, tj41) denote the integrated off-target cost function from t; to tj4, in Figure 3.2.2 

where g(t,, t;+1) be defined as 

tis 

a(t, tis) = | wear. 
J 

Let c, denote the cost per squared unit deviation of the process mean 1, at any time t from 

the zero target. The c, used in the performance criterion of the VSI process control 

  
  

5 NY mn 

Figure 3.2.2 
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model is based on the integrated off-target cost. Let the vector Xt, denote the past 

information up to time t. The past information up to time t; represents all the 

observations available up to time t;, Crowder's equation (3.2.3) evaluates the off-target 

costs of the deviations of the process from the zero target at the sampled points without 

directly accounting for the deviations between the sampled points. For example, let t; and 

t+; in Figure 3.2.2 represent times associated with stages k-1 and k respectively. Then, 

writing Crowder's expected off-target cost in terms of the times t; and t;,, we see that the 

expected off-target cost conditioned on the information at t,, namely Eley, ,,%,] 

approximates all deviations in the interval from t; to t;,; with the deviation at the end of 

the interval. On the other hand, the expected integrated off-target cost from t; to tj) 

conditioned on the information at t;, Elcjg(t;,tj41 xe] is given by 

tis 
Fleet sta, J=[ Eleuzlx,,} dt, (3.2.4) 

j 

The above integral accounts for all the deviations of the process from the zero target 

between t; to tj,;. By accounting for all deviations between the ends of any two 

successive sampling points, one can determine the expected loss when the sampling 

interval lengths d; (i = 1,2,...,s) are not necessarily integers. For example, let's say that a 

VSI scheme with two sampling intervals d, and d, is used. Then using the integrated off- 

target cost one can determine the expected loss for say, d, = 0.6 and d, = 1.8. Therefore 

the expected loss calculations are not restricted to only integer values of d, and d, and to 

equidistant sampling interval lengths. 

Let us now derive the expression for Elcpg(ty tix, J. Let us assume that 

He bX, ~ N(Ly, ,q), with q known. Then the conditional distribution of the process mean at 

any time t € (tj, t,,;] is given by 

Lrlx,, ~N(Ay, +a,,.g+05(t-t))). 

Using the result var{x(t)} + [E{x(t)}]* = E{x2(t)} in (3.2.4) we have, 
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t, t; t, 
JB (uzix, Jat= [7 varfyile, Jat | ceux, Jat 

J j j 

tie 2 tie ={ [a+(t—t;)oy]at+ | 
fj tj 

242 

= qd+ a +(e, Fay. y d, 

(Hy, tay, Pdt 

  

(3.2.5) 

where d is the distance between time t; and time t;,,. In the above expression that 

represents the integrated off-target loss from t; to t;,;, the first term on the right hand side 

represents the penalty due to the variability in the estimator He the second term 

represents the loss due to the inherent nature of the process to drift, and the last term is 

the estimated loss due to being away from target at time t;. The integrated off-target cost 

(equation (3.2.5)) is a quadratic function in d unlike Crowder's off-target cost which is a 

linear function in d. Now, the performance criterion for the VSI process control problem 

is the following expected loss function 

EL= e Se g(t;,t; +) C20(a, )}+ on} (3.2.6) 
j=0 

Since we will be working on the VSI process control problem in terms of stages, we 

will define what we mean by stages and describe its relation to the sampling time t,. Let 

the term stage be defined based on Cooper and Cooper's (1981) definition. Stages refer to 

a series of consecutive points through which the system progresses, starting from time to 

up to time t’. Suppose the VSI process control problem has n+1 stages that consists of 

stage 0 which is associated with the start-up time tg, stages 1, 2, .., n-1 which are 

equidistant and where samples may or may not be taken, and stage n where no sample will 

be taken. Then the sampling time t; is the time associated with a stage at which a sample 

is taken. Figure 3.2.3 shows the correspondence between stages and sampling times in the 

VSI process control problem. The stages are denoted by 0,1,2,....n which are d, units 
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Figure 3.2.3 

Relation between stages and sampling times 

apart except for the last one which may or may not be d, units from stage n-1 and the 

random sampling times are denoted by t), to, ..., ty. In an n+1 stage VSI process control 

problem, n is determined by t’/d,. We see that t’/d, may or may not be an integer. If t’/d, 

is not an integer, then n is taken to be the integer part of t’/d, plus one. This would lead 

to n-1 equal time lengths or periods and one unequal time length. For convenience let us 

assume that the last period represents the unequal period. 

3.3 Derivation of a Kalman filter estimator 

In this section, we will show that the process mean at stage k, pt, of the VSI process 

control model can be estimated by a Kalman filter. The derivation given here uses a 

Bayesian approach to estimate [, given available data as stage k progresses. Crowder 

(1986) derived a Kalman filter estimator for the process mean in his model using a 

Bayesian approach with the assumption that at stage 0 prior to taking any sample, Ho|Xo is 

normally distributed with mean [ig and variance known and x, denoting the past history of 

the process. He showed that the Kalman filter estimator is the mean of the posterior 

distribution of u, given information available up to and including stage k. The Kalman 

filter estimator is the Bayes estimator under squared error loss and thus is the minimum 

mean squared error estimate. Jensen(1989) derived a Kalman filter estimator for the 

process mean in Crowder's model with the addition of a deterministic drift and an 
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adjustment error term. In both Crowder's and Jensen's model, observations are assumed 

to be available at each possible stage. So at any stage k there is only one expression to the 

Kalman filter estimator for the process mean based on observations available at every 

stage up to and including stage k. On the other hand observations at every stage may not 

be available when using a VSI scheme. As a result we will no longer have a single 

expression for the Kalman filter estimator at stage k. At any stage k the Kalman filter 

estimator will depend on how far back the last observation was available. For example, in 

the case of using the VSI scheme with d, and d, as the two sampling intervals, the Kalman 

filter estimator at stage k can take one of two expressions depending on whether the last 

observation available was d, or d, units back. In this case the two expressions for the 

Kalman filter estimator will have to be derived. Sorenson (1966) has shown that the 

Kalman filter estimator for the process mean when observations at every stage is available 

up to and including stage k is unbiased under the initial conditions, namely E[H|xg]=Lo 

and variance(H9|xX9)=Vg with [1p and vg specified. One may easily extend Sorenson's proof 

for unbiasedness to show that our Kalman filter estimator for the process mean of the VSI 

process control problem, based on available observations up to and including stage k, is 

unbiased. 

Given an arbitrary data sequence (Zp, ..., Z) up to stage k which means that this 

sequence of data need not be equally spaced, one can draw inference about 1, by directly 

applying Bayes theorem to get 

AEUxl20, «2 4) % Al ozo, 24) # AUylzos 2) 
where Z, is the last observation available before stage k (t<k), f(u,|Z, ...,2,.1) is the p.d.f 

of Lt, prior to the observation z, and thus denotes the prior distribution for [,, f(Z|bH,,Z, 

...,Z) denotes the likelihood, and f(1,|Z, ...,2,) is the p.d.f of p, after the observation z, 

has been taken and denotes the posterior of ,. The calculation of the posterior 
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distribution of 1, using Bayes theorem directly is very tedious. The derivation that is 

given in Theorem 1 of Appendix A is an easier approach to obtain the posterior 

distribution of 4, and involves using the some well-known results from multivariate 

analysis: 

As the Kalman filter technique is an iterative updating procedure, it 1s necessary to 

assume starting values in order to initialize this recursive procedure. There are various 

issues that affect the initialization of the procedure. These issues deal with how much past 

information is available at the start of the VSI process control problem and how far back 

this information was obtained. The past information has a significant influence upon the 

current and future calculations. Suppose that a FSI scheme using intervals of 1 unit has 

been in effect for a substantial amount of time on a process that follows Crowder's model. 

Let xq denote the past history of this process namely, a vector of observations up to stage 

0. This past history is assumed to represent a substantial number of observations from the 

above process taken at stages of ] unit distance up to and including stage 0. Assume [Hy 

given x, to be normally distributed with given mean [ip, the best estimate of Ly) and 

variance Vo, the steady-state or the limiting variance of Crowder's process model that uses 

a FSI scheme of 1 unit. The distribution of Lp can be interpreted as summarizing one's 

knowledge about [1p based on the past history of the process. The distribution of pp given 

Xq which is the posterior for [Hp will be used to obtain the prior for t,. The adjectives 

prior and posterior are relative terms relating to the observed sample. In general, if after 

observing a sample at stage k and obtaining the posterior distribution of u, one takes a 

sample at the next stage, the posterior of [1, would be used to obtain the prior distribution 

for U4), which is the prior distribution relative to the new sample at stage k+1. Then this 

prior distribution is used to find the posterior of U,,,. Regarding the variance vo, using 

results from Crowder (1986) it can be shown that 
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Vo =0.54|-07 ty {(04+46202 | (3.3.1) 

where o: and o represent the observation and system error variances respectively. 

Let s(k) denote the last stage before stage k at which a sample was taken. If no 

previous sample was taken at stage k, then s(k) will be zero. Let d(k) denote the sampling 

interval used before stage k. We see that d(k) must be one of the values dj, dy, ..., ds. Ifk 

= 1, then d(k) must be d,. Before we derive the general expression to the Kalman filter 

estimator of the process mean for the VSI process control problem, we will define the 

term y(h)x; for h= 1, 2, ..., n. Ifthe process is observed at stage h, then y(h)x, = xp. If 

the process is not observed at stage h, then the term y(h)x, is dropped from the sequence 

of data. For example, in (3.3.2) below, if the process was observed at stage 1, then the 

sequence would be (X9,x,7(2)x9,...... >Xs(k)>X): If the process is not observed at stage 1, 

A, the general expression of the Kalman filter estimator at stage k is given by the mean of 

the posterior distribution 

UzlX, YC) x1, . »¥(h)Xp)- »Xs(k)pXk ~ N[ ty Vx), (3 3 2) 

where 

fy = (Hc) tasaytkacx),k (xx-(H sac) +agxy)) (3.3.3) 

and 

ken = 280 +d(k)oy 
d(k),k7 — 47,7... —? MoE Vea td(k)o2 +02 

Also, we see that from Theorem 1 of Appendix A, the conditional distribution of the 

Kalman filter [i, given information available up to stage s(k), which will be later used in 

deriving the optimal adjustment and sampling strategies, is given by 

Hi Xo, W1)X1,.... x. -Xs(k) ~ N[M,,Ux], 
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where My = [1,(,)+asqq and the conditional variance u, is given by 

_ (Weagtd(k)os)? 
Va(k) +d(k) Oy +0% (3.3.5) 

= hack (Ve(k) t4(K)64). 

As stated earlier, we have assumed that the sample size is 1. If the sample size is > 1, 

then the Kalman filter estimator is easily obtained by replacing x, by x, in its expression 

and replacing on by (o2/sample size) in the expressions of the conditional variances v, 

and u,. Since Or and o2 are assumed to be known, the posterior mean [l, depends on the 

data only through the sample means. 

3.4 Properties of the conditional variance sequences - {v,} and {u,} 

In this section, let a sequence be denoted by curly braces { } and a set be denoted by 

square brackets [ ]. Let [Vv], denote the set of v;'s for a given stage k, [uj denote the set 

of u;'s for a given stage k, {v,} denote the sequence of v's for a given sampling pattern 

starting from stage 0 and {u,} denote the sequence of u's for a given sampling pattern 

starting from stage 0. Elements in the sets [Vl and [uj are represented by Vid, and 

Uk jd; - The subscripts in Vk id; and Uk jd,» namely k, j, d;, 1 = 1,2,...,s represent the 

following: k is the stage, j is the jth element in the sets [v;], and [uj],, and d; is the last 

sampling interval length used at stage k. The properties of the set [u;], and sequence {u,} 

are similar to those of [v,}, and {v,} respectively. The properties of [v,], and {v,} will be 

derived in detail and then the properties of [uj], and {uj} will be given without derivation. 

A detailed example represented by Figure 3.4.1 (next page) will help understand how [v;}, 

and {v,} are formed. In this example let s=3 which means that a VSI scheme with d), 

d,, and d3 as the possible sampling intervals is used. Let d. = 2*d, and d3 = 3*d,. The 

starting variance is vg. At stage 1 the set [v,]; consists of 1 element, i.e., [vj]; = (v11,4,)- 

This element denotes the conditional variance obtained at stage 1 on using d, as the last 

sampling interval at stage 1. The expression for Vid, is given by 
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2 
_| Votdoy |, 2 

Vid, [saree Og. 
Vo +d )0% +07 

At stage 2 the set [v;], consists of 2 elements as shown below: 

Lvjlo = (V2,1,4,>¥2,2,4,)- 

Since d = 2*d, the last sampling interval used at stage 2 can be either d, or d, units. The 

ist element in the set [v;], at stage 2 is obtained on using d, as the last sampling interval. 

The 2nd element is obtained on using d, as the last sampling interval. The expression for 

V2,1,d, 1S given by 

2 
Viad, +4194 
  V2,1,d, — E> 2 2 
Vid + d,oy + O; 

and for v2 74, 1s given by 

2 
V5.9 4,= | Oty _ |a 2 
22,4, 2 2 E° 

Vo +d,0) +0; 

In Figure 3.4.1, at each stage the arrows mark the different sampling paths from stage 0 

up to stage k that give rise to the set [v;],. For example, at stage 5, it can be seen that 

there are 13 elements in the set [vj]s, 7 of which arise as a result of using dj as the last 

sampling interval denoted by V5 id, for j = 1, 2, ..., 7, and 4 of which arise on using d, as 

the last sampling interval denoted by vs,4, for j= 8, .... 11, and 2 of which arise on 

using d3 as the last sampling interval denoted by v5 ,4, for j = 12 and 13. As the number 

of stages k increases, the number of elements in the set [v;], also increase. 

In general, let d; = m, d, for i=1,2,...,s with m, = 1 and 1 <m, <m; ...<_m, where m; 

are all integers. Let d.,,,(k) denote the longest possible sampling interval that can be used 

just before stage k and let s,,,,(k) denote the previous stage before k at which d,,,,(k) was 

used. At stage 1, the conditional variance set consists of only one element namely 

(V1 1,4,)> at stage 2, the set consists of two elements v2.4, and v7 74,. For any stage k, 

let the elements in the set [Vj]k be (Vi1,4) 9,2.) 2-9 Vk, jd; 2? Vkpdn, (k) Let Vk,1,d) 
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denote the element obtained when the shortest interval d, is used from stage 0 up to stage 

k and vy p4_,(k) denote the element obtained when the number of samples taken from 

stage O up to stage k is the least with d,,,,(k) as the last sampling interval. For example, 

in Figure 3.4.1, at stage 5, v514, is obtained when the shortest interval d, is used from 

stage 0 up to stage 5 and vs5i34, is obtained when the number of samples taken from 

stage O up to stage 5 is the least and the last sampling interval is d;. We see that in this 

example, the element corresponding to Vy ng (k) 18 V513,4, Where dinax(5) = dg and p = 

13. The general expression for v, ,4. in the set [vj], for j = 1, 2, ..., p 1s given by 

Vim. id. +d.0% 
via | Bite fe (3.4.1) Z| Ce» 

V-m;,j/.dy +d,o, +65 
  

for some i, i’ and where v;,_., j74,, is an element in [V;-],-m,, dj = mj dy and m, = 1. The 

conditional variance set [v;], depends on the length of the last sampling interval. If we let 

s(k) = k-m,, then d(k) = d;. Note that if we drop the subscripts j, j’, d;, dy, then (3.4.1) can 

be written as 

Vek) td(k)Os 

“ke [a e 

which is equation (3.3.4). Also, the general expression for u, ;4. in the set [uj], for j = 1, 

2, .... pis given by 

(Vy. j/.d: +d;oy)” 5 (3.4.2) 
Vi~—m;,j’d; +d;0;, +O 

  

Uk, jd; — 2 

The conditional variance set [u;], depends on the length of the last sampling interval. If 

we let s(k) = k-m, then d(k) = d;. Note that if we drop the subscripts j, j’, d;, dy, then 

(3.4.2) can be written as 

ne (Vea td(k)o¢)? 
Vex) td(k) oy +02 

which is equation (3.3.5). 
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From Lemma 1 of Appendix A, for any stage k where 1 <k < n, we see that Vu14, < 

Vi pduy,(k): Lemma 1 of Appendix A is true for any number of sampling intervals with d; 

=m, d, and m, = 1. For the rest of this section, we will work with a specific VSI scheme 

that uses two sampling intervals d, and d, where d, is an integer multiple of d,;. More 

work needs to be done in order to generalize the material given in the rest of this section 

to any VSI scheme problem. Now in the 2 sampling interval VSI case, for k 2 2, d,,,,(k) 

= dy and the set [vil = (Vita: Vk,2,d,2- Vier'd, Vk rtd, Vk,pd,)- Using Lemma 1 of 

Appendix A for the VSI process control problem with two sampling intervals, we see that 

Vk,1d, < Vk,p,a,- Moreover extensive numerical computations have shown the following 

for the 2 sampling interval VSI scheme: 

(a) for any j = 2, 3, ..., 1, Vana, < Vid, < Vipa, and 

(b) for any j =1’+1, r’+2, ..., p-1, Vitd, < Vk,jdy < Vip.dy - 

Now at each stage k, let min.[ v,] and max.[ v,] denote the minimum and maximum 

of the set [v;], respectively. Then from (a) and (b) above and Lemma 1 of Appendix A, 

we see that min.[ vy] = vyi4, and max.[ vy] = Vkp4,- This means that this minimum is 

obtained when samples are taken at lengths of d, units, i.e., when an FSI scheme using d, 

units is implemented. Furthermore, the maximum is obtained when the number of samples 

taken from start up to stage k is the least with d,,.,(k) = do. 

The sequences {Vx 14, } and {uyjq,} refer to the sequences {Vj14,, V21d,> --} and 

{Uz31,4,> U2,14,> ---} Tespectively. We notice that the sequence {vy 14, }= {min_[ Vil}. If 

we assume d, = d, = 1, then we have Crowder's process model. Crowder (1986) has 

shown that the sequence {min.[ v,]} for d, = 1 converges to a limit as k — o. Crowder 

(1986) has proved that for d, = 1 

lim,_,..{min [ v,]} = 05*|-0% + (04 +40262 | 
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Properties (i) and (ii) listed below can be obtained as straightforward extensions to 

Crowder's proof. 

Properties: 

(i) limy_,..{min.[ v,]} = Vinin 

and 

lim, _,..{max.[ V,]} = Vmax 

Vin =054| dh + (od + 4024405 | 

Vax =0.5*| -d,05-+y(d305-+402d,0% . 

(i) limy_,.{min.[ U,]} = Unin 

where 

and 

and 

lim,_,..{max. [ ux] } = Umax 

where 
2\2 

_ (Vinin +d)0%,) 
U min ™ 2 2 

Vinin + dO) +0; 

and 

u _ (Vinax +405) 

me Vinax + dy +O 

Extensive numerical computational have shown that 

(i) If v, € [Vinin> Vmax], then Vv; € [Vino Vmax] for any t 2s. Further, if Vo < Vmnin, 

then Vv; S Vinx. If Vo > Vinax, then Vv; 2 Vipin, for any t. 

The number of elements in the set [v,], and [u;], increase rapidly as the number of 

stages k increase, making it computationally very time consuming when the actual values 

for the conditional variance in the set [v;], and [u;], are used. As a result, one would need 

to approximate the set [v;], and [u;],. The approximation depends on the integer multiple 
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relating d, to d, and the observation error variance oF. More on the issue of 

approximation will be given in Chapter 5. 

3.5 Adjustment and Sampling Strategies 

For the rest of this dissertation, we will work with the VSI process control problem 

using two sampling intervals. The two sampling intervals are d, and d, and d, = md, 

where m is an integer. A big part of this dissertation is to determine the adjustment and 

sampling strategies for the VSI process control problem specified by the observation and 

process mean equations given by (2.3.4) and (3.2.1) respectively with a VSI scheme that 

uses d, and d, as the two sampling intervals such that the expected loss function (3.2.6) 1s 

minimized. In the sections that follow a theoretical derivation of the adjustment and 

sampling strategies is given. In Section 3.5.1 a general outline of how the dynamic 

programming approach is used to determine these strategies is given. In Section 3.5.2 the 

derivation of a set of functional equations is given. Using the functional equations, the 

adjustment and sampling strategies are determined. 

In order to understand the terminologies used hereforth, we will state the following: 

(1) in general, an n+1 stage problem implies that there are n decision points namely, 0, 1, 

..., n-1 and n-1 possible sampling points namely, 1, 2, .... n-1, (2) a period is defined as the 

length of time between any two successive stages and (3) given an n+] stage problem, a 

(n-k)-period problem implies that starting from stage k there are n-k periods remaining in 

the problem. 

3.5.1 Dynamic Programming Approach 

The technique of dynamic programming (Cooper and Cooper (1981)) will be used to 

find the adjustment and sampling strategies that minimize the expected loss expression 

(3.2.5). The goal is to find the adjustment and the sampling limits at each one of the 

decision points 0, 1, .... n-1. The decision, to adjust or not to adjust is based on the 
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adjustment limits. The decision, use d, as the next sampling interval or use d, as the next 

sampling interval is based on the sampling limits. These limits are computed "sequentially" 

or as "multi-stage" decisions using the recurrence or functional equations derived in the 

following Section 3.5.2. The expected loss functional equations for an n+1 stage problem 

are derived starting from the last stage and moving backwards. With the help of two 

examples, given by Figures 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, the outline of the derivation of the functional 

equations will be explained in four steps. Figure 3.5.1 assumes that m = 2, 1.e., dy = 2*d, 

and Figure 3.5.2 assumes that m=3, ie., d, = 3«d). 

Step 1: Last adjustment strategy 

In this step the last adjustment strategy is found for the 1-period problem. As shown 

in Figures 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, the 1-period problem is given by the period from stage (n-1) to 

stage n. Due to the assumption that no sample will be taken at stage n, at stage n-1 there 

are two decisions to be considered. These two decisions are to make an adjustment to the 

process and not to make an adjustment to the process. Given that a sample is taken at 

stage (n-1), the last adjustment limits are found such that the total expected loss for the 1- 

period problem is minimized. These adjustment limits decide whether an adjustment 

should be made at stage (n-1) or not. Opportunities to make a non-zero adjustment is 

available only at stages where the process mean has been observed. 

Step 2: kth adjustment strategy, m > 2, and (n-m+1) <k < (n-2 

At this step, we are at stage k with (n-k) periods remaining where (n-m+1) < k < (n- 

2) andm-> 2. As in Step 1, assuming that a sample is taken at stage k, there are two 

decisions to be considered at this step for the (n-k)-period problem. The two decisions are 

make an adjustment to the process and not to make an adjustment to the process. There 

are no decisions with respect to sampling at this step because when d, = m*dj, the 

distance between the stages k and k+1 for (n-m+1) < k < (n-2) and m > 2 is d, units. 
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Moreover, if m = 2, then one will proceed to Step 3 from Step 1 and Step 2 will not be 

used. The total expected loss for a (n-k)-period problem is obtained using information 

from the (n-k-1)-period problem. The information from the (n-k-1)-period problem 

consists of the adjustment limits and the expected loss for a (n-k-1)-period problem. 

Given that a sample is taken at stage k, the k** adjustment limits are found such that the 

total expected loss function for the (n-k)-period problem is minimized. For example, in 

Figure 3.5.2 when m = 3, this step corresponds to finding the adjustment limits to the 2- 

period problem. 

Step 3: kth adjustment and sampling strategies, m > 2, k = (n-m) 

When k = (n-m), we are actually referring to the m-period problem which means that 

there are m remaining periods starting from stage k. At this step, given that a sample is 

taken at stage k, we shall obtain not only the adjustment strategies, but also the sampling 

strategies to the m-period problem. As stated in the previous two steps the adjustment 

strategies refer to two decisions, namely make an adjustment to the process and do not 

make an adjustment to the process. The sampling strategies refer to two decisions, 

namely use d, as the next sampling interval and use d, as the next sampling interval. As a 

result of the two sampling and adjustment decisions, four possible decisions can be 

considered at this step. These are 

(i) adjust and use d, as the next sampling interval, 

(ii) do not adjust and use d, as the next sampling interval, 

(i1) adjust and use d, as the next sampling interval, 

and 

(iv) do not adjust and use d, as the next sampling interval. 

The adjustment and sampling strategies at stage k specify when to use each of the 

above four decisions. These strategies are found using information from the (n-k-1)- 
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period problem and the expected loss obtained on using d, for the first time. In Figure 

3.5.1 for m = 2, this step corresponds to finding the adjustment and sampling strategies for 

the 2-period problem. This is represented by the segment from stage (n-2) to stage n. We 

notice from the figure that the sampling limits found at this step are the first set of 

sampling limits, obtained moving backward. In Figure 3.5.2 for m = 3, this step 

corresponds to the 3-period problem. This is represented by the segment from stage (n-3) 

to stage n. The set of sampling limits found for this example is again the first set of 

sampling limits found moving backward. 

Step 4: kth adjustment and sampling strategies, m > 2, 0< k < (n-m-1) 

Now for a (n-k)-period problem where 0 < k < (n-m-1), as in Step 3 given that a 

sample is taken at stage k both the adjustment and sampling strategies will be determined. 

As stated in Step 3, four possible decisions can be considered in this step. The four 

decisions are listed in Step 3. In this step the k adjustment and sampling limits are found 

using information from the (n-k-1)-period problem and the (n-k+m)-period problem. 

In the following section we will derive the set of functional recursive equations based 

on the 4 steps given above. The functional recursive equations will be used to obtain the 

adjustment and the sampling strategies to our VSI process control problem. 

3.5.2 Functional recursive equations 

The following notation is used in the development of the functional recursive 

equations: 

6; = decisions regarding sampling and adjustments at stage 1 

EL; pf LL; ,v;,5;) = the total expected loss computed at stage i for the remaining (n-i) periods 

in an n period problem expressed as a function of {i;,,v; and the decisions 

at stage i, given information up to stage 1 
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Ki n(Uj,v;) = the minimum expected loss computed at stage i for the remaining (n-i) 

periods in an n period problem given information up to stage i, also called 

the risk function for a (n-1)-period problem 

A;Sq, = the decision of adjusting at stage i and using dj as the next sampling interval 

A;S d, = the decision of not adjusting at stage 1 and using dj as the next sampling interval 

AjSq, = the decision of adjusting at stage i and using d, as the next sampling interval 

AiSq, = the decision of not adjusting at stage 1 and using d, as the next sampling interval 

f(x: 1, 62) = the normal density function with mean 1 and variance o?. 

Step 1: Last adjustment strategy 

As stated in Section 3.5.1 the 1-period problem is specified by the segment from stage 

n-1 to stage n for an n+1 stage problem. When a sample is taken at stage n-1, two 

possible decisions can be made at this point. These are either adjust at stage n-1 or do not 

adjust at stage n-1. Since here we assume that a sample is taken at stage n-1, the sampling 

times t, and t,4, are the times associated with stages n-1 and n respectively and the 

distance between stages n-1 and n is d, units. Now using (3.2.5) one can find the 

integrated off-target cost for the last period. Then using this integrated off-target cost 

from stage n-1 to stage n and the performance criterion (3.2.6) conditional on data up to 

stage n-1, the expected loss for the 1-period problem, EL.) n(Up-1,Vn-15n-1) is given by 

  

  

c,02d? 2 = 

CVn dp + Fy di tez if, Ay_4Sq, 
ELy-in (Ht Vn-19n-1) = 242 

C,0 . 
CV,-1d) + pv-l +CotC3 if An-1Sa, 

where the set {An-1Sa, ,»Ap-1Sq, } is the range of the decision rule 6,.; at stage n-1. Recall 

that c), cy, and c3 are the costs associated with the process being off-target, making an 

adjustment and taking a sample respectively. 
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Let Spy n(p-1,Vp-1) denote the minimum expected loss for the 1-period problem 

  

  

given by 

Rat n(Un-1 Vn) = min{EL yn (Hp-~1-Vn-1>9n-1)] 
n-1 

242 

=min[c,v, ,d;+— > Ly (y-1tap-1) dy +075(a,_1) +e3] 
4n-1 

242 
c,}oVd ~ 

=C,V,-10)+ iv Ls min(c,fi2_1d),¢7)+C3. 

(3.5.1) 

It can be seen that c,{i2_,d; and c are both nondecreasing in |{i,,_;| and so by Lemma 2 of 

Appendix A, min(c,{i2_,d,,c)) is nondecreasing in final: Clearly, Ry) n(Hp-1>Vn-1) is also 

nondecreasing in | Ll n-il> nonnegative and symmetric about the origin. Then the solution 

to the above minimization problem is given by the solution to cyfi2_4d, = Cy, namely 

—Hy- if ol = Ka, 

0 if i, <%ay- 

The above equation (3.5.2) has the following interpretation. At stage n-1 if the computed 

an-] = (3.5.2) 

value of the Kalman filter estimator [1,, falls outside the band represented by 

E E . ; Ag gs ; 
- % dy + a d, } then an adjustment equivalent to -l1,_; is indicated. This 

band is called the adjustment band. On the other hand, if the Kalman filter estimate falls 

inside the adjustment band, then no adjustment is called for. The points +, A d, are 

called the adjustment limits for the 1-period problem and are denoted by + AL,,). 

  

Step 2: k** adjustment strategy, m > 2, and (n-mt+1) <k < (n-2 

As stated in Step 2 of Section 3.5.1, assuming that a sample is taken at stage k, we 

shall use the information from the (n-k-1)-period problem in the expected loss expression 

at this stage. The expected loss for the (n-k)-period problem is obtained as a sum of two 
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quantities, the first is the expected loss from stage k to stage k+1 and the second is the 

expected value of the optimum risk suffered thereafter. 

Let t; and t;,; in (3.2.5) represent times associated with stages k and k+1 respectively. 

Then, using the expression for the integrated off-target cost from stage k to stage k+1, the 

minimum expected loss for the (n-k)-period problem is given by 
2 

Rin (Ly, Vi) = led + av +C) (ie +a,)°d, +€78(a,)+C3 

ax 

  

ELK sin Bes Vir we VE] I 
242 c0,d n , 

where c,v,d;+— 5 +c, (fi, +a,)’d; +c,5(a,)+c3 is the expected loss from stage k to 

  

stage k+1. On using the conditional distribution of [i,,,; given past information up to 

stage k, namely fly44/Xo,¥(1)x),....Y(D)X;-5¥K—-M)X, ps Y(K-Mt+DXy mp aprX, the 

above minimum expected loss is given by 
242 

Ryn (Hp. VE ) = nev + aan +Cy (Dy +a, y° d, +C76(a, )+C3 

ay 

  

+ [Resse (% Vics Ey +4y Uy yy dK } 

(3.5.3) 

where f(x: [i,+a,,U,4,) denotes the normal density with mean fi, +a, and variance uy41, 

the density of [iy 41X0,Y()x1,.... (Dj. Y(K—-M Xp V(K-M41)Xy_ ayo X_- Assuming 

certain properties for Kyi; n(% Ver), we shall show that KH, ,(iy,v,) has the same 

properties. Let the minimum expected loss Ky4; .(%,Vk+1) be nonnegative, symmetric 

about the origin, and nondecreasing in |x|. We first notice that on using Lemma 3 of 

Appendix A, J Rusia Vio f(xy +ay,,Uz,;)dx is nondecreasing in |[1, +a,| for any fixed 

U4). Therefore the nonzero value of ‘a' that minimizes (3.5.3) is -fi,. Then (3.5.3) can be 

written as 
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242 c,0,d [a n 1 7 Lrestmin| cfigdh + [Resrn(%ve a DE (K:Uy Ug 4; AX;   Kin (Hs Vie) = CV, dy + 

C+ | Resin Vee )E(x:0, ta ox | 

(3.5.4) 

Then, on using Theorem 2 of Appendix A, we see that Ry, ,( fi,;V,) is nonnegative, 

symmetric about the origin and nondecreasing in |{1,|. 

The expected loss expressions for the two decisions at this stage are given by 

EL n(x, Vir dy) 

  

  

07d? A ~ oe 
CyV;,d) + 1 5 l +ce3+¢,i2d, + [Rete (X,Vya pF (K:M Uy ay )dx if AXSa, 

~ 2 
CV} + cd +C34+C4 + [Rote (XV 4 EK: OU )dx if AySa, 

(3.5.5) 
where the set {AxSq, 5 A,Sq, } is the range of the decision rule 6, at stage k. From 

(3.5.5), we see that EL, ,(fiy,v,A,Sq,) is strictly increasing in |fi,| since 

[Rein (X,Vi47 f(x:f,,U,4,)dx is nonnegative, symmetric about the origin and 

nondecreasing in |fi;| for a given Ux, Ely p(iy,vy,A,Sa,) is a constant and 

ELy n(0,V,, AxSa, ) < EL n(0,V,, AxSq ): Thus, we can conclude that there is a point of 

intersection for the two functions given by the two decisions A,Sj , and A,Sq, in (3.5.5). 

This point of intersection of the two functions gives the adjustment limits at stage k. Thus 

the k th adjustment strategy is given by 

ay f i liy|2 AL (3.5.6) 
0 if |fi,|<AL,, 

where AL, denotes the adjustment limit at stage k. 
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Step 3: k adjustment and sampling strategies. m > 2. k = (n-m otep 3: K 

As explained in Step 3 of Section 3.5.1, at this step four possible decisions can be 

considered, obtained as a result of two adjustment decisions and two sampling decisions. 

The minimum expected loss for the m-period problem is given by 
242 

A . C,}O dj 
Gav) =n CV, d+ v 

k 

  +¢3+ 

| eBay )+c, (Hy + ay )*d, + [Krone (x, Vik+1 f(x: fi, +a, UK] bsnl] } 

242 

(levis + ee +C3 +|c,5(ay )+c, (Hy, +a, a) |   

(3.5.7) 

In (3.5.7) above, the first expression in min.{(.);(.)} corresponds to the expected loss 

obtained on using d, as the next sampling interval, which is the sum of two quantities; one 

being the expected loss from stage k to stage k+1, and the other being the expected value 

of the optimum risk suffered thereafter. This first expression is similar to (3.5.3) and we 

have seen that it is nonnegative, symmetric about the origin and nondecreasing in |[1, +a,|. 

The second expression of min. {(.);(.)} corresponds to the expected loss obtained on using 

d, as the next sampling interval for the first time when using backward induction. It is 

clearly seen that this second expression is nonnegative, symmetric about the origin, and 

nondecreasing in |[i, +a,|. Now applying Lemma 2 of Appendix A to min.{(.);(.)}, we see 

that the risk function KR, »( fi,,V,) is nonnegative, symmetric about the origin, and 

nondecreasing in |[1,+a,|. Therefore the nonzero minimizing choice for 'a' is -[1,. 

The following are the expected loss expressions for the four possible decisions at this 

stage: 
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ELy (Hs Vir 5y) 

  

  

  

  

caved + oOydi +C3 +c,fizd, + [Siva (X, Vig (XK: Up g dX if Ay Sa, 

cyv,d) + s1ovi #03409 + | Rar o(% Mar £OC0 Uys )EX if AS 
=< 

C1V,.d5 + 1003 +¢3+C)[izd5 if A, Sq , 

CyV,d5 + Cyd +03+C5 if AySq,   
(3.5.8) 

where the set {A,S, > AkSa, »AySa, ,A,Sq, } is the range of the decision rule 6, at stage k. 

In (3.5.8) the expressions corresponding to the decisions of A,Sy, and A;Sq, are 

independent of [i,. The expressions corresponding to the decisions AxSa, and A,Sq , are 

strictly increasing in |ji,|. Moreover, the expressions corresponding to all the four 

decisions are nonnegative and symmetric about the origin. Therefore using Lemma 4 of 

Appendix A we see that min EL, ,(j1,,V,) is also nonnegative, symmetric about the origin 

and nondecreasing in |[1,|. In (3.5.8), since both functions EL, (Ux Vp Ax Sa, ) and 

EL, n(fiy, Ve, AxSa, ) are strictly increasing in |fi;|, ELy, ,(0,v;, AxSa,) < ELyn(0,Vj, AxSa, ) 

and ELy ,(0,v_, AxSq, ) < EL, n(0,v%,AxSq, ), we can conclude that there are at most two 

sets and at least one set of points of intersection for the four functions in (3.5.8) that give 

the minimum expected loss. If there are two sets of points of intersection, then there are 

called the sampling limits, denoted by + SL, and the adjustment limits denoted by + AL. 

The sampling limits determine whether the shorter interval d, or the longer interval d, is to 

be used as the next sampling interval. If there is only one set of points of intersection, 

then these are called the adjustment limits. The adjustment limits determine whether the 

process requires an adjustment or not. 
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Step 4: kth adjustment and sampling strategies, m= 2, 0 <k < (n-m-1) 

As explained in Step 4 of Section 3.5.1 at this step we will determine the sampling 

and adjustment strategies for the (n-k)-period problem using information from the (n-k-1)- 

period and (n-k-m)-period problems. At this step, the expressions for the integrated off- 

target costs from stage k to stage k+1 and from stage k to stage k+m will be used. Using 

these integrated ooff-target costs and the conditional distributions 

HisalX, YOK. YX VK -M) Xm VK MAD K mats Xk and 

Lice m|X9,¥(D)Xq 05 ¥)Xjo-- V(K-M)X__  VK-M4))X_ met, the recursive minimum 

expected loss function is given by 

2.42 
“ . c,0.d 

Rin (Hx Ve) -nin} femart A 5 Ltc3t+ 
ay 

  

T n A 
C70(a, )+Cy (Uy +a, dy + [Resta (x, Vist )f (x: Ly Fay, uy.1)¢x)]} 

C0405 
  C1V;,d5 + +C3+ 

\ 

C70(a, )+Cy (Hy ta, d, + [Reema (X, Vig )f(x: ty #4, Uhm dn) ;   
(3.5.9) 

The functions f(x: fi, +a,,Uj4,) and f(x: fi, +a,,U44,) denote the normal densities of 

Hea lXgs YL), YX. V¥(kK-m)x,_ op ¥(K-m4tDxy_ pps Xk and 

ism! Xqs VL) X11 Y (JX jor V(K-M)X pm V(K-M41)Xy_py4t>-eX_ Tespectively. In (3.5.9) 

the first expression in min.{(.), (.)} represents the expected loss on using d, as the next 

sampling interval, which is obtained as a sum of two quantities, one being the expected 

loss from stage k to stage k+1 and the other being the expected value of the optimum risk 

suffered thereafter. The second expression in min.{(.), (.)} represents the expected loss 

on using d, as the next sampling interval, which is obtained as a sum of two quantities, 

one being the expected loss from stage k to stage k+m and the other being the expected 
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value of the optimum risk suffered thereafter. Applying Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 of 

Appendix A to the first and the second expressions of min.{(.), (.)} in (3.5.9), it is seen 

that both these expressions are nondecreasing in |ji,+a,|. Therefore, the nonzero 

minimizing choice of 'a' is given by -[i,. 

The expected loss functions for the four possible decisions namely, AySy,, AxSa,, 

A,Sq, and A,Sq, as follows: 

ELx y (Ay, VE,54) 

  

  

  

    

yyy + Ov +03+C,[i¢d, + [Resta (X, Via F(X: Uy 4 dX if AySq, 

CV, + Covi +C€3+C)+ J Ruin (% Vig £(X:0, uy )dx if AySq, 

: CV, dy + c10v43 +C3+Cyfigdy + J Rima (% Vim ME (X:H Ukrm dX if Ay Sag, 

C1V,.d5+ c10y43 +03+C) + | Rsma% Vicem f (X:0, Uk 4m OX if A, Sq , 

(3.5.10) 
where the set {A,Sq, »AxSa, ,A,Sq ,>AxSq, } is the range of the decision rule 6, at stage k. 

For a fixed u,,, and u,4,, on applying Lemma 3 of Appendix A it is seen that the 

expressions in (3.5.10) for the decisions AxSa, and AxSa, are strictly increasing in |}i,| 

and those for the decisions A,Sg and A,S,, are constants. Also, each of these 

expressions are nonnegative and symmetric about the origin. Thus, using Lemma 4 of 

Appendix A it is seen that min. EL, .(Hy;Vx) is nondecreasing in |ji,|. It is also 

nonnegative and symmetric about the origin. As in Step 3, since EL, y(0,V_ AySa, ) < 

EL n(0,Vg,AySa,) and EL y(0,vj, AgSg,) < EL n(0,v;,AxSa,), we can conclude that 

there are at most two sets and at least one set of points of intersection for the four 

functions in (3.5.10) that give the minimum expected loss. Thus, the sampling and the 

adjustment limits are found as the points of intersection of the four expressions in (3.5.10) 
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that give rise to the minimum expected loss at stage k. In Chapter 4 the types of behavior 

of the expected loss functions for the possible decisions at the 4 stages are displayed. 
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Chapter 4: Numerical Methods 

4.1 Introduction 

In the last chapter a theoretical derivation of the adjustment and sampling strategies 

was given. In the present chapter a graphical explanation of the strategies and numerical 

examples comparing the performance of the VSI scheme with that of the FSI scheme are 

given. An overview of the computational method used to determine the adjustment 

limits, sampling limits and the minimum expected loss for the VSI process control 

problem described by the observation equation (2.3.4) and the process mean equation 

(3.2.1) is given. Further the types of behavior of the expected loss functions are 

described graphically. 

4.2 Overview of the computing method 

In this section a computational method which yields the adjustment limits, sampling 

limits, and the expected loss for the theory explained in Chapter 3 is described. A 

computer program in C language (Appendix B) has been written that computes the above 

mentioned limits and the expected loss at each stage. 

4.2.1 Initial calculations 

As stated in Chapter 3 let us suppose that the FSI scheme using intervals of 1 unit 

has been in effect on a process that follows Crowder's model for a substantial amount of 

time. Now, it is desired to implement a VSI scheme beginning immediately for the next t 

time units. Let us assume that the VSI process model uses the VSI scheme consisting of 

two sampling intervals d, and d, units where d, = m+d,. Givent and d, the total number 

of stages, namely n can be calculated. The total number of stages n represents the n 

possible sampling points in the problem. For example, if we let t = 40 hours and d, =0.8 

hours, then n = 40/0.8 = 50 which implies that there are 50 possible sampling points 0.8 
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hours apart. Next from Section 3.4 the starting variance Vg for the VSI process model is 

Vo =0.5"|-03 +64 +40203) 

In Section 3.4, we saw that at any stage k, the conditional variance sets [v;],, and [uj], 

given by 

can be calculated given vo, d, and d,. Both the conditional variance sets depend on the 

lengths of the last sampling interval used at stage k. We also noticed that the number of 

elements in these sets increase rapidly as the number of stages increase resulting in very 

time consuming computations of the expected loss and the limits. We could overcome 

the problem of the time consuming computations by using an approximation to the 

number of elements in the sets. From the properties of the conditional variances 

mentioned in Section 3.4 and extensive numerical experimentation, in most cases, one 

can find an integer k’, where k’ < k <n such that [v;], and [u,],, are good approximations 

to [vj], and [u;], respectively. The value of k’ depends on the integer multiple m that 

relates the longer sampling interval d, to the shorter sampling interval d, and the 

observation error 2. On the other hand, for any k < k’ the actual sets [vj], and [u;), 

would be used in the calculation of the total expected loss and the limits at each stage. At 

what stage is one justified in using the approximation? To answer this question let us 

consider an example. Let n = 30, m = 2, and o = 1.0. Table 4.2.1-(a) gives the number 

of elements in the sets [v;], and [uj], for s’= 1,2,....14. For example, when s’ = 10, the 

number of elements in set [V,]j9 is 55 and the subscript j ranges from 1 to 55. Now given 

a cost combination, the total expected loss for the 30 stage problem was calculated using 

the elements in [v,], and [uj], for s'= 2 as approximations to the elements in [vj], and 

[uk for 2<k<30. Next the same procedure was repeated for s’= 3,4,...,14. It was seen 

that the change in the total expected loss was negligible for s’ > 9. In the calculations of 

the adjustment and the sampling strategies to the 30 stage problem, one can thus use the 
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Table 4.2.1-(a) 

Number of elements in the conditional variance set - Example 

for o2 < 5.0 andm=2 

  

  

s’ Number of elements 

Stage in 

[vj]y 

] 1 

2 1 

3 2 

4 3 

5 5 

6 8 

7 13 

8 21 

9 34 

10 55 

11 89 

12 144 

13 233 

14 377       
 



Table 4.2.1-(b) 

Approximation to the conditional variance sets 

for o2 < 5.0 

  

  

  

m v’ k’ 

(the multiple) | (number of elements in (the stage at which the 

[vile approximation starts) 

2 34 9 

3 60 13 

4 95 17 

5 106 20 

6 119 23 

7 105 25 

8 119 28 

9 134 31 

10 150 34 

11 167 37 

12 185 40 

13 238 44       
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elements in the sets [v;] and [u;] as good approximations to [v|], and [uj], for9<k< 

30. For the example above, k’ = 9 and the number of elements in [vj]y and [uj] is 34 

each. For o? < 5.0 and certain values m, Table 4.2.1- (b) gives the number of elements in 

the sets [vj], and [u;], (denoted by v’) that can be used as good approximations to [vj]}, 

and [u,], fork’ <k <n. These approximations are used in the computations which yields 

the optimal strategies to the VSI process control problem. 

For the same values of m, Table (4.2.1)-(b) that is given for o? < 5.0 may not be the 

same for o2 > 5.0 since the value of k’ depends on the multiple m and the observation 

error oO... The number of elements in the sets [v,],, and [u;], which are used as good 

approximations to the sets [v;], and [u,}, for k’ < k <n increases as m and o2 increase and 

thus the computations of the expected losses become very time consuming. In this 

dissertation the calculations have been restricted to two values of the observation error, 

namely co? = 1.0 and o? =5.0. 

The input parameters used in the computer program are: 

° c,, the cost associated with the process being off-target, 

° C, the cost associated with making a non zero adjustment, 

e C3, the cost associated with taking a sample, 

. d,, the shorter sampling interval length, 

° m, the integer multiple that relates d, the shorter sampling interval length to d, 

the longer sampling interval length, 

e o? , the observation error variance component, 

e t’, the total production run time (in months, days, hours, minutes etc.), and 

. v’, the number of elements in the two conditional variance sets [vj], and [uj], 

that can be used as good approximations to the sets [v;], and [uj] fork’ <k<n, 

where k’ is the number of the stage at which the approximation begins. 
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The output of the computer program consists of the adjustment limits and the sampling 

limits at each stage and the total expected loss to an n+1 stage problem. 

4.2.2 Iterative procedure 

As described in Section 3.5 the technique of dynamic programming is used to 

calculate the adjustment limits, sampling limits, and the expected loss for an n+1 stage 

problem. The computational method consists of 4 steps corresponding to the four steps 

described in Section 3.5. Of the four steps, Step 2 and Step 4 are iterative steps. If the 

integer multiple m that relates d, and d, is 2, that is, d, = 2*d,, then Step 2 will not be 

used . 

Step 1: Last adjustment strategy 

The last adjustment limits to an n+1 stage problem are the adjustment limits to the 1- 

period problem. The conditional variance v,_, in (3.5.1) represents an element of the set 

[Vj]. For each element of [v;],. the positive adjustment limit to the 1-period problem is 

given by 

Cc 

Alna=y Yer 

For each element of [v;], the general shape of the expected loss equations corresponding 

to the two decisions for the 1-period problem is shown in Figure 4.2.1. The general shape 

of the function for the decision An-1Sq, is given by curve 3 and that for the decision 

An-1Sq, 1S given by curve 1. Let the points of intersection of the two functions in Figure 

4.2.1 be denoted by +AL,.,. The lower envelope in the figure determined by the 

adjustment limits denotes the general shape of #,.,,, the minimum expected loss 

function for the 1-period problem. At this step the minimum expected loss function &,. 

in Consists of two constant portions and a parabolic portion. The constant portions P4, 

P5, and the parabolic portion P1 are depicted in Figure 4.2.1. The value of the function in 
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P4 PS 

1 - 

Py 

1° ‘ ‘ \ t v ‘ ma ‘ 

—2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 

LL 

1 - adjust and use the shorter sampling interval 

3 - do not adjust and use the shorter sampling interval 

Figure 4.2.1 General Shape of the Expected Loss Functions 

(n-k)-period problem, n-m+1 <k<n-1 
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the constant portion which we will refer to as the constant functional value, is stored for 

use in the calculations that follow. The constant functional value is calculated at AL, ;. 

For the parabolic portion, based on 48 Gaussian quadrature points, a grid of values for 

[i,-1 are obtained between -AL,.; and AL,.). Next, the functional values at each of the 

grid of values are calculated and stored. These initial functional values will be used in 

the iterative computations that follow. 

Step 2: kth adjustment strategy, m > 2 and (n-m+1) < k < (n-2) 

For m > 2 and (n-mt+1) < k < (n-2) the minimum expected loss ®, , is computed 

from y4;,, and AL;,,. As stated earlier in Section 3.5, similar to Step 1 there are two 

decisions of interest at this step namely, AySa, and A,Sq,. The conditional variance v, 

in equations (3.5.3), (3.5.4) and (3.5.5) of Sectiom 3.5 represent an element of [Vly if k > 

k’ and represent an element of the actual set [vj], ifk < k’. Using the Gaussian quadrature 

approximation method and the functional values stored at stage k+1, the expected loss 

functions are recursively calculated for decisions Ay Sq, and AySa, for each of the 

elements in [V;], or [V;],- Also, the adjustment limits computed at stage k are denoted by 

+ AL,;. These adjustment limits are given by the points of intersection of the expected 

loss functions for the decisions Ay Sa, and A,Sq,. In the computer program, the 

adjustment limits + AL, are computed using the bisection algorithm (Mathews (1992)). 

The general shape of the expected loss equations for the two decisions look similar to 

that shown in Figure 4.2.1. The curves corresponding to the decisions Ay Sa, and Ai Sa, 

look similar to curve 3 and curve 1 of Figure 4.2.1 respectively. Also, the shape of R, ,, 

the minimum expected loss function for the (n-k)-period problem where m > 2 and (n- 

m+l) < k < (n-2) resembles the lower envelope in the figure determined by the 

appropriate adjustment limits. At this step the minimum expected loss function R, , 

consists of two constant portions and a nonconstant portion. The constant portions P4 
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and P5, and the nonconstant portion Pl are depicted in Figure 4.2.1. The constant 

functional value is stored for the next iterative calculation. Since the adjustment limit 

AL, is obtained as an approximate value, the constant functional value calculated at AL, 

would be approximate too. In order to obtain the exact constant functional value, it will 

have to be calculated at some point > AL,, which has been taken to be AL,+5.0 in this 

program. For the middle nonconstant portion, based on the 48 quadrature points, a grid 

of values for (1, from -AL, to AL; are obtained . The functional values at each of the grid 

of values are calculated and stored. These functional values will be used in the iterative 

computations that follow. When m = 2 Step 2 will not be used and Step 3 will follow 

Step 1. 

Step 3: kth adjustment and sampling strategies, m > 2 and k = (n-m) 

As stated in Section 3.5, the very last sampling limits are computed for the m-period 

problem, where m = 2. We saw earlier in Section 3.5 that there are four expected loss 

functions corresponding to the four possible decisions, namely and Ay Sa, » A,Sa,; 

Ay Sa, , and A,Sq,. The expected loss functions AiSa, and A,Sq, are computed using 

the functional values stored at stage k+1 for each element in [vj], if k > k’ and each 

element of the actual set [v,], if k <k’. The initialization for the expected loss functions 

for the decisions A,S,, and A,Sq, start at Step 3. 

Since there are four decisions to be considered at this step, we shall explore the types 

of behavior of the four expected loss functions with respect to each other. First we shall 

study the different types of possible relevant behavior and then proceed to look at the 

types of impossible behavior of the four expected loss functions. Figures 4.2.2-(i) 

through 4.2.2-(vi) portray the different types of possible relevant behavior of the four 

expected loss functions. In the Figures 4.2.2-(1) through (vi), curves 1, 2, 3 and 4 

represent the decisions A,S4,, AySg,, A,Sg,, and A,Sy, respectively. In (i) of Figure 
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4.2.2 the nonconstant portion P1 and the constant portions P4 and P5 are determined by 

certain points of intersection of the expected loss functions; these points of intersection 

define the lower envelope to the expected loss functions. The lower envelope denotes SR 

k,n» the minimum expected loss function to the m-period problem. The nonconstant 

portion Pl represents the decision AySa, and the two constant portions P4 and P5 

represent the decision A,Sq,- In Figure 4.2.2-(i) the sampling limit is 0. We also note 

that the points of intersection that define R,,, the lower envelope of the minimum 

expected loss function does not change if curve 4 does not intersect curve 1. Next, in (ii) 

of Figure 4.2.2 the nonconstant portion Pl represents the decision AySa, and the two 

constant portions P4 and P5 represent the decision A,Sy,. Here the sampling limit is 0 

and d, is used as the next sampling interval. Moreover, the points of intersection that 

define the lower envelope to the minimum expected loss function R, ,, does not change if 

curve 4 does not intersect curve 2. In (111) of Figure 4.2.2 the nonconstant portion P1 

represents the decision Ay Sa, and the two constant portions P4 and PS represent the 

decision A;,Sy,. Here the sampling limit is « and d) will be used as the next sampling 

interval. Furthermore, the points of intersection that define , ,, the lower envelope to 

the minimum expected loss function does not change if curve 3 does not intersect curve 1. 

In (iv) of Figure 4.2.) the nonconstant portion P1 represents the decision AxSa, and the 

two constant portions P4 and P5 represent the decision AySg,- Once again the points of 

intersection that define R,,,, the lower envelope to the minimum expected loss function 

does not change if curve 3 does not intersect curve 2. Next, unlike (i) through (iv) of 

Figure 4.2.2 each of which have only one nonconstant portion, (v) and (vi) of Figure 4.2.2 

have 3 nonconstant portions represented by P1, P2 and P3. At stage k the 3 nonconstant 

portions are defined by two sets of limits, namely the sampling and 
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1 - adjust and use the shorter sampling interval 

2 - adjust and use the longer sampling interval 

3 - do not adjust and use the shorter sampling interval 

4 - do not adjust and use the longer sampling interval 

Figure 4.2.2 - (i) General Shape of the Expected Loss Functions 

(n-k)-period problem, 0<k<n-m 
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1 - adjust and use the shorter sampling interval 

2 - adjust and use the longer sampling interval 

3 - do not adjust and use the shorter sampling interval 

4 - do not adjust and use the longer sampling interval 

Figure 4.2.2 - (ii) General Shape of the Expected Loss Functions 

(n-k)-period problem, 0<k<n-m 
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1 - adjust and use the shorter sampling interval 
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Figure 4.2.2 - (iii) General Shape of the Expected Loss Functions 

(n-k)-period problem, 0 <k <n-m
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3 - do not adjust and use the shorter sampling interval 

4 - do not adjust and use the longer sampling interval 

Figure 4.2.2 - (iv) General Shape of the Expected Loss Functions | 

(n-k)-period problem, 0<k <n-m 
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adjustment limits which are denoted by SL, and AL, respectively. The lower envelope 

determined by SL; and/or AL, denotes ;, ,, the minimum expected loss function to the 

m-period problem. Next, in Figures 4.2.2-(v) and (vi) if the curves 4 and 3 are 

interchanged, then it implies the following: (1) if there is indication that the process is 

operating close to target, then one would use the shorter sampling interval and will not 

adjust the process, and (2) if there is indication that the process has wandered away from 

the target but not far enough to call for an adjustment, then the longer sampling interval 

will be used. Intuitively, the above two implications with respect to sampling are 

contradictory to the idea of the VSI scheme. Therefore, we assume that it is not possible 

to have the roles of curves 4 and 3 interchanged in Figures 4.2.2-(v) and (vi). Further, in 

all of the Figures (1) through (vi) it is possible that the constant functions curve 1 or curve 

2 do not intersect both the nonconstant functions represented by curves 3 and 4. Such a 

possibility could arise when the adjustment cost coefficient is zero. 

By calculating the four integrated expected loss functions at 1, = 0 one can tell 

which one of the above listed possibilities occur at each stage. Depending on which one 

of the above possibilities occur, the appropriate functional values are calculated and 

stored at each stage. For each of the nonconstant portions, a grid of values for fi, is 

obtained between the appropriate sampling/adjustment limits. The respective functional 

values at each of the grid of values are computed and stored. For the constant portions, 

the functional value at AL,+5.0 is stored. These functional values will be used in the 

iterative computations that follow. 

Step 4: kth adjustment and sampling strategies, m > 2 and 0< k < (n-m-1) 

As described in Section 3.5, in this iteration step the adjustment and sampling limits 

are found recursively for the (n-k)-period problem, where 0 <k < (n-m-1). There are four 

equations for the expected loss functions corresponding to the four decisions namely, 
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AySg,, AxSa,» AxSa,> and AySg,- The expected loss functions A,Sq, and A,Sq, are 

recursively computed using the functional values stored at step k+1 for each element in 

[Vil if k > k’ and each element of the actual set [vj], if k < k’. The expected loss 

functions AySa, and A,Sq, are recursively computed using the functional values stored 

at step ktm for each element in [v;],. if k > k’ and each element of the actual set [v,], if k 

< k’. Similar to that of Step 3, the types of behavior of the four expected loss functions 

could be portrayed by any one of the possible graphs described in the previous step. The 

constant and nonconstant portions in Figures 4.2.2-(i) through (vi) are determined by the 

points of intersection SL, and/or AL; of the expected loss functions; these points of 

intersection define the lower envelope to the (n-k)-period problem. The lower envelope 

determined by SL; and/or AL, denotes ®,,, the minimum expected loss function to the 

(n-k)-period problem. One can recursively compute the sampling, adjustment limits and 

the minimum expected loss function for a (n-k)-period problem using information from 

stages k+1 and k+m. Thus using the backward induction method one can eventually 

obtain the minimum expected loss function Ro ,(x) to an n+1 stage problem. The total 

minimum expected loss to an n+1 stage problem is then given by 

J Ron (X)F(ol...X-2,%_1.%0)0X, 

where f({Uo|....X_>,X_],X9) is the normal density with mean zero and variance 
2\2 

(vo toy) 

Vo +02+07 
The vector of observations (..., X.2,X_1,X9) represents the past information 

obtained up to stage 0. The above integral is calculated as a sum of the integral values for 

the constant and the nonconstant portions. The integrals for the nonconstant portions use 

the appropriate previously calculated sampling/adjustment limits and previously stored 

functional values in their calculations. The integrals are then computed using the 

Gaussian quadrature approximation. For the constant portion the integral is calculated to 

be the constant functional value times the approximate tail probability for the above given 
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normal distribution. Therefore, given a set of cost combination, a VSI scheme and the 

observation error to an n+1 stage problem, one can calculate the adjustment and sampling 

limits at each stage and the total minimum expected loss to an n+1 stage problem. 
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Chapter 5: Results 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter numerical examples comparing the performance of the VSI scheme 

with that of the FSI scheme are given. In Section 5.2 with the help of a numerical 

example the roles of the Kalman filter estimator, adjustment and sampling limits in the 

solution to the problem are described. Section 5.3 compares the performance of the VSI 

scheme using two sampling intervals with that of the FSI scheme. Section 5.4 concludes 

the chapter with the study of the effects of the cost combinations and the observation 

errors on the adjustment limits, sampling limits, and the sampling interval lengths. 

5.2 Adjustment and Sampling strategies - computational solution 

With a numerical example, the computations of the adjustment and sampling limits are 

explained in this section. The role of the Kalman filter estimator in the final solution to the 

problem is also discussed. 

Let the cost coefficients assume the following values: 

off-target cost coefficient c, = 1, 

adjustment cost coefficient c, = 2, 

and 

sampling cost coefficient c3 = 1. 

The above cost coefficients are interpreted as follows: the cost associated with making an 

adjustment is twice that of being off-target and that associated with taking a sample. As 

stated earlier without loss of generality the target can be assumed to be zero and the 

system error o2=1, In this example, let t’ = 30, o2= 0.5, the shorter sampling interval d, 

= 0.8825 units, and the longer sampling interval d, = 1.765 units. Note that the multiple 
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m that relates d, to d, is 2. Since t’ = 30 and d, = 0.8825 the total number of stages in the 

problem that represent the possible sampling points of d, units apart is n = 34. 

Figure 5.2.1 shows the plot of the expected loss functions for the 1-period problem. 

The functions are seen to be symmetric in [i,_,. The two functions plotted are for the 

decisions when an adjustment is made denoted by curve 1 and when an adjustment is not 

made denoted by curve 3. The points of intersection of the functions corresponding to the 

two decisions are given by the last adjustment limits denoted by +1.5097. The band 

outside the adjustment limits are called the adjustment bands denoted by P4 and PS and 

the band inside the limit is called the nonadjustment band denoted by P1. Whenever the 

computed value of the Kalman filter estimator [133 falls inside the band (-1.5097, 1.5097), 

no adjustment is called for. On the other hand, if [133 falls outside the band (-1.5097, 

1.5097), then an adjustment equivalent to -[133 is called for. The adjustment limits define 

the minimum expected loss for the 1-period problem. It is assumed that no sample will be 

taken at stage 34; stage 34 being the very last stage of the production run. 

Since d, = 2*d,, the sampling and adjustment limits are determined for the 2-period 

problem using information from Figure 5.2.1. The expected loss functions for the four 

decisions are shown in Figure 5.2.2. The four decisions are adjust and use d,=0.8825 as 

the next sampling interval represented by curve 1, adjust and use d,=1.765 as the next 

sampling interval represented by curve 2, do not adjust and use d,=0.8825 as the next 

sampling interval represented by curve 3, and do not adjust and use d,=1.765 as the next 

sampling interval represented by curve 4. The minimum envelope of the graphs is given 

by the regions P1, corresponding to the decision do not adjust and use d)=1.765 as the 

next sampling interval and P4 and P5, corresponding to the decision adjust and use 

d,=1.765 as the next sampling interval respectively. The adjustment band P1 is given by (- 

1.066, +1.066). Figure 5.2.2 corresponds to Figure 4.2.2-(iii) and so the sampling limit 
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is co. If the computed value of the Kalman filter estimator [13, falls outside the band 

specified by (-1.066, +1.066), then an adjustment equivalent to -[{i32 is called for, else no 

adjustment is made to the process. In either case the decision with respect to sampling is 

the same, namely to use the longer sampling interval the next time. 

Table 5.2.1 gives a list of adjustment and sampling limits for a 34 stage problem. In 

the table, SL and AL denote the corresponding sampling and adjustment limits at that 

stage. We have assumed that no sample will be taken at the final stage of the problem. As 

a result, there are no decisions to be made at this final stage and hence no limits. In our 

example (Table 5.2.1), since stage 34 is the final stage, we don't have any limits 

corresponding to stage 34. The calculation of the limits for stages 33 and 32 are described 

above using Figures 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 respectively. At stage 33 there are no decisions with 

regard to sampling since stage 33 is the second to the last stage. The sampling strategy 

for stages 31 is to always use the shorter sampling interval length the next time. For stage 

32, the sampling strategy is to always use the longer sampling interval length the next 

time. In order to understand the decisions for the remaining stages let us consider an 

example. Figure 5.2.3 displays the expected loss functions for a 5-period problem 

(stage=29, n=34). The sampling limits +SL,. are given by +0.5377. The adjustment 

limits +AL,, are given by +1.2162. Region P1 corresponds to the decision do not adjust 

and use the longer sampling interval, regions P2 and P3 correspond to the decision do not 

adjust and use the shorter sampling interval, and regions P4 and P5 correspond to the 

decision adjust and use the longer sampling interval. If the computed value of the Kalman 

filter estimate [19 falls inside (-0.5377, 0.5377), then the decision is do not adjust and use 

d,=1.765. If [iq falls in either (-1.2162, -0.5377) or (0.5377, 1.2162), then the decision 

is do not adjust and use the shorter sampling interval, d, = 0.8825. Lastly, if [1y9 falls 

outside (-1.2162, 1.2162), then the decision is adjust and _ use 
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Table 5.2.1 

Sampling and Adjustment Limits - Example 

¢) = 1, =2,c,=1; o¢ = 0.5, 1 =30, n= 34 
d, = 0.8825, d, = 1.765 
  

  

  

Stage SL AL 

34 - - 

33 - 1.5097 

32 oo 1.0660 

31 0 1.2804 

30 1.0032 1.0194 

29 0.5377 1.2162 

28 0.9250 1.0665 

27 0.6455 1.1852 

26 0.8807 1.0895 

25 0.7006 1.1664 

24 0.8507 1.1041 

23 0.7329 1.1545 

22 0.8304 1.1136 

21 0.7529 1.1467 

20 0.8166 1.1198 

19 0.7656 1.1416 

18 0.8074 1.1239 

17 0.7737 1.1383 

16 0.8012 1.1266 

15 0.7790 1.1361 

14 0.7971 1.1284 

13 0.7825 1.1346 

12 0.7943 1.1296 

11 0.7847 1.1337 

10 0.7925 1.1303 

9 0.7862 1.1330 

8 0.7462 1.1495 

7 0.7770 1.1367 

6 0.7942 1.1292 

5 0.7800 1.1356 

4 0.7933 1.1300. 

3 0.7826 1.1345 

2 0.7912 1.1309 

1 0.7837 1.1342 

0 0.7826 1.1356        
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the longer sampling interval d.=1.765. An adjustment equivalent to - [19 is then called 

for. Thus, in general for stages 0 up to 30, if the Kalman filter estimate falls in the band + 

SL, then the decision is do not adjust and use d, as the next sampling interval. Since there 

seems to be evidence that the process is running close to the target an adjustment is not 

called for. Moreover, in this case it is profitable to use the longer sampling interval 

instead of the shorter sampling interval. If the Kalman filter estimate falls in either(SL, 

AL) or (-AL, -SL),then the decision is do not adjust and use d, as the next sampling 

interval. This means that there is an indication that the process is not far enough from the 

target to call for an adjustment, but far enough to decide on using the shorter sampling 

interval the next time. On using the shorter sampling interval d,, it is possible to capture 

the drift in the process (if any) sooner. Lastly, if the Kalman filter estimate falls outside + 

AL, then the decision is adjust and use d, as the next sampling interval. When the Kalman 

filter estimate falls in the adjustment band, it is an indication that the process has drifted 

far enough from the target that an adjustment is required. An adjustment equivalent to the 

negative of the Kalman filter estimate at that stage is called for. Thus the adjustment is 

made and the longer sampling interval is used next time. 

The sampling and adjustment limits of Table 5.2.1 are plotted in Figure 5.2.4. Figure 

5.2.4 gives a better idea of the behavior of the adjustment and sampling limits for the given 

example. We notice that toward the end of the production run, the adjustment and the 

sampling limits display an oscillating behavior and this oscillating behavior almost washes 

out as one moves away from the end of the production run. This oscillation may be 

because the limits at any stage k are functions of the number of stages left in the problem. 

As one moves away from stage n, the number of stages left in the problem gets larger and 

so after a certain point the number of stages left in the problem have little effect on the 

limits. Also, there is an unexplainable blip at stage 8. Now, when the SL is 
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co, the decision is to always use the longer sampling interval the next time and when the 

SL is zero, the decision is to always use the shorter sampling interval the next time. As 

one approaches the end of the production run, we see that whenever the SL is high, the 

corresponding AL is low. This could imply that the chance of using the shorter sampling 

interval the next time is small and so the chance of making an adjustment the current time 

increases. For example, we see that there is a dip in the AL from 1.5097 at stage 33 to 

1.066 at stage 32. At stage 32, the decision is never to sample at stage 33. This implies 

that definitely no adjustment will be made at stage 33. Therefore, one would increase the 

probability of making an adjustment at stage 32. Next, we see that the AL increases from 

1.066 at stage 32 to 1.2804 at stage 31. The decision with respect to sampling is to 

definitely sample at stage 32. This implies that there is a chance to make an adjustment at 

stage 32. So, one need not be too concerned about increasing the probability of making 

an adjustment at stage 31. 

Crowder (1986) had not considered the sampling cost. His computer program uses 

the cost ratio of the adjustment cost to the off-target cost, namely c,/c,. He assumed that 

samples are taken from the process at fixed intervals of 1.0 unit apart. By assuming c3 = 0 

(zero sampling cost) in our program, a comparison with Crowder's results can be made. 

For any cost ratio c,/c,, the adjustment limits computed by our program show clear 

evidence of convergence. Crowder has obtained these limits analytically. Table 5.2.2 

gives the convergent value of the adjustment limits as obtained by our program and the 

convergent value of the adjustment limits obtained analytically by Crowder. The results 

are seen to agree with one another up to 4 decimal points. The convergent adjustment 

limits can be used for problems involving a large number of stages. When the sampling 

cost is zero, the expected losses corresponding to decisions AxSa, and A;Sq, will always 

be less than the expected losses corresponding to decisions A; Sa, ; and 
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Table 5.2.2 

Comparison with Crowder's Results 

dy =d,= 1.0 

  

  

  

Cost Ratio Adjustment Limits | Adjustment Limits 
Co/Cy (from Crowder) (c3 = 0) 

0.2 0.4425 0.4425 

0.5 0.6832 0.6832 

1 0.9283 0.9283 

3 1.4321 1.4321 

5 1.7176 1.7176 

10 2.1659 2.1659 

20 2.6966 2.6966 

50 3.5537 3.5537 

100 4.3447 4.3447 

500 6.8029 6.8029       
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AjSq,. This is because the trade off is only between the adjustment cost and the off- 

target cost. Therefore by using the longer sampling interval at certain times, a greater 

off-target cost may be incurred leading to a larger expected loss for the decisions that 

involve the longer sampling interval d,. As a result, only adjustment limits are obtained. 

We notice that as the cost ratio c,/c, increases, the adjustment limits increase. This is 

because one would be conservative in making adjustments when the cost of adjustment 

gets larger. 

5.3. VSI vs. FSI 

In this section we will compare the performance of the VSI scheme with that of the 

FSI scheme in terms of the total expected loss. We will first define two important terms, 

namely the optimal FSI and optimal VSI. Strictly speaking, what we refer to as optimal 

FSI and VSI in this dissertation is not optimal. Since we don't have an analytical proof to 

finding the optimal FSI and VSI, we shall refer to our results as the optimal results within 

the limits of our numerical calculations. Let the optimal FSI be defined to be that fixed 

sampling interval which gives the /east expected loss among the expected losses calculated 

for a set of fixed sampling intervals. Further let the optimal VSI be defined to be that pair 

of (d,, d,) that gives the /east expected loss among the expected losses calculated for a set 

of variable sampling intervals (d,, d,). Then the performance of the optimal VSI with that 

of the optimal FSI 1s compared in terms of the /east expected loss. We will further see the 

effects of the costs on the percentage reduction in the expected loss when the optimal VSI 

scheme is used instead of the optimal FSI scheme. The percentage reduction gives a 

measure of the performance of the VSI scheme over that of the FSI scheme. 

Before we compare the results of the VSI scheme with that of the FSI scheme, we 

will explain how the values for d’ which is the fixed sampling interval length, were selected 

for the comparisons. Let us recall from Chapter 3 that if t’/d’ is not an integer, then n, the 
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number of stages in the problem is defined to be the integer part of t’/d’ plus one. As a 

result, in an n stage problem there would be one period of unequal length. Theoretically 

any period in an n stage problem can represent this period of unequal length. But for 

computational ease, we shall assume that this period of unequal length is the last period. 

However, we found that in finding the optimal d’, it is sufficient to consider only those 

values of d’ for which t’/d’ is an integer. This is because there is discontinuity in the 

expected loss when graphed as a function of t’/d’. This is illustrated in Figure 5.3.1. 

Curves 2 and 3 represent the expected losses for noninteger values of t’/d’. Curve 1 

represents the expected losses for integer values of t’/d’ and the noninteger values of t’/d’ 

close to an integer. From Figure 5.3.1, we see that if one considered all values of t’/d’, 

then there is a point of discontinuity in the expected loss at the integer. For example, we 

see that the expected loss is continuous for values of t’/d’ in the interval (25,26], but there 

is discontinuity at the first t’/d’ > 26. But for integer values of t’/d’ and noninteger values 

of t’/d’ close to an integer, the curve is parabola-like. This implies that we need only to 

consider values of d’ for which t’/d’ is an integer thereby reducing the computation time in 

search of the optimal results. Now, let us consider an example to reason the cause for the 

discontinuities at the integer values of t’/d’ in the graph. The definition of the number of 

stages n implies that n is 27 between t’/d’ > 26 and t’/d’ = 27. This means that the number 

of possible sampling points is 27 for any d’ that gives rise to t’/d’ > 26 and < 27 and so 

there is one more sampling point available when n = 27 (for t’/d’ > 26 and < 27) than when 

n= 26. This results in an increased jump in the expected loss at n = 26. The amount of 

the increased jump in the expected loss at the integer would be a function of the sampling 

cost. 
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Table 5.3.1-(a) 

Optimal FSI - Example 

¢, =1,c¢,=1,¢;=1 

  

  

  

Oz = 5.0, t' =30 

Number of Stages FSI with d’ units Exp. Loss 
n FSI 

60 0.5000 128.61 

50 0.6000 122.45 

40 0.7500 117.61 

32 0.9375 115.34 

30 1.0000 115.13 

25 1.2000 115.53 

20 1.5000 118.00 

15 2.0000 124.42         

Table 5.3.1-(b) 

Optimal FSI - Example 
c¢,=1,¢=1,c,;=1 
oz = 5.0, t’ =30 

  

  

  

Number of Stages FSI with d’ units Exp. Loss 
n FSI 

31 0.9678 115.21 

30 1.0000 115.13 

29 1.0350 115.09 

28 1.0720 115.12 

27 1.1120 115.20       
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We shall now explain how the optimal FSI and the optimal VSI are found using an 

example. We have used the trial and error method to find the optimal FSI and VSI. For 

the cost combination c, = c, = c3; = 1, observation error of =5.0, and t’ = 30, the 

expected loss for each of the different fixed sampling intervals with d’ units is shown in 

Table 5.3.1-(a) and (b). The number of stages column refers to the possible number of 

sampling points or stages in the problem when samples of d’ units are taken from a 

process whose total production time is 30 time units. First the total expected losses for 

‘some values of d’ that give rise to integer values of n were calculated as shown in Table 

5.3.1-(a). Among these values of the expected losses we see that the FSI corresponding 

to the least expected loss is for d’ = 1.0 unit. So the expected losses for values of d’ 

around d’ = 1.0 unit were calculated as shown in Table 5.3.1-(b). Now it is seen from 

Tables 5.3.1-(a) and (b) that the expected loss corresponding to the FSI scheme with d’ = 

1.035 units is the least, namely 115.09. So for the example in Table 5.3.1-(a) and (b) the 

optimal FSI is found to be d’ = 1.035 units. We also notice from Table 5.3.1-(a) and (b) 

that in the range of 0.94 to 1.2 for d’, the expected loss is not very different from one 

another. 

Next, we will use the optimal FSI as the starting point to find the optimal VSI. Once 

the optimal FSI scheme is found, the expected losses for certain combinations of (dj, d») 

that sandwich the optimal FSI are computed. This is because preliminary work on finding 

the optimal FSI and VSI have shown that the optimal FSI falls between the optimal VSI of 

(d,, d,). For example, from Tables 5.3.1-(a) and {b), we see that the optimal FSI scheme 

is d’ = 1.035 units. From Table 5.3.2, we see that the values of (d,, d,) sandwich the 

optimal FSI scheme of d’ = 1.035 units. Among the values of (d,, d,) that sandwich the 

optimal FSI scheme, it is sufficient to consider those values of d, for which t/d, is an 

integer in finding the optimal (d,, d.) for the VSI expected loss 
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Table 5.3.2 

Optimal VSI - Example 
c¢,=1,q=1,¢,;=1 

  

  

  

oz = 5.0, t’ =30 

Number of | Shorter Longer | Multiple Exp. Loss 

Stages Interval Interval m VSI 

n d, d, 

170 0.1765 1.4120 8 106.50 

170 0.1765 1.5885 9 105.85 

170 0.1765 1.7650 10 107.34 

165 0.1819 1.6371 9 106.36 

165 0.1819 1.8190 10 105.45 

165 0.1819 2.0009 11 107.55 

160 0.1875 1.5000 8 106.39 

160 0.1875 1.6875 9 105.60 

160 0.1875 1.8750 10 107.92 

150 0.2000 1.0000 5 107.32 

150 0.2000 1.2000 6 106.80 

150 0.2000 1.4000 7 106.86            



calculations. Using trial and error, we see that the combination of (d), d,) that has the 

least expected loss is for d, = 0.1819 and d, = 1.8190 units. This is the optimal VSI 

scheme and the corresponding expected loss is 105.45. It is seen that when the optimal 

VSI scheme is used instead of the optimal FSI scheme the percentage reduction in the 

expected loss is calculated to be (115.09 - 105.45)/115.09 which is roughly 8.4%. Thus 

on comparing the expected loss for the optimal VSI scheme with that of the optimal FSI 

scheme, an improvement in the performance of the VSI scheme over that of the FSI 

scheme is seen. This shows that for this combination of the three costs and observation 

error, there is some improvement in the expected loss on using the optimal VSI scheme 

over that of the optimal FSI scheme. 

Now we shall discuss the effects of the cost ratios and the observation errors on the 

percentage reduction of the VSI scheme over that of the FSI scheme. Let SCR be defined 

as the sampling cost ratio. It denotes the ratio of the sampling cost to the off-target cost. 

Let ACR be defined as the adjustment cost ratio. It denotes the ratio of the adjustment 

cost to the off-target cost. In Tables 5.3.3-(a) and (b) for certain cost combinations SCR 

and ACR, the percentage reduction in the expected loss of the optimal VSI scheme over 

the optimal FSI scheme is shown for the observation errors o2 = 1.0 and of = 5.0 

respectively. The optimal fixed and variable sampling lengths are also given. In Table 

5.3.3-(a) based on the percentage reduction in the expected loss of the optimal VSI 

scheme over the optimal FSI scheme, it is seen that the VSI scheme performs better than 

the FSI scheme for the case when the SCR is at the low level of 0.2. In Table 5.3.3-(b) a 

similar observation can be made for the case when the SCR is at the low level of 1.0. But 

for certain combinations of ACR, SCR and oO: the optimal VSI is same as the optimal FSI. 

For example, in Table 5.3.3-(a) we see that for 5 pairs of ACR and SCR, the 

corresponding multiple m is 1. Next, if the values in the percentage reduction columns 
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are compared for corresponding cost ratios SCR and ACR in Tables 5.3.3-(a) and (b), 

then it is clear that the performance of the optimal VSI scheme over that of the optimal 

FSI scheme for the smaller observation error shows less improvement than for the larger 

observation error. Contrary to one's intuition this seems to suggest that as the observation 

error increases, the percentage reduction in cost for a given cost combination increases. 

5.4 Effect of the input parameters 

For the remainder of this section, we will be referring to the Tables 5.3.3-(a) and (b). 

For any cost combination, the adjustment limits computed by our program for the FSI 

scheme show clear evidence of convergence, in agreement with Crowder's (1986) results 

(for example, see Table 5.2.2). This convergent value is referred to as the AL under 

optimal FSI in Tables 5.3.3-(a) and (b). On the other hand for certain cost combinations it 

is not easy to see the convergence of the adjustment and sampling limits for the VSI 

scheme. As a result the adjustment and sampling limits for the optimal VSI scheme are 

not listed in the tables. 

Effect of the observation error o2 

  

For each pair of SCR and ACR, on comparing the AL columns for the optimal FSI 

scheme in these tables it is clear that the optimal AL is larger for the larger observation 

error. This means that the larger the observation error, the more conservative one would 

be in making adjustments since one has less reliable information in this case. Further, for 

each pair of SCR and ACR, the optimal fixed sampling interval for a larger observation 

error is smaller compared to that of the optimal fixed sampling interval for a smaller 

observation error. This means that when one has a large observation error, one would 

sample more often since the observation is less reliable. 
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Effect of ACR and SCR 

Now the effect of SCR and ACR on the sampling intervals for the FSI and VSI 

schemes and AL of the FSI scheme will be discussed. For a given observation error the 

optimal fixed sampling interval gets larger as the SCR increases. Similarly, it can be seen 

from Table 5.3.3-(b) that in the case of the optimal VSI scheme the shorter and longer 

sampling intervals get larger as the SCR increases. Moreover it can also be seen that the 

optimal variable sampling intervals d, and d» sandwich the optimal fixed sampling 

interval of d’ units. Next, for a given observation error the AL of the optimal FSI scheme 

gets larger as the ACR increases. The larger the cost of making an adjustment, the less 

often an adjustment is made. 

The above conclusions and comparisons of the performance of the optimal VSI 

scheme to that of the optimal FSI scheme apply only for the combinations of SCR, ACR 

and observation error given in the tables. Due to enormous time consuming calculations 

the investigation of the performance of the optimal VSI scheme relative to that of the 

optimal FSI scheme in this dissertation has been restricted to only certain combinations of 

the SCR, ACR and the observation error. 

Effect of the total production time, t’ 

Let us consider two examples given in Tables 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. For the different 

values of t’, the expected loss per unit time, the convergent SL and AL of the VSI scheme 

and the convergent AL of the FSI scheme are given in the tables. We see that the 

expected loss per unit time is almost the same for the different values of t’ for both the 

VSI and the FSI schemes. The ALs of the FSI scheme show convergence very quickly, 

for t’ as small as 10 (Tables 5.4.1 and 5.4.2) and n, the number of stages as small as 10 

(Table 5.4.2). The SL and AL of the VSI scheme for t’ = 10, 20 and 30 are not listed in 

the tables since the SL and AL didn't show clear evidence of convergence. In order to be 
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Table 5.4.1 

Effect of t’ on the Expected Loss per unit time 

c¢) = 1, =1,c3= 1; 07 = 1.0, d; = 1.0, d, =2.0 

  

  

            
  

  

  

  

t’ VSI FSI VSI FSI=d, 
EL/unit time | EL/unit time | SL AL AL 

10 2.55 2.66 - -| 0.9283 

20 2.56 2.66 - - | 0.9283 

30 2.57 2.66 - - | 0.9283 

40 2.57 2.67 0.4208 0.8554 | 0.9283 

50 2.57 2.67 0.4208 0.8554 | 0.9283 

60 2.57 2.67 0.4208 0.8554 | 0.9283 

100 2.57 2.67 0.4208 0.8554 | 0.9283 

Table 5.4.2 

Effect of t’ on the Expected Loss per unit time 

c) = 5, & =5, ¢3=1; oF = 1.0, d) = 0.25, d =2.0 

t’ VSI FSI VSI FSI=d, 
EL/unit time | EL/unit time | SL AL AL 

10 8.77 10.29 - -| 1.2578 

20 8.73 10.29 - - | 1.2578 

30 8.7] 10.29 - -| 1.2578 

40 8.69 10.29 0.6341 1.1161 | 1.2578 

50 8.69 10.29 0.6341 1.1161 | 1.2578 

60 8.69 10.29 0.6341 1.1161 | 1.2578           
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able to see convergence of the SL and AL for the VSI scheme, we see from Tables 5.4.1 

and 5.4.2 that t’ needs to be at least 40. This seems to indicate that the results for t’ = 40 

is essentially the same as those for t’ = 60 or t’ = 100. This implies that for a problem that 

has a large production run, for example t’ = 100, one needs to obtain the AL, SL and the 

expected loss per unit time for a problem that has t’ = 40 and then use these results for the 

t’ = 100 thereby cutting down the computation time. 

5.5 Simulation results for the expected loss 

Some simulations were performed to provide a check on the results obtained using 

the computer program in Appendix B. Using the computer program in Appendix B, the 

adjustment limits, the sampling limits and the total expected loss were obtained for a given 

set of cost combinations, observation error, the total production run time and the sampling 

interval lengths. Then, using these adjustment and the sampling limits as inputs to the 

simulation, the process was simulated and the total expected loss was obtained which was 

compared with that obtained using the computer program in Appendix B. A description 

of the simulation technique is given below. 

To begin the simulation, the IML program with RANNOR was used to generate a 

value of a standard random variable which was then transformed to obtain a starting value 
2,2 

~ e . . . . Vv +0. 

for Ug from a normal distribution with mean zero and variance Vo 5 v) 5 (refer to 
VotOy +0; 

Chapter 4) where the value of vo was obtained using (3.3.1). The decisions with respect 

to sampling and adjustment at stage 0 were made depending on the value of the starting 

value for [lj and the sampling and adjustment limits at stage 0. Then based on these 

decisions, the process was simulated to obtain the process value for the next stage. At 

each stage a standard normal value was generated and transformed to provide a value for 

the system error from a normal distribution with mean zero and variance d,o2 or dy 0% 

depending on the sampling decision made at that stage. Another standard normal value 
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was generated and transformed to obtain an observational value from a normal distribution 

of mean zero and variance oO. Then the Kalman filter estimate was then calculated using 

(3.3.3). Next depending on the value of the Kalman filter estimate for the current stage, 

the appropriate decisions were taken with respect to sampling and adjustment. Then 

based on these decisions the process value and the observational value for the next stage 

were generated. Continuing this way, the process values and the observation values were 

generated at each stage. The integrated off-target cost was calculated for each stage. 

Then the total integrated expected loss, the total adjustment cost (depending on how many 

times an adjustment was made during the production run) and the sampling cost 

(depending on how many samples were taken) were calculated. The total expected loss 

was then calculated as the sum of the total integrated off-target cost, the adjustment cost 

and the sampling cost. This procedure was repeated 100 times and the average of the 

expected losses were calculated. It was seen that the total expected loss results obtained 

using simulation agreed with the total expected loss results obtained using the computer 

program in Appendix B. The following table gives few examples to illustrate that the 

simulation results agree with the results obatined using the program in Appendix B. In the 

table, SE stands for standard error, EL(VSI) and EL(FSI) represent the total expected loss 

for the VSI scheme with d, and d, as the sampling interval lengths and the FSI scheme 

with sampling interval length of d, respectively. 
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Chapter 6: Summary and Further Research 

6.1 Description of the Research Problem 

In this dissertation, we have considered the problem of studying the optimal 

adjustment and sampling strategies for a process control model using a VSI scheme. The 

process control model consists of an observation equation and a process mean equation. 

We have assumed that the process mean model is a random walk with a control variable. 

We have assumed that samples from the process are taken using two possible time 

intervals, namely d, and d, units, depending on the observed data. The performance 

criterion used to obtain the adjustment and sampling strategies is an expected loss 

function. This is a function of three costs namely, the integrated off-target cost, the 

adjustment cost, and the sampling cost. The adjustment cost is independent of the size of 

the adjustment made to the process. Also, the sampling cost is the same every time a 

sample is taken. The goal is to obtain the adjustment and sampling strategies for the 

above mentioned VSI process control model such that the total expected loss is 

minimized. 

At each stage in an n stage problem, the adjustment and sampling strategies are 

obtained using the technique of dynamic programming. At each stage, the adjustment 

limits determine whether an adjustment should be made to the process or not. The 

sampling limits determine whether to use the shorter interval d, the next time, or to use 

the longer interval d, the next time. The question of how much adjustment is required, if 

any, is determined by the Kalman filter estimate. We have derived the Kalman filter 

estimator for the VSI process control problem at each stage of the process. Further, we 

have also derived the conditional distributions of the process mean given past information 

up to and including stage k and the Kalman filter estimator given past information. These 
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conditional distributions are used in the derivation of the functional equations which are 

used in determining the adjustment and sampling strategies. 

Given the off-target cost, adjustment cost, sampling cost and the observation error, 

we have shown how one can determine the adjustment limits, the sampling limits and the 

expected loss for an n stage problem. We have compared the performance of the FSI 

scheme with that of the VSI scheme. The comparison made is based on the percentage 

reduction in cost when the VSI scheme is used instead of the FSI scheme. For a given set 

of cost combinations and observation error, we have determined the FSI scheme that gives 

the least expected loss among a set of FSI schemes. The FSI scheme that gives the Jeast 

expected loss is referred to as the optimal FSI scheme. Then, among a reasonable set of 

(d,, d,), we have determined the combination of (dj, d,) that gives the /east expected loss. 

This (d,, d,) that gives the /east expected loss is referred to as the optimal VSI scheme. 

We have then compared the performance of the optimal FSI and VSI schemes. The 

effects of the sampling cost ratio (ratio of the sampling cost to the off-target cost), the 

adjustment cost ratio (ratio of the adjustment cost to the off-target cost), and the 

observation error on the percentage reduction in cost, optimal sampling intervals and 

optimal adjustment limits are studied. 

6.2 Summary of Results 

On comparing the optimal VSI scheme with that of the optimal FSI scheme, it is seen 

that for certain combinations of the cost parameters and observation error the VSI 

performs much better than the FSI scheme. We have determined the optimal VSI and FSI 

schemes for observation errors 62=1.0 and 5.0. For o7=1.0 based on the percentage 

reduction in the cost, it was seen that the performance of the VSI over that of the FSI 

ranges from no improvement to moderate improvement. 
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For each oO =1.0 and 5.0, we have seen that the performance of the optimal VSI 

scheme is better than the optimal FSI scheme when the sampling cost ratio is at the lower 

level. This means that when the sampling cost is less than the off-target cost or 

comparable to the off-target cost, one would profit more by toggling between the shorter 

and longer sampling interval based on the observed data rather than using fixed sampling 

intervals. Further we have also seen that for the same SCR (sampling cost ratio) and ACR 

(adjustment cost ratio), the percentage reduction in cost is higher for the larger 

observation error. 

We have studied the effects of the two cost ratios SCR and ACR, and the observation 

error on the optimal VSI and FSI sampling intervals and the adjustment limits. As the 

SCR increases, the optimal sampling intervals of the FSI and VSI schemes increases. This 

is because when SCR increases it means that the sampling cost relative to the off-target 

cost increases. As it gets more expensive to take samples, one would want to take 

samples less often. Next, as the ACR increases, the adjustment limits of the optimal FSI 

scheme increases. This is because when the ACR increases it means that the adjustment 

cost relative to the off-target cost increases. As it gets more expensive to make an 

adjustment, one tends to be more conservative in making adjustments. The adjustment 

limits define the adjustment and the nonadjustment bands. Larger adjustment limits give 

rise to wider nonadjustment bands. Therefore, the larger the adjustment cost relative to 

the off-target cost, the larger are the adjustment limits. 

For the optimal FSI scheme, we have compared the adjustment limits for the two 

observation errors o-=1 0 and 5.0. We have seen that the adjustment limits are larger for 

62=5.0 than for 62=1.0. This means, as the information available gets more unreliable, 

more conservative adjustments are made to the process. We have also compared the 

sampling interval lengths for the two observation errors o2 =1.0 and 5.0. We have seen 
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that the sampling intervals lengths are larger for the smaller observation error namely, 

o7=1 .O than for the larger observation error namely, o7=5.0. This means that one would 

sample more often when there is unreliable information. 

For certain sets of the input parameters, the limiting or convergent value for the 

adjustment and the sampling limits can be obtained numerically. In such cases, these 

limiting values can be used for an infinite horizon problem, that is, for an n stage problem 

as N > oo, 

6.3 Future Research 

Further Work on the Current Research Problem 

In this research, each run of the computer program consists of time consuming 

computations for the adjustment limits, the sampling limits and the expected loss. Due to 

time consuming runs, the comparisons of the VSI and FSI schemes were limited to certain 

combinations of the cost parameters and the observation errors. It may be useful to 

investigate the effects of various other cost parameters and observation errors on the 

percentage reduction in cost. On doing ‘so, one may be able to make more general 

statements regarding the effects of the cost parameters and the observation errors on the 

percentage reduction in the cost. Moreover, this may help understand why the percentage 

reduction in cost is higher for the larger observation error in the examples seen so far. 

Also, one can investigate the behavior of the expected loss if the period of unequal length 

(in the case when t/d’ is not an integer) is not necessarily taken to be the last period. 

In Tables 5.3.3-(a) and (b), the AL of the optimal VSI scheme for the various cost 

ratios were not given since the convergence of the SL and AL were not clearly seen for 

certain combinations of the ACR, SCR and the observation errors. The reason being that 

the number of stages n wasn't large enough. It would be interesting to see if an analytical 

solution for the adjustment and sampling limits can be found to the research problem, may 
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be based on a different approach. The analytical solution to the SL and AL for the optimal 

VSI scheme would enable one to use these convergent values for a problem that has a 

large number of stages. Moreover, one could study the effects of ACR, SCR and the 

observation errors on the SL and AL without having to do a lot of time consuming 

computations. 

The following are some other areas in which this research can be extended. 

Use of VSI schemes with more than two sampling intervals 

We have developed the adjustment and the sampling strategies for the VSI process 

control problem that used the VSI scheme with two sampling intervals. A possible 

extension to this problem could consider determining the adjustment and sampling 

strategies for the process control problem when more than two sampling intervals are used 

in the VSI scheme. It may be interesting to see how the performance of the VSI schemes 

with more than two sampling intervals compare with the VSI scheme with two sampling 

intervals. In the context of SPC control charts, it was shown by Reynolds and Arnold 

(1989) that the VSI scheme with two sampling intervals is optimal when using a Shewhart 

chart to detect changes in the process mean parameter. It may be interesting to investigate 

if the VSI scheme with two sampling intervals is optimal based on the integrated expected 

loss for a process control problem that uses a feedback regulation system. 

Other loss functions 

In this dissertation, we have assumed that the adjustment cost is the same irrespective of 

the size of adjustment made to the process. We have also assumed that whenever a 

sample is taken, the sample size is the same. A possible extension of our problem could be 

to develop adjustment and sampling strategies to the VSI process control problem when 

the expected loss function is a function of the adjustment cost that is proportional to the 
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size of adjustment made to the process, and the sampling cost is proportional to the 

sample size. 

| Implementing Process Dynamics in the problem 

In our VSI process control problem, we did not consider any process dynamics. We 

have assumed that any adjustments made to the process has an immediate effect on the 

process. In some cases an adjustment made at time & may not have any effect until time 

k+a. A possible extension to our problem could be to develop adjustment and sampling 

strategies to the VSI process control problem in situations when the delay in the effect of 

an adjustment is a periods. 

Alternative process mean models 

Throughout this research it was assumed that the process mean followed a random walk 

model. A more interesting model for the process mean could be the AR(1) autoregressive 

model, namely LL, = OU,.)+4a,.)+Vv, with the autoregressive parameter @. Further research 

could consider determining the optimal control strategies when the process mean assumes 

an AR(1) model. The effect of the autoregressive parameter on the control strategies may 

be of interest. The random walk model considered in this dissertation is a special case of 

the AR(1) model. Also, further research could be done in the lines of determining optimal 

control strategies when the process mean model assumes different time series models such 

as the moving average MA, autoregressive integrated moving average ARIMA etc. The 

effects of the different model parameters on the process control strategies could be 

investigated. 

Multiple input-output system 

We have considered a process control model which is a single input-output system. 

In some process control problems, there could be situations where a set of control 

variables is known to affect a set of output variables. A possible extension to this 
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dissertation could consider determining the process control strategies to a multiple input- 

output system where the various control variables are correlated. 
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APPENDIX A 

The following results (Anderson (1971)) are used in the derivation of the Kalman 

filter estimator given in Theorem 1 below. 

Result 1: 

Let Y, and Y., be two random variables whose bivariate normal distribution is given 

Y. x x ( Jenl() 1 al (Al) 

Yo Ho) \Xo1 Loo 

Then, the conditional distribution of Y, given Y> is given by 

Yi[¥q =yz ~ NE My +2 y929) (v2 — Hy), 2y1 — 2 pyQZ3 Zo] (A2) 

Result 2: 

If (A2) holds and Y, ~ N[y, 25>], then (A1) holds. 

Theorem 1: 

The general expression of the Kalman filter estimator at stage k for the process mean 

of the VSI process control problem is given by the mean of the following posterior 

distribution 

HilXg,¥(1)x},.-., YD) Xpp--»XsepXk ~ N[ Hye), (A3) 

where 

Hae = (Usciey Fgh) Fae) ke XC His) FAs) (A4) 

and 

k _ Vs(k) +d(k)o2 

see Vegas td(k)o3 +02 

Vi = Face), Oz, (A5) 
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where s(k) denotes the last stage before stage k at which a sample was taken with s(k) = 0 

if no previous sample is taken and d(k) denotes the sampling interval used before stage k. 

Also, the conditional distribution of the Kalman filter [i given information available 

up to stage s(k), which is used in deriving the optimal adjustment and sampling strategies 

(Section 3.5), is given by 

Ly Xo, W(1)Xy,..., YD) Xp.-.Xsky ~ NEMy.Ux), 

where My = [1.x +s) and the conditional variance u, is given by 

= (Vea) td(k)oy)? 

Vek) td(k)Oy +05 (A6) 

= hark. Vet) td(K)O4). 

Proof: 

We will first prove (A3) for the case when stage k is the first stage at which a sample 

is taken which implies that s(k)=0. Then, assuming that (A3) holds for any stage j < k, we 

will prove that (A3) holds for any stage k. 

Let time t;,; be the time associated with stage k. Then time t; is the time associated 

with stage s(k). Let s(k) = 0. Let v, denote the system error at stage k. At stage k, we 

see from (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) that the sequential model definitions expressed in terms of 

stages, are given by 

Xq = Uy FE 

and 

Hi = Ho + ag + Vy, 

where v,, the system error at stage k incorporates the last sampling interval d(k). Using 

the knowledge available about [) which is given by 

Mo Xp ~ N[H1o.Vo J 

our state of knowledge about Ll, prior to observing x, is described by the conditional 

distribution 
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Ly [Ko ~ N[My, Wy ] (A7) 

where 

My = Lg+ ao, 

and 

Wy = Vo + d(k)os. 

In the above expression for w,, we note that since the distance between stage 0 and stage 

k is interval d(k), the variance of v,|xp is d(k)o?. The very first adjustment, ap, made to 

the process denoted at stage 0 is a function of the past history of the process. Let x, 

denote the predicted x, when };, is unknown. Let e, denote the error in predicting x, 

given data xp. Then, 

X, = E(Uy |x) 

=[o+aq 

and ; 

Cy FX TX 

=X, — (1g +49) 

= [Hy +&, (1p +ag). 

Now, 

ely. Xo ~ NIH, —(fig +a9),5e 1. (A8) 

On observing x,, the goal is to compute the posterior distribution of [,|xp,x,. Results 1 

and 2 are used to obtain the posterior distribution of U,|xo,x,. Let the conditional 

distribution of Y,/Y, in Result 1 correspond to that of e,|l,,x 9. Let the distribution of Y> 

correspond to that of [,| Xo. Then equations (A7) and (A8) give the distributions of Y, 

and Y,|Y, respectively. Hence applying Result 2, we get 

0 2 (ino f ]{serrerenes vores (a9) 
Uy figtag]| votd(k)oz = vg: d(k) 02 J]. 
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Since observing x; is equivalent to observing e,, the distribution of LylKooX is equivalent 

to that of L,{xp,e,. The distribution of ,|e,,xp is determined by using Result 1. Now let 

Y. 
Y, and Y, be redefined, 1.e., let the joint distribution of S| correspond to that of 

2 

(" | x. Using (A9) we obtain 
k 

by ley,X9 ~ NIMy, Vy. 

Since L,{X%9,X, 18 equivalent to [,|Xo,e,, we can write 

Uy.1xX9,X, ~ N[Giy VE] 2 

where 

Hy = (Hp +a) + hacky kX, —(Ho tao) (A10) 

and 

i = —votdlk)oy 
A Vo td(k)o2 +02’ 

Vi = hay Se , 

thus proving (A3) for the case when s(k)=0. The Kalman filter estimator of 1, based on 

Xq and x, is the posterior mean of [1;,|Xp,x, and thus this estimator is [1,. Crowder (1986) 

derived the Kalman filter estimator given above for the case d(k) = 1. 

When the equation (A10) is rewritten as fi, = (1-Kaac, ko +29) hacky kk it can be 

easily seen that for o >>o (implying large observation error), the weight kyq), is small 

and the current observation x, receives relatively little weight. On the other hand for 

oO << 0%, kak is large (close to 1) and the new data point x, receives most of the 

weight. 

Also, the conditional distribution of the Kalman filter 1, given x9, which will be later 

used in deriving the optimal adjustment and sampling strategies, is obtained as follows. 

From (A10), using & ~ N[0,07] and (A7), the conditional distribution i, given x is 

given by 
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Hy [Xp ~ NIM, Ux ], 

where M, is given at (A7) and the conditional variance u, 1s given by 

__(votd(kjoyy” 
se Vg td(k)O2+ 02 

= kag) k(Vot d(k)oy), 

thus proving the theorem for the case s(k) =0. 

We shall now show that (A3) holds for any stage k, given that it holds for any 

previous stage | <k. At stage k, the model equations are given by 

Xq = Uy + E 

and 

Uy = Usk) + Ascky F Vip 

where v,, the system error incorporates the last sampling interval from stage s(k) to stage 

k, where s(k) # 0 now. Since we have assumed that (A3) holds for any stage j < k, (A3) 

will therefore hold for j = s(k). Now using (A3) for j=s(k) we find that the prior 

distribution for p, is given by 

HylX9,¥C1)xX1,-.., 1) Xp,--»% sky ~ NIM, wy] (All) 

where 

Mx = Bsc) sac) 

and 

Wk = Vek) + d(k) oy. 

In the above expression for w, we note that since the distance between stage s(k) and 

stage k is d(k), the variance of V,|Xo,¥(1)x),..., ¥M)Xp»---»Xscky 18 d(k) 0%. Let x, denote the 

predicted x, when [, is unknown. Let e, denote the error in predicting x,, given data up 

to stage s(k). Then, 
X, = E(HylXo, YC)X},.... YH) Xp» ---»Xs(Ky) 

= Ls) task) 
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and 

Oj =X pK, 

=X (Lea Fag) 

= [Hy FE (yy sci): 

Now, 

Clb oXos¥1)X,.-.. CH) %p,.--.X5K) ~ NIMx - (Lisay 45k), Fe I. (A12) 

On observing x,, using results 1 and 2 we shall now compute the posterior distribution of 

Hi |X, ¥(1)xX1,..., YCA)Xp,--->Xsk)-Xk- Let the conditional distribution of Y,/Y, in Result 1 

correspond to that of e&JUy,Xo,....Y(h)xXp--.Xsq)- Let the distribution of Y» 

correspond to that of [,|Xp,...,(h)xp,....Xsq)- Then equations (A11) and (A12) give the 

distributions of Y> and Y,|Y> respectively. Hence applying Result 2, we get 

& 0 Cet Van td(kK)Oy Vey td(k)oy 
ve ~Ni] . , Al3 

(i esto eoseanl van td) — vy td(yer }]. ON? 
Since observing x; is equivalent to observing e, the distribution of Hy|Xp,¥(1)X},..-.Xs(k)pXk 

is equivalent to that of Hy[Xp,Y(1)xX},-.., Y)Xp,--.Xs(k)€k- The distribution of Hy|e,,Xo,¥ 

(1)x),...,¥(A)Xp,....X sac) 18 determined by using Result 1. Redefining Y, and Yo, i.e., let the 

Y. 
joint distribution of (y correspond to that of | | Xo, YQ)x},....Xsc). Using (A13) we 

k 2 

obtain 

Ly le,,X95C J )X} gree s¥(h)xX,; te »Xs(k) ~ N[ Hy Vl . 

Since [y|X,¥(1)xX1,..., Xp, .-.Xsrk) Xk 18 equivalent to Ly|xXo,¥1)x1,.... Wa)Xp,,----Xskple We 

can write 

HylXo,¥1)X1,---, 1) Xp, XsapXk ~ NEMx, Ved, 

where 

Hie = (Becicy Psy) ache) ke Oe (Hscky FAsK)) 

and 
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k _ Vs(k) +d(k)o? 

d(k),k ~ 2? 
€ Ven td(k)oy +0 

Vie = Aa(teye Fe 

thus proving that (A3) holds for any stage k. 

The Kalman filter estimator of 1, based on information up to stage k is the posterior 

mean of [y{Xo,(1)X},-...Xs(0)% and thus this estimator is [,. When equation (A4) is 

rewritten as [ly =(1- hay k)* (Asn tyr) + hacky kXk> it can be easily seen that for 

or >> (implying large observation error), the weight kack)k is small and the current 

observation x, receives relatively little weight. On the other hand for o- <<o%, Kack)k 1S 

large (close to 1) and the new data point x, receives most of the weight. 

Also, the conditional distribution of the Kalman filter i, given information available 

up to stage s(k), which will be later used in deriving the optimal adjustment and sampling 

strategies, is obtained as follows. From (A11) and (A4), the conditional distribution [1, 

given information available up to stage s(k) is given by 

Hy Xo, W1)Xy,....¥(B)Xp,--%sky ~ NEM, ug], 

where M, is given at (A11) and the conditional variance u, is given by 

Wey tdtkoyy 
Vs(k) +d(k)oy + € 

= hack (Vee) t d(k)Oy), 

thus proving the theorem for any stage k. 

The following Lemma states that the conditional variance at any stage k for the case 

when the shorter sampling interval is always used, is less than the conditional variance for 

the case when the number of samples taken from stage 0 up to stage k is the least. 
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Lemma 1: 

Given vo as the steady state variance when a FSI scheme of 1 unit is used and given 

that for any stage k, the set 

[Vik = (Vij Vk,2,d, 2-9 Vi jd 2? VK, pda, (K)) 

where d.ax(k) (= Mpax(k)d,) denotes the biggest possible sampling interval used just 

before stage k, m,,,,(k) denotes the multiple that relates d..,(k) to dy, ie, dpax(k) = 

Myax(k)dy, Smax(k) denotes the previous stage before k at which d,,,,(k) was used, d; = m; 

d,, for 1=1,2,..,.s with m; = 1 and 1 < m, < m; ...< m, where m, are all integers, the 

following holds 

Vk 1d, < Vk, pd max (K)? forl<k<n. (A114) 

Proof: 

When k=1, [v,],; contains only one element, namely Vi dy and therefore the proof is 

trivial. So we shall start by proving that (A14) holds for k = 2 and then using the method 

of mathematical induction it will be shown that if (A14) is true for k = r-1, then (A14) is 

true fork =r, for3 ¢r<n. 

case (i). k=2 

When k = 2, the set [vj]o = (V2i4,, V22,4,) contains two elements. These two 

2 
_ Ving, toy 2 

V21,d,— Og 2 2 
Vid, + doy + O; 

elements are given by 

  

and 

_[{  Votd.oy |, o 
Vv = SS . 

22.82 [ ats . 

In this case, equivalent to proving (A14) is to prove that 

V21,4, < V2,2,4,- (A15) 

Now, 
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2 
Viz, +4104 2 Vo td,o7 —_ 29 * 0 2 Vv * 

V21,d, 7 V22.d, — O--|— 73, DD Oz 2 2 Vind, td Oy +e Vp +d,07+0% 

_ (Vind, —V9)-+(d;-d)* 0% # ot (A16) 

(Vita, thOV+Oe)*(votdgoy+oe) } * 

First we will show that the following (A17) hold. 

(via, - Yo) < dy * oy (Al7) 

The expression for v, 1,4, is given by 

_{_votdioy |, o2 Vv = | ———_——_ . 
me [atic ° 

_ Vo +d07 . 
Then vj14 - Vo =|—_*- 7“, |*o2 - vo . Now, since Vo td,07 +02 > Oo, we have 

~ Votd oy +0; 

Votd o 

Vid, - Yo < [tot - Vo 
E 

= d)*o2. 

Thus, Vita, - Yo < d,*o2, proving (A17). 

Using (A17) in (A16), we see that 

Vind, ~ Vm2d, <9, 

thus proving (A15). 

Now let's assume that (A14) is true for k = 1-1. We will now prove (A14) for k =r. 

Recursive expressions for v,;q, and V.p4_ (ry are given by 

2 
Vr-11,d, +410 2 

Vr1d, ~ ( *O¢ 
  

Vi-11.4, $459 +S¢ 

and 

y _ Vso (2)Pidpe: (Sant) Imax (F)OY G2 
? 1d imax ~ . 

PCa (t) V5 ax (t)sPsdmax (Sax (1) +dinax(T)oyt+oz} © 

Then, 

Vr1d, ~ Vr pid max (r) 
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, . 

= Vr-11.d, +d)oy jot Vs nax(0)PGnax Span 0) t Imax (HOY } 2 

    

& 7 O; 

Vr-1,1,d; +104 +0; V5 nax(T)»P:dmax (Smax(F)) +dnax (Oy +05 

_ (Vp11.4, “Vspax().D bag Spar ti —dmal)*Oy (A18) oto) Imax(NOL+G2) | (Vr-11d, +d, vt e) (Vs (t)sPsdmnax (Sman(F)) t max (I) vt e) 

Now, 

(V1.4, ~Vspna(#).P.dman Smax(t))) +41 —Amnax (8) * Oy 

= (Vp-ttd, ~ Vonac()hd,) + (Ver. ()hdy ~ Ysmgc (OP derax Sean(t))) + (41 - dmax(t))* oy 

= (Vr-t1d, - Vsnpe(rbd,) + Vs n(n bdy 7 YSmax (TP dmac(Smag(r))) 7 C- Mmax(t))dy* oy 

(A19) 

As proved for k = 2, it can be shown that 

(Vist, ~ Yonag(bd,) © (Mpag(t) - 1d, *oy (A20) 

.Since we have assumed that (A14) is true for k = r-1, (A14) is also true for k = s,,,(1). 

Therefore, 

(Vs nax(t)sbd, ~ Ysmnan(tPdmax (Smax(t))) < 9: (A21) 

Now using (A20) and (A21) in (A19), we see that (A19) is less than 0. But (A19) is the 

numerator of (A18) which then implies that v.34, - Vrpd_..(r) <9. Therefore we have 

proved that if (A14) is true for k = r-1, then (A14) is true fork =r. So we conclude that 

(Al14) holds for 1 <k <n. 

The proofs of Lemma 2 and 3 can be found in Jensen(1989). 

Lemma 2: 

Let fo(y) = min{f,(y), £(y)} where f,(y) and f,(y) are nondecreasing in y. Then f(y) 

is nondecreasing in y. 

Lemma 3: 

Suppose that Y ~ N[H, 6%] and h(y) is nonnegative, symmetric about y = 0 and 

nondecreasing in |y|. Then En [h(y)] is nondecreasing in |u| for any fixed 07. 
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Lemma 4; 

Let f(y) = min{(f,(y), f(y), f(y), f,(y)} where fi(y), 1 = 1,2,3,4 are all nondecreasing 

in y. Then f(y) is nondecreasing in y. 

Proof: 

The function f(y) = min{(f,(y), 6(y), f(y), f(y)} can be written as follows 

f(y) = min{min((f\(y), (y)), min(f(y), f4(y))}. 

Now, let 

ho(y) = min(fj(y), H(y)) (A22) 

and 

hy (y) = min(f3(y), £4(y)). (A23) 

Then, 

f(y) = min((ho(y), hy(y)). (A24) 

Since f(y) and f,(y) are nondecreasing in y, on applying Lemma 2 to (A22) we see that 

ho(y) is nondecreasing in y. Similarly, on applying Lemma 2 to (A23) we see that h,(y) is 

nondecreasing in y. Since ho{y) and h,(y) are both nondecreasing in y, on applying 

Lemma 2 to (A24) we see that f(y) 1s nondecreasing in y. Thus, f(y) is nondecreasing in y. 

Theorem 2: 

Given the following recursive minimum expected loss function K,,(y,q) formula 

candy 
  Ra-knl¥q) = cqd,+ +C3+ 

min| cy", + J Rake n Qe (xy, w)dx; c2+ | Rake n(% QE (x:0,w)dx] 

(A25) 

for 2<k<m-1 and m > 2, where 
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242 

Ry-in(%Q) = ead + “i +c, +min(c,x"dj,c9), (A26) 
  

the function K,,,(y,q) which is the minimum expected loss function for a k-period 

problem has the following properties: 

(i) nonnegative 

(ii) symmetric in y about the origin and 

(iii) nondecreasing in |y/. 

Proof: 

We shall first prove that (1), (ii) and (aii) hold for K,_; ,(x,q). Then, using the method 

of mathematical induction we will show that if R,.,(x,q) has properties (i), (ii) and (iii) 

for k =i, then %,,, ,(%,q) has properties (i, (11) and (i) for k = i+1 for2<i<m-l. 

In Ry1.n(%q), which is given by (A26), cy, C), 3, q, dj, and o are positive 

£2_| and is a constant for 
cd, 

fa) Therefore, K,_; ,(x,q) has properties (i), (ii) and (iii). 
ahes| 

constants. The function ¥,,; ,(x,q) is quadratic in x for |x| < 

  

Ix] > 
  

Now let us assume that %,; ,(x,q) has properties (i), (ii) and (iii) hold for k = 1. 

Now, substituting for k = 1+1 in (A25), we get 

Cy vy 
  

Ky-i-tn (Yq) = c,qd, + +C3+ 

. 2 
; 

min| oxy a+] Kn-in GMECcy, w)dx; 09+ { Ry i.n AVEO, w)dx 

(A27) 

Since K,,; n(x,q) is assumed to have properties (i), (ii) and (iii), using Lemma 2 we can 

conclude that [Rin (Re (x:y,w)dx has properties (i), (ii) and (iu) for a given w. 

Further, we see that the first expression in min[., .] of (A27) is nonnegative, symmetric 

about the origin and strictly increasing in |y|. Moreover, the second expression in min[., . | 

of (A27) is a constant for a given w. Therefore, using Lemma 1 we can conclude that 
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min[., .] has properties (1), (ii) and (iti) and thus, Ki) ,(y,q) given by (A27) has 

properties (i), (11) and (iii). Thus, properties (i), (ii) and (ii) hold for (A25) where 2 <i< 

m-1 and m> 2. 
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APPENDIX B 

Computer Program 

/* 

This program computes the adjustment limits, sampling limits and the expected loss for a VSI process 
control problem with two sampling intervals dl and d2 where d2 is an integer multiple of d1. 
The following inputs are required: 
ac, adjustment cost 

sc, sampling cost 

oc, off-target cost 
di, the shorter sampling interval, 
fsi, fixed sampling interval 

obsv, observation error 

p_mn, total production run time 
vsi, multiple relating d2 to d1 
q_rows, the number of elements in the conditional variance that is used as an approximation 
q_cols, the stage at which this approximation occurs. 
To input values of q_rows and q cols, refer to Table 4.2.1-(b) 
*/ 

/* Built-in functions required by this program */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#define NUM3 "q48pt.dat" /* input file that contains the quadrature points and weights */ 
#define NUM4 “Itmknw.out" /* output file that contains the adjustment and sampling limits */ 
#define NUMS5 "elmknw.out" /* output file that contains the expected loss */ 
/* Some other variables and functions defined */ 

#define cf 1 
#define ncf 0 

#define f13 1 
#define (24 0 
#define INITLARGE 1000000.0 
#define mum(inta,intb) ((inta<intb) ? inta:intb) 
#define max(inta,intb) ((inta>intb) ? inta:intb) 

#define Q(il,i2,x) ((G2+i1)+(i2-i1)*qx[0] [x])*0.5) 
#define QW(i1,i2,x) (42-i1)*(qx[1][x])*0.5) 
#define TOLERANCE 0.00000001 
#define numquadpts 48 

#define halfnumqd 24 
#define sysv 1.0 
#define constant 0.3989422804014327 
#define Abs(x) ((x < 0.0) ? (-1.0 * x) : (x)) 
#define NUMFUNCS 4 
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/* pointers to files */ 

FILE *f_in, *f_outel, *f_outlt; 

/* Matrix type */ 

typedef struct m_type 

{ 
char name[10]; 

int numrows; 

int numcols; 

double *ptr; 

} m_type; 

/* prototypes */ 

int Compute_addr2D( m_type *, int row, int column); 

void Store(m_type *info, int row, int column, double value); 

double Retrieve(m_type *info, int row, int column); 

double *Alloc_matrix(m_type *x); 

void Open_files(void); 

void Get_input(void); 

void sort2(int n, double ra[], double rb{]); 
void Quadpts(void); 

void Q_ghat(void); 

double (*minfunc(int iter, double x, double y, int u ))(int, double, double, int); 

double F_err(int, double, double, int); 

double Closest(double q, int x); 

void First_part(void); 

void Second_part(void); 

double fl(int, double, double, int); 

double f2(int, double, double, int); 
double f3(int, double, double, int); 

double f4(int, double, double, int); 

double XMin(double, double, double); 

double Normden(double, double, double); 

double Sumnorm(int, double, double, double, double, int, int, int); 

double Suminf1 (int, double, double, int, int, int); 

double Suminf2(int, double, double, int, int, int); 

double Find_Inter(double (*g1)(int, double, double, int), double (*g2)(int, double, double, int), double x1, 

double xn, double step,int IT, double vr, int indc); 

int Four_Inter(int, double *, double *, double, int); 

double Tot_Loss(int itr, double lim1, double lim2, double wvr, double qvr, int indc); 

void Inter_Crow(double, int); 

/* Global variables */ 

double ac, sc, oc, q0, obsv, q_st, *valf; 
int vsi, qct, n_it, q_it, b, qct_13, qct_24, s rows, IT, q_cols, q_rows, q_what; 
double d1, d2, d_last13, d_last24, qS, qNS, fsi, c_fsi=1.0; 
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m_type q_info, *s_info; 
double qx[2][numquadpts], qmu[2][numquadpts], (*funcs[NUMFUNCS])(int,double,double,int); 

/* Main body of the program */ 

int main0 

{ 
int i, j, 1; 

char CR; 

d_last]3=d_last24=-1.0; 
Open_filesQ; /* function to open files */ 
Get_inputQ; /* function to get the necessary input */ 
valf=(double *)malloc(q_cols*sizeof(double)); 

H=sqrt(ac/(oc*d1))+5.0; 

d2=vsi*d1; 

fprintf(f_outel,"ac=“lf,oc=“lf,sc=“elf,d1=“alf,d2=“elf, fsi=Yolfin\n" ,ac,oc,sc,d1,d2,fsi); 
fprintf(f_outel,"obsv=“lf q_rows=%d q_cols=%d\n\n",obsv,q_rows,q_cols); 
fprintf(f_outel,"s_rows=%d,n_it-%d H=%lf\n\n",s_rows,n_it,H); 
fprintf(f_outlt,"ac=%lf,oc=“lf,sc=“lf,d1=“olf,d2=“lf, fsi=“lfin\n" ,ac,oc,sc,d1,d2,fsi); 
fprintf(f_outlt, “obsv=“lf q_rows=%d q_cols=%d\n\n",obsv,q_rows,q_cols); 
fprintf(f_outlt,"s_rows=%d,n_it=%d H=%lf\n\n",s_rows,n_it,H); 

/* Initializing the matrices */ 

for (i=0; i < q_info.numrows; ++i) 

for (j=0; j < q_info.numcols; ++j) 
Store(&q_info,i,j,-1.0); 

for (1=0; 1 < vsit1; ++1) 

for (i=0; i < s_infofl].numrows; ++1) 
for (j=0; j < s_info[]].numcols; ++) 

Store(&s_infofl],i,j,-1.0); 

QuadptsQ; /* Reading 24 quadrature points and creating 48 quadrature points */ 
Q ghato; /* Getting the conditional variance sets */ 
if (n_it <= q_cols) 
q_it=n_it; 
else 

q_it=q_cols; 
First_partQ; /* getting the first part from IT=0 to IT < vsi */ 
Second_partQ; /* getting the second part from IT >= vsi to IT = n_it */ 
printf("Mission Accomplished !\n"); 

fprintf(f_outel,"“Mission Accomplished!\n"); 
fprintf(f_outlt,"Mission Accomplished!\n"); 

fclose(f_outel); 

fclose(f_outlt); 

return(0); 
} 

/* End of the Main body of the program */ 
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/* Compute_addr2D - finds the offset in the chunk of allocated memory that row, column should be (it 
will be in the range [0,1,....,n]) */ 

int Compute_addr2D(m_type *memory, int row, int column) 

{ 
if (row >= 0) && (row < memory->numrows) && (column >= 0) && (column < memory->numcols)) 

return((row * memory->numcols) + column); 

else 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"\nError in Compute_addr2D, row=%d, column=%d, IT=%d\n", row, column, IT+1); 

printf("Error in Compute_addr2D, row=%d, column=%d, IT=%d\n", row, column, IT+1); 

fprintf(f_outel," numrows=%d, numcols=%d name=%s\n", memory->numrows, memory->numcols, 

memory->name); 

printf(" numrows=%d, numcols=“%od name=“s\n", memory->numrows, memory->numcols, memory- 

>name); 

exit(1); 

} 
return(0); 

} 

/* Alloc_matrix - this returns a pointer to a chunk of dynamically-allocated memory, the size of which is 
defined by the value passed to us in the size_info struct (numrows, numcols) */ 

double *Alloc_matrix(m_type *size_info) 

{ 
size_t index ; 

index = size_info->numrows ; 
index *= size_info->numcols ; 
index *= sizeof(double) ; 

return ((double *) malloc(index)); 

} 

/* Store - stores "value" in matrices pointed to by info, at row, column */ 

void Store(m_type *info, int row, int column, double value) 

{ 
*(info->ptr + Compute_addr2D(info, row, column)) = value; 

} 

/* Retrieve - looks in the matrices pointed to by info, and returns the 
value at row, column */ 

double Retrieve(m_type *info, int row, int column) 

{ 
return(*(info->ptr + Compute_addr2D(info, row, column))); 

} 
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/* function to open files */ 

void Open_files(void) 

{ 
int 1; 

if ((f_in=fopen(NUM3,"r")) == NULL) 

{ 
printf("Error_01: Could not open input data file\n"); 
exit(1); 

} 
if ((f_outlt=fopen(NUM4,"w")) == NULL) 

{ 
printf("Error_02: Could not open output limit data file\n"); 

exit(1); 

} 
if ((f_outel=fopen(NUMS5,"w")) == NULL) 

 cintf(Error_03 Could not open output exp.loss data file\n"); 
exit(1); 

} 
setbuf(f_outel, NULL); 
setbuf(f_outlt, NULL); 

} 

/* function to get all the necessary input from keyboard! */ 

void Get_input(void) 

{ 
double p_run, dl_ scale, actual_it; 

int 1, rc, int_d1, int_prun; 

char CR; 

printf("“Don't enter ac < 0.0000001"); 

printf("Enter ac,oc,sc,d1,fsi :"); 

scanf("“lf, “lf, “olf, “lf, “olf”, &ac, &oc, &sc, &d1, &fsi); 
printf("ac=“lf,oc=“lf,sc—“lf,d 1= “lf, fsi=“l fin" ,ac,oc,sc,d1 ,fsi); 

printf("Enter obsv, p_run, vsi :"); 

scanf("“lf, “lf,Yod", &obsv, &p_run, &vsi); 
printf("Enter rows and columns for q matrix: "); 
rc=scanf("%od,%d", &q_ rows, &q_ cols); 
if (rc != 2) 

{ 
printf("Invalid input for q matrix\n"); 

fprintf(f_outel,"Invalid input for q matrix\n"); 

exit(0); 

} 

/* Calculating n_it, d_last13 and d_last24 */ 

p_run=p_run*INITLARGE; 
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int_prun=p_rmun*1; 
dl_scale=d1*INITLARGE; 
int_d1=d1_scale*1; 
fprintf(f_outel,"p_run=%lf int_prun=%d d1_scale=%lf int_dl=%d\n",p_ run, int_prun, dl_scale, 

int_d1); 

fprintf(f_outlt,"p_run=%lf int_prun=%d dl_scale=%lf int_d1=%d\n",p run, int_prun, d1l_scale, 
int_d1); 

printf("p_run=“%lf int_prun=%d d1_scale=“lf int_d1=%ed\n",p_run, int_prun, d1_scale, int_d1); 
n_it=(int_prun/int_d1)+((int_prun % int_d1) != 0); 
actual_it=p_run/d1_scale; 
if ((int_prun % int_d1) !=0) 

{ 
d_last13=(actual_it-(int_prun/int_d1))*d1; 
d_last24=(vsi-1)*d1+d_last13; 

} 
else 

{ 
d_last13=-1.0; 
d_last24=-1.0; 

} 
fprintf(f_outel,"n_it=%d_ actual_it=“%lf d_lastl3=%lf d_last24=%lfin", n_it, actual_it, d_last13, 

d_last24); 

printf("n_it=%d actual_it=%lf d_last13=%lf d_last24=%lf\n", n_it, actual_it, d_last13, d_last24); 
s_info=(m_type *)malloc((vsi+1)*sizeof(m_type)); 

S_rows=q_rows* 13; 

printf("q_rows=%d q_cols=%d s_rows=%d n_it=%d\n", 
q_rows, q_cols, s_rows, n_it); 

scanf("%c",&CR); 

/* Checking to see if proper memory allocated wrt reusing matrices */ 

for (1=0; 1 < vsi+1; +41) 

{ 
strcpy(s_info[]].name,"sinfox"); 

s_info[l].name[5]=48+1, 

s_info[l].numrows = s_rows; 

s_info[l].numcols = numquadpts+1; 

s_info[l].ptr = Alloc_matrix( &s_info[]] ); 

if (s_info[l].ptr —= NULL) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,“Need more memory!\n"); 

exit(0); 

} 
} 
strcpy(q_info.name, "qinfo"); 

q_info.numrows = q_rows; 
q_info.numcols = q_cols; 
q_info.ptr = Alloc_matrix( &q_info ); 

if (q_info.ptr == NULL) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Need more memory for the q chunk! \n"); 
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exit(0); 

} 
} 

/* function that reads the 24 abs. and wts. from q24pt.dat file; Creats the entire 48 quad. pts */ 

void Quadpts(void) 

{ 
int i, quady; 
double q[2][halfnumqd], *ql, *q2; 

quady=numquadpts-1; 

for (i=0; i<halfnumqd; ++i) 

{ 
fscanf(f_in, “elf “olfin”, &q[O}[i], &q{1]fi)); 
qx(0] Li] = q(0][i]; qx[0][quady-i] = -q[0] [i]; 
ax(1]J[i} = q{1 fi); qx{1][quady-i] = q[1)[i); 

} 

/* Converting mu = 0 to H=15 into quad pts */ 

for (i = 0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

{ 
qmy([0){i] = (H+(H*qx[0}[1))*0.5; qmuf1)} [i] = H*qx[1)[i)*0.5; 

} 
ql=qmu[0]; q2=qmu[1]; /* sorting the quad pts. by abs. sort2(numquadpts,q1,q2), double *q1, 

*q2 */ 

sort2(numquadpts,q1,q2); 

} 

/* function that calculates the q's - condl.vars. & qh's - Est. condl. vars. */ 

void Q ghat(void) 

{ 
int k, i, j, s; 
double NS1,S1,S0,val_q,val1_q,val2_q, value_q; 
char CR; 

SO = sqrt(0.25 + (obsv/(c_fsi*sysv))); 
q_st = (c_fsi*sysv)*(SO - 0.5); 

d2=vsi*d1; 
NSI1 = sqrt(0.25 + (obsv/(d2*sysv))); S1 = sqrt(0.25 + (obsv/(d1*sysv))); 

qNS = (d2*sysv)*(NS1 - 0.5); qS = (d1l*sysv)*(S1 - 0.5); 
if (fsi—d1) 
q_what=0; 

else 

if (fsi—=d2) 
q_what=1; 

else 

if ((fsi != dl) && (fsi != d2)) 
q_what=2; 
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fprintf(f_outel,"q_what=%d fsi=“lf\n",q_what,fsi); 

valf[0}=q_st; 
Store(&q_info,0,0,q_st); 

fprintf(f_outel,"q_st=%lf qS=%lf qNS=“%lf\n\n",q_st,qS,qNS); 
fprintf(f_outlt,"q_st=%lf qS=%lf qNS=“%lfin\n",q_st,qS,qNS); 
for (T=1; IT < vsi; ++IT) 

{ 
valf[IT]=((valf[IT-1]+fsi*sysv)/(valf[IT-1]+fsi*sysv+obsv))*obsv; 

if JT=1) 

{ 
value_q = ((q_st+d1*sysv)/(q_st+d1*sysv+obsv))*obsv; 

Store(&q_info,0,1,value_q); 

} 
else 

{ 
val_q = Retrieve(&q_info,0,IT-1); 

value_q = ((val_q+d1*sysv)/(val_q+d1*sysv+obsv))*obsv; 

Store(&q_info,0,IT,value_q); 

} 
} 

for (IT=vsi;, IT < q_info.numcols; ++IT) 

{ 
valf[IT]=((valf[IT -1]+fsi*sysv)/(valf[IT-1]+fsi*sysv+obsv))*obsv; 

for (i=0; i < q_info.numrows; ++i) 

{ 
val_q=Retrieve(&q_info,i,IT-1); 

if (val_q > -1.0) 

{ 
vall_q=((val_q+d1*sysv)/(val_q+d1*sysv+obsv))*obsv; 

Store(&q_info,i,IT,val1_q); 

} 
else 

{ 
k=1; 
break; 

} 
} 

for (=0; i < q_info.numrows; ++i) 

{ 
val_q=Retrieve(&q_info,i,IT-vsi); 
if (val_q > -1.0) 

{ 
val2_q=((val_q+d2*sysv)/(val_qtd2*sysv+obsv))*obsv; 

Store(&q_info,k,IT,val2_q); 

k=k+1; 

} 
else 

{ 
break; 

} 
} 
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5 
5 

/* The following function finds the func. that gives the min. functional value at a particular x */ 

double (*minfunc(int iter, double x, double y, int u))(int, double, double, int) 

{ 
double min1=0.0, val=0.0; 
int i, min_i; 

for (i = 0 ; i< NUMFUNCS ; ++i) 
{ 
if (funcs[i] != NULL) 
{ 
val = (funcs[i])(iter,x,y,u); 
if (i = 0) 

{ 
min] = val; min_i=0; 

} 
else 
if (min1 > val) 
{ 
min] = val; min_i =i; 

} 
} 

} 
return (funcs[min_i]); 

} 

/* Function to get the closest value to q */ 

double Closest(double q, int x) 

{ 
int i, min_ndx=0; 

double min_v=INITLARGE, next_v=0.0; 

char CR; 

for (i=0; i < q_info.numrows; ++1) 

{ 
next_v=fabs(q-Retrieve(&q_info,i,x)); 

if ( next_v < min_v) 

{ 
min_ndx = i; min_v = next_v; 

} 
} 
return(min_ndx); 

3 
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/* function - to get the exp. losses for all IT <= multiple vsi, we have only 2 Exp. losses until IT=vsi */ 

void First_part(void) 

{ 
int i, q_iter, j, ndx_q; 

double EL1=0.0, tot_el, tot_elc, il, i2, lim=-1.0, qvarl, wvar, wvar1; 

double LTy1=-1.0, LTy2=-1.0,LT1V1=-1.0,LT1V2=-1.0,LT2 V1=-1.0,LT2V2=-1.0, varl, var2,tot; 

double (*minf1 1)(int, double, double, int)=&F_err, (*minf2)(int, double, double, int)=&F_err; 

char CR; 

for (IT = 0; IT < (vsi-1); ++IT) 

{ 
LTy1=LTy2=LT1V1=LT1V2=LT2V1=LT2V2=-1.0; 

minfl1=&F_err, minf2=&F _err; 

for (qct=0; qct < q_info.numrows; ++qct) 

{ 
if (IT > (n_it-q_it)) 

q_iter=n_it-IT-1; 
else 

if (IT <= (n_it-q_it)) 

q_iter=q_it-1,; 
else 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel," Another case 777\n"); 

exit(1); 

} 
q0=Retrieve(&q_info,qct,q_iter); qct_13=qct; 

varl = ((q0+d1 *sysv)/(q0+d1 *sysv+obsv))*obsv; 

var2 = ((q0+d2*sysv)/(q0+d2*sysv+obsv))*obsv; 

wvar=pow((q0+fsi*sysv),2.0)/(q0+fsi*sysv+obsv); 

/* to get the closest q in the last col. of the q matrix when you are within vsi of the last cols. in the iters. 
*/ 

if (IT = (n_it-q_it)) 

{ 
ndx_q=Closest(var1,(q_it-1)); qct_13=ndx_q; 

} 
if (q0 >= 0.0) 

EL1=f1(T,0.0,q0,ncf); 

if (q0 < 0.0) 

{ 
if (IT==0) && ( n_it < q_cols)) || (IT != 0)) 
{ 

if (qct != 1) 

{ 
fprintf(f£_outel,"STAGE=%d tot_el=%6.101f\n",IT+1, tot_el); 

fprintf(f_outlt,"STAGE=%d LTy1=%2.101f LTy2=%2. 10lfin" ,IT+1, LTy1, LTy2); 

if (minfl 1—funcs[2]) 

fprintf(f_outlt,"when < LTy1 - AcS"); 

else 
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fprintf(f_outlt,"Always AS"); 

if ((minf2 = funcs[2]) || (minf2 == funcs[3])) 

{ 
if (minf2—funcs[2]) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outlt,"minf2=funcs[2]\n"); 

exit(1); 

} 
fprintf(f_outlt,"Beyond LTy1, the function is not a constant!\n"); 

} 
else 

fprintf(f_outlt," : when > LTy1 - AS\n\n"); 
} /* corresponds to ' if (qct != 1)' */ 

break; /* should break from the qct loop! */ 
} /* corresponds to ‘if .. && .. ||" */ 

else 

if (IT=0) && (n_it >= q_cols)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Error in col. q_it-1\n"); 

exit (1); 

} 
} 

/* to find the only pt. of intersection-only 1 pt. of intersection this is used to find the exp.loss for my case 
*/ 

LTy1=Find_Inter(fl ,f3,H,0.0,1.0,IT,qO,ncf); LTy2=LTy1; 

/* Calculating the exp.loss */ 

funcs[0]=f1; funcs[2]=f3; funcs[1]=funcs[3]=NULL; 

tot_el=0.0; 

tot_el=Tot_Loss(IT,LTy1,LTy2,wvar,q0,ncf); 

/* Calculating Crowder’s */ 

if (qct==0) 

{ 
tot_elc=0.0; 
if (f1(IT,0.0,valf[q_iter],cf) < 8(IT,0.0,valf[q_iter],cf)) 
{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"MINIMUM FUNC. IS A CONSTANT (Crowder's)\n"); 
exit(0); 

3 
wvar 1=pow((valf[q_iter]+fsi*sysv),2.0)/(valf[q_iter]+fsi*sysv+obsv); 

Inter_Crow(valf[q_iter],IT); 

lim=Retrieve(&s_info[IT],qct_13*13+12,numquadpts); 
tot_elc=Tot_Loss(IT, lim, lim, wvar1,valf[q_iter],cf); 

fprintf(f_outlt,"crow_lim=%2.10lf stage=“ed\n",lim,IT+1); 

} 
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/* printing tot_el tot_elc limits */ 

if (qct—0) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"STAGE=%d tot_el=%6. 10Lf tot_elc=%6.101fin",IT+1, tot_el, tot_elc); 

fprintf(f_outlt,"STAGE=%d LTy1=%2.101f LTy2=%2.101fin" ,IT+1, LTy1, LTy2); 

} 
if ((q0 > 0.0) && (qct=—q_info.numrows-1)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"STAGE=%d tot_el=%6.101f\n",IT+1, tot_el); 

fprintf(f_outlt,"STAGE=%d LTy1=%2. 101f LTy2=%2.101fin" ,IT+1, LTy1, LTy2); 

} 

/* to find and store the limits to be used in the integral for the next stage & the min. funcs.in (-LT1,LT1) 

and (LT1,inf)*/ 

LT1V1=Find_Inter(fl ,f3,H,0.0,1.0,IT,var1,ncf); 
LT2V1=LT1V1; 
Store (&s_info[IT],qct*13,numquadpts,LT1V1); 

Store (&s_info[IT],qct*13+1,numquadpts,_LT2V1); 

« (qct—0) 

qvar1=((valf[q_iter]+fsi*sysv)/(valf[q_iter]+fsi*sysv+obsv))*obsv; 

Inter_Crow(qvar1,IT); 

lim=Retrieve(&s_info[IT],qct*13+12,numquadpts); 
fprintf(f_outlt,"stage=“od c_lt=“%lf\n",IT+1,lim); 

} 
LT1V2=Find_Inter(fl ,f3,H,0.0,1.0,IT,var2,ncf); 

LT2V2=LT1V2; 

Store (&s_info[IT],qct*13+2,numquadpts,LT1V2); 

Store (&s_info[IT],qct*13+3 ,numquadpts,_LT2V2); 

minf] 1=minfunc(IT,0.0,q0,ncf); 

if ((qct—=0) || ((qO > 0.0) && (qct=—q_info.numrows-1))) 

if (minfl 1—funcs[2]) 

fprintf(f_outlt,"when < LTy1 - AcS"); 

else 

fprintf(f_outlt,"Always AS"); 

} 
minf] 1=minfunc(IT,0.0,var1,ncf); 

il=LT1V1; i2=LT1VI1; 

for (i = 0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

Store(&s_info[IT],qct* 13,i,(minfl1 IAT, Q(il,i2,i),varl1 ,ncf)); 

minf] 1=minfunc(IT,0.0,var2,ncf); 

il=-LT1V2; i2=LT1V2; 

for (i = 0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

Store(&s_info[IT],qct* 13+5,i,(minfl 1)(T,Q(i1,i2,i),var2,ncf)); 

minf2=minfunc(IT,LTy1+1.0,q0,ncf); 

if ((qct==0) || ((qO > 0.0) && (qct——q_info.numrows-1))) 

{ 
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if ((minf2 = funcs[2]) || (minf2 == funcs[3])) 

{ 
if (minf2—funcs[2]) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outlt,"minf2=funcs[2]\n"); 

exit(1); 

} 
fprintf(f_outlt,"Beyond LTy1, the function is not a constant!\n"); 

} 
else 

fprintf(f_outlt," : when > LTy1 - AS\n\n"), 

} 
minf2=minfunc(IT,LT2V1+1.0,varl ,ncf); 

i1=0.0; i2=LT2V1; 

for (i = 0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

Store(&s_info[IT],qct*13+3,i,(minf2)(IT,Q(il,i2,i),var1ncf)); 

il=-LT2VI1, i2=0.0; 

for (i = 0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

Store(&s_info[IT],qct*13+4,i,(minf2)(T,Q(il,i2,i),var1 ,ncf)); 

minf2=minfunc(IT,LT2V2+1.0,var2,ncf); 

il=0.0; i2=LT2V2; 

for (i = 0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

Store(&s_info[IT],qct* 13+8,i,(minf2)(IT,Q(il,i2,i),var2,ncf)); 

il=-LT2V2; i2=0.0; 

for (i = 0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

Store(&s_info[IT],qct* 13+9,i,(minf2)(IT,Q(il,i2,i),var2,ncf)); 

3} ~— /* qct loop ends here! */ 

} /* IT loop ends here! */ 

} 

/* to find the 4 exp. losses for IT > info.nummat, the multiple */ 

void Second_part(void) 

{ 
int i, j, n, 1, q_iter, counter_m=0, counter=0, ndx_q, qcty, iter_1, iter, q_itfsi; 

double EL1=0.0, EL2=0.0, tot_el,tot_elc, LT 1=-1.0,LT2=-1.0,mid=0.0,i1, i2, mid1, mid2, wvarl, wvar; 
double LTy1=-1.0, LTy2=-1.0,LT1V1=-1.0,LT1V2=-1.0,LT2V1=-1.0,LT2 V2=-1.0,var1,var2,val,qvar1; 
double (*minf11)(int, double, double, int)=&F_err,(*minf12)(int, double,double, int)=&F_err,q00,q_gr; 

double (*mf11)(int, double, double, int)=&F_err, (*mf12)(int, double, double, int)=&F_err, lim=-1.0; 

double (*mf2)(int, double, double, int)=&F_err, (*minf2)(int, double, double, int)=&F_err, q_m=0.0; 

char CR; 

if (n_it = q_it) 

{ 
for (qcty=0;qcty < q_info.numrows, ++qcty) 

{ 
q_m = Retrieve(&q_info,qcty,(n_it-1)); 

if (q_m != -1.0) 
counter_m = counter_m +1; 

3 
b=counter_m; 
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} 
else 

b = q_info.numrows; 

q_m=0.0; counter_m=0; 

for (IT = (vsi-1); IT < n_it; ++IT) 

{ 
LTy1l=LTy2=LT1V1=LT1V2=LT2V1=LT2V2=-1.0; LT1=LT2=0.0; 

minfl1=&F_err; minfl2=&F_err; mfl1]=&F_err; 
mf12=&F err, mf2=&F_err,; minf2=&F_err; 
if (IT > (n_it-q_it)) 

q_itfsi=n_it-IT-1; 
else 

if (IT <= (n_it-q_it)) 

q_itfsi=q_it-1; 

if IT==(vsi-1)) 
iter=IT; 

else 

iter=vs1; 

counter_m=0; counter=0; 

if (IT >= (n_it-vsi)) 

{ 
if (abs(n_it-IT-q_it) >= vsi) 

{ 
for (qcty=0; qcty < q_info.numrows,; ++qcty) 

{ 
q_m = Retrieve(&q_info,qcty,(n_it-IT-1+vsi)); 

if (q_m !=-1.0) 

counter_m = counter_m +1; 

} 
} 

} 
if (IT >= (n_it-q_it)) 

{ 
for (qcty=0; qcty < q_info.numrows; ++qcty) 

{ 
q00 = Retrieve(&q_info,qcty,(n_it-IT-1)); 

if (q00 != -1.0) 

counter = counter +1; 

} 
} 

if (IT >= (n_it-q_ittvsi)) && (IT < (n_it-vsi))) 

b=b-counter; 

for (qct=0; qct < q_info.numrows, ++qct) 

{ 
if ((vsi < (n_it-q_it+1)) && (IT < (n_it-q_it+1))) 

q_iter = q_it-1; 
else 

q_iter = n_it-IT-1; 
qO=Retrieve(&q_info,qct,q_iter); 

if (q0 < 0.0) 
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{ 
if(qct = 0) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,“qO <= 0.0 & qct=Y%ed\n",qct); 
exit(1); 

} 
else 

q_gr=Retrieve(&q_info,qct-1,q_iter); 
if (qct = 1) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"“STAGE="ed tot_el=%6. 10lf\in" IT+1, tot_el); 
fprintf(f_outlt,"STAGE=%d LTy1=%2.10lf LTy2=%2.10lf\in" IT+1, LTy1, LTy2); 

if (mf1 1=—=funcs[2]) 
fprintf(f_outlt,"when < LTyl - AcS*\n"); 

else 

if (mf11=—funcs[3]) 
fprintf(f_outlt,"when < LTyl - AcSc*\n"); 

if (mf12—funcs[2]) 
fprintf(f_outlt," : Bet LTy1 & LTy2 - AcS*\n"); 

else 
if (mf12=—funcs[3]}) 
fprintf(f_outlt," : Bet LTy1 & LTy2 - AcSc*\n"); 

if (mf2—funcs[0]) 
fprintf(f_outlt," : when > LTy2 - AS*\n\n"); 

else 

if (mf2—=funcs[1]) 
fprintf(f_outlt," : when > LTy2 - ASc*\n\n"); 

else 

if ((mf2—funcs[2]) || (mf2—funcs[3])) 
{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Beyond LTy2, the function is not a constant!\n"); 
printf("Beyond LTy2, the function is not a constant!\n"); 

} 
} 
for (i=0; 1 < 13; ++i) 

for G=0; j < s_info[iter].numcols; +4) 

Store(&s_info[iter],qct* 13+1,j,-1.0); 

break; 

} 
qct_13=qct; 
varl = ((q0+d1*sysv)/(q0+d1*sysv+obsv))*obsv; 
var2 = ((q0+d2*sysv)/(q0+d2*sysv+obsv))*obsv; 
wvar = pow((q0+fsi*sysv),2.0)/(q0+fsi*sysvt+obsv); 

EL1=f1(IT,0.0,q0,ncf); 

/* getting the appropriate qct to be able to restore the correct previous m step exp.loss and limits) */ 

iter_1 = mum((n_it-q_it+vsi),(n_it-vsi)); 

if (IT >= (vsi-1)) && (IT < (n_it-q_it+1))) 

{ 
qct_24=qct; 
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if IT = (n_it-q_it)) 

{ 
ndx_q=Closest(var1,(q_it-1)); 

qct_13=ndx_q; 

ndx_q=Closest(var2,(q_it-1)); 
qct_24=ndx_q; 

} 
} 

else 

if (IT > ( n_it-q_it)) && (IT < iter_1)) 

{ 
ndx_q = Closest(var2,(q_it-1)); 

qct_24 = ndx_q; 

; 
else 

if (IT >= (n_it-q_it+vsi)) && (IT < (n_it-vsi))) 

qct_24 = btqct; 

else 

if IT >= (n_it-vsi)) 

{ 
if (abs(n_it-IT-q_it) < vsi) 

{ 
ndx_q = Closest(var2,(q_it-1)); 
qct_24 = ndx_q; 

} 
else 

qct_24 = counter_m-1; 

; 
else 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"IT problem in f2!\n"); 
exit(1); 

} 

EL2=f2(IT,0.0,q0,ncf); 

val=mum(f3(IT,0.0,q0,ncf),f4(IT,0.0,q0,ncf)); 

if ((EL1 < val) || (EL2 < val)) 
{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"MINIMUM FUNC. IS A CONSTANT\n"); 
if (EL1 < val) 
fprintf(f_outel,"Adjust and Sample always!\n"); 

if (EL2 < val) 
fprintf(f_outel," Adjust and Don't sample always!\n"); 

exit(0); 

} 

/* Calculating mine and Crowder's exp.loss */ 

funcs[0]=f1; funcs[1]=f2; funcs[2]=f3; funcs[{3]=f4; 

Four_Inter(IT,&LT1,&LT2,q0,ncf); 
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LTy1=LT1; LTy2=LT2; 
tot_el = 0.0; 
tot_el=Tot_Loss(IT, LTy1,LTy2,wvar,q0,ncf); 

/* getting Crowder's exp. loss for sc=0 & the pts. of intersection */ 

if (qct——0) 

{ 
if (f1(IT,0.0,valf[q_itfsi],cf) < f3(IT,0.0,valf[q_itfsi],cf)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel," MINIMUM FUNC. IS A CONSTANT (Crowder's)\n"); 

exit(0); 

} 
tot_elc=0.0; 
wvar 1=pow((valf[q_itfsi]+fsi*sysv),2.0)/(valf[q_itfsi]+fsi*sysv+obsv); 

Inter_Crow(valf[q_itfsi], iter); 
lim=Retrieve(&s_info[iter],qct_13*13+12,numquadpts); 
fprintf(f_outlt,"c_It=%lf\n" lim); 
tot_elc=Tot_Loss(iter,lim,lim,wvar1,valf[q_itfsi],cf); 

qvar1=((valf[q_itfsi]+fsi*sysv)/(valf[q_itfsi]+fsi*sysv+obsv))*obsv; 

Inter_Crow(qvar]l iter); 

} 

/* printing tot_el tot_elc */ 

if (qct—0) 

fprintf(f_outel,"stage=%od tot_el=%6. 101f tot_elc=%6.101f\n", IT+1, tot_el, tot_elc); 
else 

if ((qO > 0.0) && (qct=—q_info.numrows-1)) 

fprintf(f_outel,"STAGE=%d tot_el=%6.101f\n", IT+1,tot_el); 

/* to find the 4 pts. of intersection now */ 

funcs[0]=f1; funcs[1]=f2; funcs[2]=£3:; funcs[3]=f4; 
Four_Inter(0T,&LT1,&LT2,q0,ncf); 

LTy1=LT1; LTy2=LT2; 

if (LTyl < TOLERANCE) 

LTyl=TOLERANCE; 

/*printing limits */ 

if ((qct==) || ((qO > 0.0) && (qct—=q_info.numrows-1))) 

fprintf(f_outlt,"stage=%od LTy1=%2.101f LTy2=%2.10lf\in" IT+1, LTy1, LTy2); 

Four_Inter(T,&LT1,&LT2,varl,ncf); 

LT1V1=LT1; LT2V1=LT2; 

if LT1V1 < TOLERANCE) 

LT1V1=TOLERANCE; 

Store (&s_info[iter],qct* 13,numquadpts,LT1V1); 

Store (&s_info[iter],qct*13+1,numquadpts,LT2V1); 
LT1=LT2=0.0; 
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Four_Inter(T,&LT1,&LT2,var2,ncf); 

LT1V2=LT1; LT2V2=LT2; 

if (LT1V2 < TOLERANCE) 

LT1V2=TOLERANCE; 

Store (&s_info[iter],qct*13+2,numquadpts,LT1 V2); 

Store (&s_infofiter],qct* 13+3,numquadpts,LT2 V2); 

/* to find the min. funcs.in (-LT1,LT1); (LT1,LT2) and (LT2,inf) + storing */ 

if (LTy1==-TOLERANCE) 

{ 
mf11=minfunc(IT,0.00000011,q0,ncf); minfl1=minfunc(IT,0.00000011,q0,ncf); 

} 
else 

{ 
mf] 1=minfunc(IT,0.0,q0,ncf); minf1 1=minfunc(IT,0.0,q0,ncf); 

} 
if ((qct==9) || ((qO > 0.0) && (qct==q_info.numrows-1))) 

{ 
if (minfl 1=—funcs[2]) 

fprintf(f_outlt,"“when < LTy1 - AcS"); 
else 
if (minf1 1—funcs[3)) 
fprintf(f_outlt,"when < LTy1 - AcSc"); 

} 
if (LTy1==TOLERANCE) 

minf! 1=minfunc(IT,0.0000001 1,var1,ncf); 

else 

minf] 1=minfunc(IT,0.0,var1,ncf); 

il=-LT1V1; i22=LT1V1; 

for (i = 0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

Store (&s_info[iter],qct* 13,i,(minfl 1)(T,Q(i1,i2,i),varl ,ncf)); 

if (LTy1==TOLERANCE) 

minf1 1=minfunc(IT,0.0000001 1, var2,ncf); 

else 

minf] 1=minfunc(IT,0.0,var2,ncf); 

i1=-LT1V2; i2=LT1V2; 

for (i = 0; i < numquadpts; ++1) 

Store (&s_infofiter],qct*13+5,i,(minfl 1)(T,Q(il,i2,i),var2,ncf)); 
mid=(LTy1+LTy2)*0.5; 
minf12=minfunc(IT,mid,q0,ncf); 

mf12=minfunc(IT,mid,q0,ncf); 
if ((qct=) || ((q0 > 0.0) && (qct—=q_info.numrows-1))) 

{ 
if (minfl2=funcs[2]) 

fprintf(f_outlt,” : Bet LTyl & LTy2 - AcS"); 

else 

if (minf12==funcs[3]) 

fprintf(f_outlt,” : Bet LTyl & LTy2 - AcSc"); 

} 
mid)=(LT1V1+LT2V1)*0.5; 
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minf]2=minfunc(IT,mid1,var1,ncf); 

i1=LT1V1; i2=LT2V1; 

for (i = 0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

Store (&s_info[iter],qct* 13+1,i,(minf12)(IT, Q(il,i2,i), varl ncf)); 

il=-LT2V1; i2=-LT1V1; 

for (i = 0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

Store (&s_infofiter],qct* 13+2,i,(minf12)(T,Q(il,i2,i),var1,ncf)); 

mid2=(LT 1V2+LT2V2)*0.5; 

minf12=minfunc(T,mid2,var2,ncf); 

il=LT1V2; i2=LT2V2; 

for (i = 0; 1 < numquadpts; ++i) 

Store (&s_info[iter],qct* 13+6,i,(minfl2)QT,Q(il,i2,i),var2,ncf)); 
i1=-LT2V2; i2=-LT1V2; 

for (i = 0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

Store (&s_info[iter],qct* 13+7,i,(minfl2)(T,Q(il,i2,i),var2,ncf)); 

minf2=minfunc(IT,LTy2+1.0,q0,ncf); 

if ((qct—=?) || ((qO > 0.0) && (qct——q_info.numrows-1))) 

{ 
if (minf2——funcs[0]) 

fprintf(f_outlt," : when > LTy2 - AS\n\n"); 
else 

if (minf2—funcs[1]) 

fprintf(f_outlt," : when > LTy2 - ASc\n\n"); 
else 

if ((minf2——funcs[2]) || (minf2—funcs[3])) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Beyond LTy2, the function is not a constant!\n"); 

exit(1); 

} 
} 
minf2=minfunc(IT,LT2V1+1.0,var1,ncf); 

i1=0.0; i2=LT2VI1,; 

for (i = 0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

Store(&s_info[iter],qct* 13+3,i,(minf2)A0T,Q1,i2,i),var1,ncf)); 
11=-LT2V1; i2=0.0; 

for (i = 0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

Store(&s_info[iter],qct* 13+4,i,(minf2)(IT,Q(il,i2,i),varl ,ncf)); 

minf2=minfunc(IT ,LT2V2+1.0,var2,ncf); 

il=0.0; i2=LT2V2; 

for (i = 0; i < numquadpts; ++1) 

Store(&s_info[iter],qct* 13+8,i,(minf2)(IT,Q(il,i2,i), var2,ncf)); 

11=-LT2V2; 12=0.0; 

for (i = 0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

Store(&s_info[iter],qct* 13+9,i,(minf2)(IT,Q(il,i2,i),var2,ncf)); 

} /* qct loop ends here! */ 

/* Reusing the matrices now! */ 

if (IT >= vsi) 

{ 
for (n=0; n < vsi; ++n) 
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for (i=0; i < (s_info[n].numrows*s_info[n].numcols); ++i) 

s_info[n].ptr[i] = s_info[n+1].ptr[i]; 

j 
} /* IT ends here */ 

} 

/* error function that wil | be returned if the pointer to the function is not taking the right pointer, i.e, it 

takes the NULL pointer */ 

double F_err(int IT, double z, double vr, int indc) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Error in the pointer to a function, check minf11, minf12 and minf2\n"); 

fprintf(f_outlt,"Error in the pointer to a function, check minf11, minf12 and minf2\n"); 

fprintf(f_outel,"IT=%d z=%lf vr=“lf indc=%ed\n", IT +1, z, vr, indc); 

fprintf(f_outlt,"IT=%od z=“lf vr=“lf indc=%d\n", IT+1, z, vr, indc); 

exit(1); 

return(0.0); 

} 

/* function f1 - Equ1 which is a constant for a particular iteration */ 

double fl(int IT, double z, double vr, int indc) 

{ 
int w; 

double v,m,LT 1=-1.0,LT2=-1.0,i1=0.0,i2=0.0,y=0.0,fsum=0.0,sum1,sum2a,sum2b,sum3a,sum3b,k1,d0; 

Z=Z, 
if (indc—=cf) 

{ 
if ((q_what==2) || (q_what——0)) 
d0=fsi; 

else 

if (q_ what—1) 

d0=d2; 

else 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"q_what invalid in fl\n"); 

- exit(1); 

} 
} 

else 

d0=d1; 
k1 = (vr+d0*sysv)/(vr+d0*sysv+obsv); v = k1*(vr+d0*sysv); m = 0.0; 
if ((v <= 0.0) || (vr <= 0.0)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In f1 v=%3.151f vr=%3.151f indc=%d IT=%d\n",v,vr,indc,IT+1); 
exit(1); 

} 
if (IT = 0) 

{ 
if (d_last13 != -1.0) 
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d0=d_last13; 
fsum = ac+0.5*oc*sysv*(d0*d0)+vr*oc*d0+sc; 

return(fsum); 

} 
else 

{ 
if (IT < vsi) 

w=IT-l; 

else 

Ww = vsi-l; 

if (indc—cf) 

{ 
LT1 = Retrieve(&s_info[w],(qct_13)*13+12,numquadpts); LT2 = LT1; 

} 
else 

if (indc—=ncf) 

{ 
LT1 = Retrieve(&s_info[w],(qct_13)*13,numquadpts); 

LT2 = Retrieve(&s_info[w],(qct_13)*13+1,numquadpts); 

} 
else 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"No such indc in fl\n"); 

exit(1); 

} 

/* Getting integral on (-LT1,LT1) */ 

sum 1=0.0; 

il = -LT1; i2 =LTI1; 

sum1 = Sumnorm(w,il,i2,v,m,qct_13,f13,indc); 

if (sum]1 < 0.0) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In f1 sum1=%lf\n",sum 1); 
exit(1); 

} 

/* ONLY when LT1 != LT2 is the integral in (LT1,LT2) and (-LT2,-LT1) calculated */ 

if LT1 —LT2) 

sum2a = sum2b = 0.0; 

else 

if (LT1 !=LT2 && LT2 != -1.0) 

{ 
il = LT]; i2 = LT2; 

sum2a = Sumnorm(w,il,i2,v,m,qct_13,f13,indc); 

il = -LT2; i2 = -LT1; 

sum2b = Sumnorm(w,il,i2,v,m,qct_13,f13,indc); 

if ((sum2a < 0.0) || (sum2b < 0.0)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In f1 sum2a=“%lf sum2b=“lf\n",sum2a,sum2b); 
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exit(1); 

} 
} 

/* Integral in (LT2,inf) and (-inf,-LT2) */ 

sum3a=sum3b=0.0; 

y = (LT2-m)/(sqrt(v)), 
if (y >= 0.0) 

{ 
il = 0.0; 12 =y; 

} 
else 

{ 
il = y; i2 =0.0; 

} 
sum3a = Suminfl(w,il,i2,qct_13,f13,indc); 

y = (-LT2-m)/(sqrt(v)); 
if (y >= 0.0) 
{ 
il = 0.0; 12 =y; 

} 
else 

{ 
il = y; 12 =0.0; 

} 
sum3b = Suminf2(w,i1,i2,qct_13,f13,indc); 

if ((sum3a < 0.0) || (sum3b < 0.0)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In f1 sum3a=“lf sum3b=%3.201f\n",sum3a,sum3b); 

exit(1); 

} 
} 

fsum=sct+ac+0.5*oc*sysv*(d0*d0)+vr*oc*d0+sum 1+sum2a+sum2b+sum3a+sum3b; 
return(fsum); 

} 

/* function f2 - Equl which is a constant for a particular iteration */ 

double f2(int IT, double z, double vr, int indc) 

{ 
int w; 

double v, m, LT1=-1.0, LT2=-1.0, 11=0.0, i2=0.0, y=0.0, fsum=0.0; 

double sum1, sum2a, sum2b, sum3a, sum3b, k1, d00; 

ZZ, 
if (indc=cf) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"indc can't be =cf in f2\n"); 
exit(1); 

} 
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k1 = (vr+d2*sysv)/(vr+d2*sysvtobsv); v = k1*(vr+d2*sysv); m = 0.0; 

if ((v <= 0.0) || (vr <= 0.0)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In f2 v=%3.151f vr=%3.151f indc=%od IT=%od\n",v,vr,indc,IT+1); 

exit(1); 

} 
if (IT = (vsi-1)) 

{ 
if (d_last24 != -1.0) 

d00=d_last24; 

else 

d00=d2; 

fsum = act0.5*oc*sysv*(d00*d00)+vr*o0c*d00+sc; 

return(fsum), 

} 
else 

if (IT >= vsi) 

{ 
w=0; 

LT1=Retrieve(&s_info[w],(qct_24)*13+2,numquadpts); 

LT2=Retrieve(&s_info[w],(qct_24)*13+3,numquadpts); 

/* Getting integral on (-LT1,LT1) */ 

sum1=0.0; 

il=-LT1; i2=LT]; 

sum] = Sumnorm(w,i1,i2,v,m,qct_24,f24,indc); 

if (sum1 < 0.0) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In f2 sum1=%lf\n",sum1); 

exit(1); 

} 

/* ONLY when LT1 != LT2 is the integral in (LT1,LT2) and (-LT2,-LT1) calculated */ 

if (LT1=LT2) 

sum2a = sum2b = 0.0; 

else 

if (LT1 != LT2 && LT2 != -1.0) 

{ 
il=LT1; i2=LT2; 

sum2a = Sumnorm(w,il,i2,v,m,qct_24,f24,indc); 

il=-LT2; i2=-LT1, 

sum2b = Sumnorm(w,i1,i2,v,m,qct_24,f24,indc); 

if ((sum2a < 0.0) || (sum2b < 0.0)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In f2 sum2a=%lf sum2b=%lf\n",sum2a,sum2b); 

exit(1); 

3 
} 
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/* Integral in (LT2,inf) and (-inf,-LT2) */ 

sum3a=sum3b=0.0; 

y = (LT2-m)/(sqrt(v)); 
if (y >= 0.0) 

{ 
il = 0.0; 12 =y; 

} 
else 

{ 
il = y; i2 =0.0; 

} 
sum3a = Suminfl (w,i1,i2,qct_24,f24,indc); 

y = (-LT2-m)/(sqrt(v)); 
if (y >= 0.0) 

{ 
il = 0.0; 12 =y; 

} 
else 

{ 
il = y; i2 =0.0; 

} 
sum3b = Suminf2(w,i1,i2,qct_24,f24,indc); 

if ((sum3a < 0.0) || (sum3b < 0.0)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In f2 sum3a=“%lf sum3b=“%lf\n",sum3a,sum3b); 

exit(1); 

} 
} 

fsum=sctact+0.5*oc*sysv*(d2*d2)+vr*oc*d2+sum1+sum2a+sum2b+sum3a+sum3b; 

return(fsum); 

} 

/* function f3 - Equ3 which is not a constant for any particular iteration */ 

double f3(int IT, double z, double vr, int indc) 

{ 
int w; 

double v,m,LT 1=-1.0,LT2=-1.0,11=0.0,i2=0.0,y=0.0,fsum=0.0,sum1,sum2a,sum2b,sum3a,sum3b,k1,d0; 

if Gindc—=cf) 

{ 
if ((q_what==2) || (q_what=0)) 
d0=fsi; 

else 

if (q_what—1) 

d0=d?2; 

else 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"q_what invalid in f3\n"); 

exit(1); 
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3 
} 

else 

d0=d1; 

k1 = (vr+d0*sysv)/(vr+d0*sysv+obsv); 

v =k1*(vr+d0*sysv); m = z; 

if ((v <= 0.0) || (vr <= 0.0)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In £3 v=%3.151Lf vr=%3.15If indc=%d IT=%d\n",v,vr,indc,IT+1); 

exit(1); 

} 
if TT=0) 

{ 
if (d_last13 !=-1.0) 

d0=d_last13; 

fsum = oc*z*z*d0+vr*oc*d0+0.5 *oc*sysv*d0*d0+sc; 

return(fsum); 

} 
else 

{ 
if (IT < vsi) 

w=IT-l; 

else 

Ww = vsi-1; 

if (indc—cf) 

{ 
LT1=Retrieve(&s_info[w],(qct_13)*13+12,numquadpts); LT2=LT1, 

} 
else 

if (indc—=ncf) 

{ 
LT1=Retrieve(&s_info[w],(qct_13)*13,numquadpts); 

LT2=Retrieve(&s_info[w],(qct_13)*13+1,numquadpts); 

} 
else 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"no such indc in f3 \n"); 

exit(1); 

} 

/* Getting integral on (-LT1,LT1) */ 

sum1=0.0; 

il = -LT1; i2 = LT]; 

sum1 = Sumnorm(w,il,i2,v,m,qct_13,f13,indc); 

if (sum1 < 0.0) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In f3 sum1=%lf\n",sum1); 

exit(1); 

} 
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/* ONLY when LT1 != LT2 is the integral in (LT1,LT2) and (-LT2,-LT1) calculated */ 

if (LT1 = LT2) 

sum2a = sum2b = 0.0; 

else 

if LT1 !=LT2 && LT2 != -1.0) 

{ 
il=LT1; i2=LT2; 

sum2a = Sumnorm(w,il,i2,v,m,qct_13,f13,indc); 

il=-LT2; i2=-LT1, 

sum2b = Sumnorm(w,il,i2,v,m,qct_13,f13,indc); 

if ((sum2a < 0.0) || (sum2b < 0.0)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In f3 sum2a=“%lf sum2b=“%lf\n",sum2a,sum2b); 

exit(1); 

} 
} 

/* Integral in (LT2,inf) and (-inf,-LT2) */ 

sum3a=sum3b=0.0; 

y = (LT2-m)/(sqrt(v)), 
if (y >= 0.0) 

{ 
il = 0.0; 12 =y; 

} 
else 

{ 
il = y; i2 =0.0; 

} 
sum3a = Suminf1(w,11,i2,qct_13,f13,indc); 

y = (-LT2-m)/(sqrt(v)); 
if (y >= 0.0) 

{ 
il = 0.0; i2 = y; 

} 
else 

{ 
il = y; i2 =0.0; 

} 
sum3b = Suminf2(w,i1,i2,qct_13,f13,indc); 

if ((sum3a < 0.0) || (sum3b < 0.0)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In f3 sum3a=“lf sum3b=%%4.201fin" sum3a,sum3b); 

exit(1); 

} 
} 

fsum=sc+oc*(z*z)*d0+0.5*o0c*sysv*(d0*d0)+vr*oc*d0+sum 1+sum2a+sum2b+sum3a+sum3b; 

return(fsum); 

} 
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/* function f4 - Equ3 which is not a constant for any particular iteration */ 

double f4(int IT, double z, double vr, int indc) 

{ 
int w, 
double v, m, LT1=-1.0, LT2=-1.0, 11=0.0, i2=0.0, y=0.0; 

double fsum=0.0, sum1,sum2a,sum2b,sum3a,sum3b,k1,d00; 

k1 = (vr+d2*sysv)/(vr+d2*sysvt+obsv); v = k1*(vr+d2*sysv); m = z; 

if ((v <= 0.0) || (vr <= 0.0)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In £4 v=%3.151f vr=%3. 15Lf indc=%ed IT=%d\n",v, vr,indc,IT+1); 

exit(1); 

} 
if (indc==cf) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"indc can't be =cf in f4\n"); 

exit(1); 

} 
if (IT == (vsi-1)) 

{ 
if (d_last24 != -1.0) 

d00=d_last24; 

else 

d00=d2; 

fsum = oc*z*z*d00+vr*o0c*d00+0.5*o0c*sysv*d00*d00+sc; 

return(fsum); 

} 
else 

if (IT >= vsi) 

{ 
w=0: 

LT1=Retrieve(&s_info[w],(qct_24)*13+2,numquadpts); 

LT2=Retrieve(&s_info[w],(qct_24)*13+3,numquadpts); 

/* Getting integral on (-LT1,LT1) */ 

sum 1=0.0; 

i1=-LT1; i2=LT1; 

sum1 = Sumnorm(w,il,i2,v,m,qct_24,f24,indc); 

if (sum1 < 0.0) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In f4 sum1=%lf\n",sum1); 

exit(1); 

5 

/* ONLY when LT1 != LT2 is the integral in (LT1,LT2) and (-LT2,-LT1) calculated */ 

if (LT1==LT2) 

sum2a = sum2b = 0.0; 

else 
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if LT1 !=LT2 && LT2 != -1.0) 

{ 
il=LT1; i2=LT2; 

sum2a = Sumnorm(w,il,i2,v,m,qct_24,f24,indc); 

il1=-LT2; i2=-LT1; 

sum2b = Sumnorm(w,i1,i2,v,m,qct_24,f24,indc); 

if ((sum2a < 0.0) || (sum2b < 0.0)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In f4 sum2a=%lf sum2b=“%lf\n",sum2a,sum2b); 

exit(1); 

} 
} 

/* Integral in (LT2,inf) and (-inf,-LT2) */ 

sum3a=sum3b=0.0; 

y = (LT2-m)/(sqrt(v)); 
if (y >= 0.0) 

{ 
il = 0.0; 12 =y; 

} 
else 

{ 
il = y; i2 =0.0; 

} 
sum3a = Suminf1(w,il,i2,qct_24,f24,indc); 

y = (-LT2-m)/(sqrt(v)), 
if (y >= 0.0) 

{ 
il = 0.0; i2 =y; 

} 
else 

{ 
il =y; i2 =0.0; 

} 
sum3b = Suminf2(w,il,i2,qct_24,f24,indc),; 

if ((sum3a < 0.0) || (sum3b < 0.0)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In f4 sum3a=“elf sum3b=“lf\n" ,sum3a,sum3b); 

exit(1); 

} 
} 

fsum = sct+oc*(z*z)*d2+0.5*oc*sysv*(d2*d2)+-vr*oc*d2+sum 1+sum2a+sum2b+sum3a+sum3b; 

return(fsum); 

} 

/* function for normal density with mean m and variance v */ 

double Normden(double v, double m, double x) 

{ 
double invsq=0.0, normal=0.0; 
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invsq = 1.0/sqrt(v); 

normal = constant*invsq*exp(-0.5*((x-m)*(x-m))/v); 

return(normal); 

; 

/* function Sumnorm - to find the sum1 and sum2 in the functions1,3 using varl */ 

double Sumnorm(int w, double il, double i2, double v, double m, int qvar, int flag, int indc) 

{ 
int i; 

double sum=0.0, fval=0.0, prob; 

for (i=0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

{ 
if (12 == Abs(il)) 

{ 
if (flag—=f13) && (indc—=cf)) 

fval=Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar* 13+10,i); 

else 
if ((flag—=f13) && (indc—=ncf)) 

fval=Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar* 13,1); 
else 

if (flag—f24) && (inde==ncf)) 

fval=Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar* 13+5,i); 

else 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In Sumnorm no such (flag,indc) combo. exits flag=%d indc=%d\n", flag,indc); 
exit(1); 

} 
3 

else 
if ((i2 > 0.0) && (i1 > 0.0)) 

{ 
if (indc—=cf) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"i1=“lf i2=%lf\n",i1,i2); 
fprintf(f_outel,"Error10: i2>0 & il>0 no cf possible!\n"); 

exit(1); 

} 
if (flag—=f13) 

fval=Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar* 13+1,1); 
else 

fval=Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar* 13+6,i); 

} 
else 

if ((i2 < 0.0) && (il < 0.0)) 

{ 
if (indc=cf) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Error11: i2<0 & i1<0 no cf possible!\n"); 
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exit(1); 

} 
if (flag—f13) 

fval=Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar* 13+2,i); 
else 

fval=Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar* 13+7,i); 

} 
else 

if (i2 '= Abs(il)) 

{ 
if (indc—cf) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Error12: i2!= Abs(il) no cf possible!\n"); 

exit(1); 

} 
if (((i2 > 0.0) && (i1 > 0.0)) |] (G2 < 0.0) && (il < 0.0))) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Error13: in Sumnorm in the limits i1=%lf and i2=%lf\n",i1,i2); 

exit(1); 

} 
} 
prob=QW(i1,i2,i)*Normden(v,m,Q(i1,i2,i)); 

if ((fval < 0.0) || (prob < 0.0) || (prob > 1.0)) 
{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"1: prob=“%lf QW=%lf Normden=“lf\n",prob,QW(i1,i2,i), Normden(v,m,Q(il,i2,i))); 

fprintf(f_outel,“fval=“lf\n",fval); fprintf(f_outel,"v=“lf m=“lf i1=“elf i2=“lf i=Yed\n",v,m,i1,i2,1); 

exit(1); 

} 
sum += QW(11,i2,i)*fval* Normden(v,m,Q(il,i2,i)); 

} 
return(sum); 

} 

/* function Suminf1 - to find the sum3a in the functions1,3 using var1- if flag=f13 then used in funcs. fl 

and f3 and if flag=f24 then used in funcs. f2 and f4 */ 

double Suminf1 (int w, double il, double i2, int qvar, int flag, int indc) 

{ 
int 1; 

double sum=0.0, fvall=-1.0, fval0=-1.0, prob=0.0, wt=-1.0, norm=-1.0; 

for (i=0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

i ((flag—f13) && (inde=cf)) 

‘f (i=0) 

fvalO = Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar*13+11,0); 

‘a = Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar* 13+11,i); 

else 
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if ((flag==f13) && (indc==ncf)) 

{ 
if (i—=0) 

fval0 = Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar*13+3,0); 
else 

fvall = Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar* 13+3,i); 

3 
else 

if ((flag—f24) && (indc—=ncf)) 

{ 
if (i==0) 

fvalO = Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar* 13+8,0); 
else 

fvall = Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar* 13+8,i); 

} 
else 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Error20: In Suminfl combo of  (flag,indc) 

indc=“%d\n", flag,indc); 

exit(1); 

} 
if (((i != 0) && (fvall != fval0)) || (fval0 < 0.0)) 
{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Error21: fvall=lf fvalO=“lf i=%od\n",fval 1 ,fval0,i); 

exit(1); 

} 
; 
if (il = 0.0) && (12 = 0.0)) 

{ 
sum = 0.5*fval0; 

return(sum); 

} 
else 

if (1 = 0.0) && (i2 > 0.0)) 

{ 
if(i2 > 8.0) 

return(0.0); 

else 

{ 
for (i=0; i < numquadpts; ++1) 

{ 
wt = QW(i1,12,i); norm = Normden(1.0,0.0,Q(i1,i2,i)); prob += wt*norm; 

if ((wt < 0.0) {| (norm < 0.0) || (prob > 0.5)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Error22: In Suminfl] i1=“%lf i2=%lf i=Yod\n",i1,i2,1); 
fprintf(f_outel,"fval=“olf\n" fval0); 
fprintf(f_outel,"prob=“lf QW=lf Normden=%lf\n", prob, wt,norm); 

does not 

exit(1); 

} 
} 
sum = (0.5 - prob)*fval0; 

exist! flag=%d 
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return(sum); 

} 
} 

else 

if ((i2 = 0.0) && (il < 0.0)) 

{ 
if(Abs(il) > 8.0) 

return(fval0); 

else 

{ 
for (i=0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

{ 
wt = QW(i1, 12,1); norm = Normden(1.0,0.0,Q(il,i2,i)); prob += wt*norm; 

if ((wt < 0.0) || (norm < 0.0) || (prob > 0.5)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Error23: In Suminf] i1=%lf i2=“lf i=%d\n",i1 ,i2,i); 
fprintf(f_outel,"fval=“%lf\n",fval0); 

fprintf(f_outel, "prob=“lf QW=“lf Normden=%lf\n", prob, wt,norm); 

exit(1); 

} 
} 
sum = (0.5 + prob)*fval0; 

return(sum); 

} 
} 

else 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Something wrong in Suminfl]\n"); 

return(~100000000.0); 

} 
} 

/* function Suminf2 - to find the sum3b in the functions1,3 using var1-if flag=f13 then used in funcs. fl 
and f3 and if flag=f24 then used in funcs. f2 and f4 */ 

double Suminf2(int w, double i1, double i2, int qvar, int flag, int indc) 

{ 
int i; 

double sum=0.0, fval0=-1.0, fval1=-1.0, prob=0.0, wt=-1.0, norm=-1.0; 

for (i=0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

‘f ((flag==f13) && (indc=cf)) 

‘f (i—=0) 
fval0 = Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar* 13+12,0); 

al = Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar* 13+12,i); 

} 
else 

if ((flag—f13) && (indc—=ncf)) 
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{ 
if (i—=0) 

fval0 = Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar*13+4,0) 
else 

fvall = Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar*13+4,i); 

. 

> 

} 
else 

if ((flag—=f24) && (indc—=ncf)) 

{ 
if (i==0) 

fval0 = Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar*13+9,0); 
else 

fvall = Retrieve(&s_info[w],qvar*13+9,i); 

} 
else 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Error30:In Suminf2 combo of (flag,indc) doesn't exist! flag=Y%od indc=“d\n", flag,indc); 
exit(1); 

} 
if (((i != 0) && (fvall != fval0)) || (fval0 < 0.0)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Error31: fvall=“lf fvalO=“%lf i=%d\n",fval 1,fval0,i); 

exit(1); 

} 
} 
if (1 = 0.0) && (i2 = 0.0)) 

{ 
sum = 0.5*fval0; 

return(sum); 

} 
else 

if ((i1 = 0.0) && (i2 > 0.0)) 

{ 
if(i2 > 8.0) 
return(fval0); 

else 

{ 
for (i=0; i < numquadpts; ++1) 

{ 
wt=QW(il,i2,1); norm=Normden(1.0,0.0,Q(i1,i2,1)); prob += wt*norm; 

if ((wt < 0.0) || (norm < 0.0) || (prob > 0.5)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Error32: In Suminf2 i1=“lf i2=“lf i=Yod\n",i1,i2,i); 
fprintf(f_outel,"fval=“lf\n",fval0); 
fprintf(f_outel,"prob=“olf QW=%lf Normden=“lf\n" prob, wt,norm); 

exit(1); 

} 
} 
sum = (0.5 + prob)*fval0; 
return(sum); 

} 
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} 
else 

if ((i2 = 0.0) && (il < 0.0)) 

{ 
if(Abs(il) > 8.0) 

return(0.0); 

else 

{ 
for (i=0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

{ 
wt=QW(il,i2,i); norm=Normden(1.0,0.0,Q(il,i2,i)); prob += wt*norm; 

if (C(wt < 0.0) || (norm < 0.0) || (prob > 0.5)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Error33: In Suminf2 i1=%lf i2=%lf i=%d\n",i1,i2,i); 

fprintf(f_outel,"fval=“lf\n",fval0); 

fprintf(f_outel,"prob=“lf QW=%lf Normden=%lf\n", prob, wt,norm); 

exit(1); 

} 
} 

sum = (0.5 - prob)*fval0; 

return(sum); 

} 
} 
else 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"Something wrong in Suminf2\n"); 

return(-100000000.0); 

} 
} 

/* function to find the pt.of intersection for any 2 funcs. */ 

double Find_Inter(double (*g1)(int,double,double,int), double (*g2)(int,double,double,int), double x1, 

double xn, double step,int IT double h, int indc) 

{ 
int sign,oldsign; 
double diff=0.0,i; 

for (i=x1; i >= (xn-step); i — step) 

{ 
diff = (g1)(IT,i,h,indc) - (g2)(IT,i,h,indc); 
if (Abs(diff) < TOLERANCE) 
return(i); 

sign = ((diff < 0.0) ? -1 : 1); 

if (i = x1) 

oldsign = sign; 
if (i==xn) && (oldsign==sign)) 
return(-1.0); 

if (sign != oldsign) 
break; 

} 
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if (i < (xn-step)) 
{ 
fprintf(f£_outel,"Error in Find_Inter!\n"); 

fprintf(f_outel,"h=%lf i=%3.20Lf indc=%ed IT=“%d\n", h, i, indc, IT+1); 

fprintf(f_outel,"xn=“lf step=“lf xnt+step=%3.201f\n", xn, step, xn+step); 
exit(0); 

return(-1.0); 

} 
return(Find_Inter(g1,g¢2,i+step,i,step/H,IT,h,indc)); 

} 

/* function - to find the 4 pts. of intersection */ 

int Four_Inter(int IT, double *1t1, double *1t2, double var,int indc) 

{ 
double xval1=-1.0, xval2=-1.0, xval3=-1.0, max12, fl_val, f2_val, f3_val, f4_val; 

double (*minconstf)(int, double,double,int)=&F_err; 

fl_val=f1(T,0.0,var,indc); f2_val=f2(T,0.0,var,indc); 

f3_val=f3(IT,0.0,var,indc); £4_val=f4(IT,0.0,var,indc); 

if (f1_val < f2_val) 

minconstf = funcs[0]; 

else 

if (f1_val > f2_val) 

minconstf = funcs[1]; 

else 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel, “constfl=constf2\n"); 

exit(1); 

} 
if (max(f3_val,f4_val) < mum(fl_val,f2_val)) 

{ 
xvall=Find_Inter(funcs[2],minconstf,H,0.0,1.0,IT,var,indc); 

xval2=Find_Inter(funcs[3],minconstf,H,0.0,1.0,IT,var,indc); 
xval3=Find_Inter(funcs[2],funcs[{3],H,0.0,1.0,IT,var,indc); 

max 12=max(xval1,xval2); 

if (xval3 < 0.0) 

*)]t1=*1t2=max12; 

return(10); 

} 
if (xval3 > max12) 

{ 
*)/t1=*1t2=max12; 

return(10); 

} 
if (xval3 < mum(xval1,xval2)) 

{ 
*)t1=xval3; *1t2=max12; 

return(10); 

} 
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} 
if (f3_val > mum(fl_val,f2_val)) 

{ 
xval2=Find_Inter(funcs[3],minconstf,H,0.0, 1.0,IT,var,indc); 

*)t]=*1t2=xval2; 

return(10); 

; 
if (f4_ val > mum(fl_val,f2_val)) 

{ 
xvall=Find_Inter(funcs[2],minconstf,H,0.0,1.0,IT,var,indc); 

*1t1=*1t2=xvall1; 

return(10); 

; 
fprintf(f_outel,"ERROR: No such case in Four_Inter\n"); 
exit(1); 

return(-100); 

} 

/* sort function that sorts array ra and makes the corresponding rearrangement to array rb */ 

void sort2(int n,double ra[],double rb[]) 

{ 
int 1,j,ir,i; 

double rrb,rra; 

l= >> 14-1; i=n-1; 

for (;;) 
{ 
if > 0) 

{ 
tra=ra(--l]; rrb=rb{1]; 

} 
else 

{ 
tra=ra[ir]; rrb=rb[ir]; 

ra(ir]=ra[0]; rb[ir]=rb[0]; 
if (—ir = 0) 

{ 
ra[O]=rra;_rb[0]=1b, 
return; 

} 
} 

i=l, j=0 << 1)+1, 
while (j <= ir) 

{ 
if G < ir && rafj] < rafj+1]) +43; 

if (rra < ra[j]) 
{ 
ra[i}=ralj];, rb{i]=rb[j); 
j += G); 
j 
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else j=ir+1; 

} 
ra(i]=rra; rb[i]=rrb; 

3 
} 
/* to get the total exp. loss for Crowder's case of sc=0 */ 

double Tot_Loss(int itr, double lim1, double lim2, double wvr, double qvr, int indc) 

{ 
int i; 

double tot_el1=0.0, tot_el2=0.0, tot_el3=0.0, total=0.0, xpt, il, 12; 

double (*mf1)(int,double,double,int)=&F_err, (*mf2)(int,double,double,int)=&F_err; 

double (*mf3)(int,double,double,int)=&F _err,; 

if ((indc=cf) && (lim1 != lim2)) 

{ 
fprintf(f_outel,"In Tot_Loss indc=cf, lim1 != lim2 ERROR\n"); 

fprintf(f_outel,"indc=%d and lim1=“lf lim2=“lf\n" ,indc,lim1,lim2); 

exit(1); 

} 
mf1=minfunc(itr,0.0,qvr,indc); 

if (im1 != lim2) 

mf2=minfunc(itr,(lim1+lim2)*0.5,qvr,indc); 
mf3=minfunc(itr,lim2+1.0,qvr,indc); 

i1=-lim1/sqrt(wvr); i2=lim1/sqrt(wvr); 

for (i=0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

{ 
xpt=Q(il,i2,i)*sqrt(wvr); 
tot_ell = tot_ell+(mf1)(itr,xpt,qvr,indc)*QW(i1,i2,i)*Normden(1.0,0.0,Q(i1,i2,i)); 

; 
if dim] = lim2) 
tot_el2=0.0; 

else 

{ 
il=lim1/sqrt(wvr); i2=lim2/sqrt(wvr); 

for (i=0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

{ 
xpt=Q(il,i2,i)*sqrt(wvr); 
tot_el2 = tot_el2+(mf2)(itr,xpt,qvr,indc)*QW(il,i2,i)*Normden(1.0,0.0,Q(i1,12,i)); 

} 
} 
tot_el2=tot_el2*2.0; 

i1=0.0; i2=lim2/sqrt(wvr); 

if (i2 > 8.0) 

tot_el3=0.5; 
else 

{ 
for (i=0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

tot_el3 = tot_el3 + QW(il,i2,1)*Normden(1.0,0.0,Q(il1,i2,i)); 

} 
tot_el3 = (0.5-tot_el3)*(mf3)(itr,0.0,qvr,indc)*2.0; 
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total=tot_el1+tot_el2+tot_el3; 
return(total); 

} 

/* to get the intersection for Crowder's case of sc=0 */ 

void Inter_Crow(double qv, int iter_n) 

{ 
int i; 

double ptx, pty, lim=-1.0, il, i2; 

double (*minfc1)(int,double,double,int)=&F_err; 

double (*minfc3)(int,double,double,int)=&F_err; 

char CR; 

funcs[0]=f1; funcs[2]=f3; funcs[1]=funcs[3]=NULL; 

lim=Find_Inter(f1,f3,H,0.0,1.0,IT,qv,cf); 

Store(&s_info[iter_n],(qct_13)*13+12,numquadpts, lim); 

minfc1=minfunc(IT,0.0,qv,cf); 

il=-lim; i2=lim; 

for (i=0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

Store(&s_info[iter_n],(qct_13)*13+10,i,(minfcl)(QT,Q(il,i2,i),qv,cf)); 

minfc3=minfunc(IT,lim+1.0,qv,cf); 

11=0.0; 12=lim; 

for (i=0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 

Store(&s_infofiter_n],(qct_13)*13+11,i,(minfc3)IT,Q(il,i2,i),qv,cf); 

il=-lim; i2=0.0; 

for (i=0; i < numquadpts; ++i) 
Store(&s_info[iter_n],(qct_13)*13+12,i,(minfc3)(T,Q(il,i2,i),qv,cf)); 

} 
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